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Chapter 1 SETTING UP THE ANALYSIS 

BACKGROUND 
In August 1999, the Washington Office of the USDA Forest Service published Miscellaneous Report 
FS-643 Roads Analysis: Informing Decisions about Managing the National Forest Transportation 
System.  The objective of a roads analysis is to provide decision makers with critical information to 
develop road systems that are safe and responsive to public needs and desires, are affordable and 
efficiently managed, have minimal negative ecological effects on the land, and are in balance with 
available funding for needed management actions. 

In October 1999, the agency published Interim Directive 7710-99-1 authorizing Forests to use, as 
appropriate, the road analysis procedure embodied in FS-643 to help land managers make major 
science-based roads analysis decisions. The Rocky Mountain Region of the Forest Service then 
published a roads analysis guidance document as a supplement to Appendix 1 of FS-643.  This 
document provides guidance concerning the appropriate scale for addressing the roads analysis. On 
March 3, 2000, the Forest Service proposed revising 36 CFR Part 212 to shift emphasis from 
transportation development, to managing administrative and public access within the capability of the 
lands. 

The proposal was to shift the focus of National Forest System (NFS) road management from 
development and construction of new roads, to maintaining and restoring needed roads and 
decommissioning unneeded roads within the context of maintaining, managing, and restoring healthy 
ecosystems. 

On January 12, 2001, the Forest Service issued the final National Forest System Road Management 
Rule.  This rule revises regulations concerning the management, use, and maintenance of the National 
Forest transportation system.  The analysis addresses changes in public demands and uses of National 
Forest System resources while incorporating the need to better manage funds available for road 
construction, reconstruction, maintenance, and decommissioning.  The final rule removes the 
emphasis on transportation development and adds a requirement for interdisciplinary science-based 
roads analysis.  The final rule is intended to help ensure that additions to the National Forest System 
road network are those deemed essential for resource management and use; that construction, 
reconstruction, and maintenance of roads minimize adverse environmental impacts; and that unneeded 
roads are decommissioned and restoration of ecological processes are initiated. 

PROCESS 
Roads analysis is a six-step process. The steps are designed to be sequential, with an understanding 
that the process may require feedback and iteration among steps over time. 

The six-step process: 

1. Setting up the analysis 
2. Describing the situation 
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3. Identifying the issues 
4. Assessing benefits, problems, and risks 
5. Describing opportunities and setting priorities 
6. Reporting  - Chapters 1-6 of this report 

The amount of time and effort spent on each step differs by project, based on specific situations and 
available information.  The process provides a set of possible issues and analysis questions; the 
answers can help managers make choices about road system management. 

THIS REPORT AND PRODUCTS 
This analysis documents the information and analysis procedure used for all three administrative units, 
the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and Gunnison National Forests (GMUG).  The report contains a table 
which rates each road for its relative value with regards to: fire/fuels/wildland urban interface, mineral 
resource management, recreation, social, special uses management, and timber resource management; 
as well as the relative risk each road poses to watershed function and wildlife.  In addition, the table 
provides information about the value of each road looking at both replacement value and deferred 
maintenance costs. 

The report contains an analysis of transportation/infrastructure issues on the GMUG and a list of 
management guidelines and opportunities for future actions.  It also includes two maps - the first map 
displays the Forest Level 3-5 road system, including the road network provided by other agencies.  
The second map displays GMUG 6th level watersheds overlaid with the Transportation System. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE ANALYSIS 
The roads analysis is not a decision document.  It is a management tool intended to inform decision-
makers.  As an informational tool, this document attempts to gather and synthesize data and analyze 
results.  It has purposely avoided making specific recommendations. 

The roads analysis will be used, in part, to support engineering decisions regarding expenditures and 
priorities for road management on the GMUG.  It will also identify the Forest-wide transportation 
system that forms the “backbone” of the system.  Components of this analysis will be used in the 
development of forest plan revision as well as for future identification and analysis of sub-forest level 
project work. 

IDENTIFY SCALE/ANALYSIS AREA 
The analysis will: 

• Concentrate on Operational Maintenance Level 3, 4 and 5 roads (roads accessible by passenger 
car), although Levels 1 and 2 roads may be analyzed for some specific resource evaluation. 

• Analyze to the extent possible, information by five geographic areas.  Those areas are the 
Uncompahgre Plateau, North Fork Valley, Grand Mesa, San Juans and Gunnison Basin. 

• Utilize Geographic Information System (GIS)-technology whenever possible. 
• Use existing information/data. 
• Use information and data that is consistent with the forest plan revision process. 
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INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM MEMBERS AND 
PARTICIPANTS 
RAP Team Members: 
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John Stites    Construction Engineer Supervisor’s Office 
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Michael Jackson   Wildlife   Gunnison Ranger District 
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Gary Shellhorn   Hydrology, Soils 
     Geology   Supervisor’s Office 
Liane Matson    Minerals   Supervisor’s Office 
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Kate Doran    Forest Roads Manager  Supervisor’s Office 

In addition, a Steering Committee was formed to help direct this project.  Members include: 

Carmine Lockwood  Forest Planner   Supervisor’s Office 
Tom Condos   Forest Engineer  Supervisor’s Office 
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Extended team members and their specialties: 
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Jim LeFevre   Wildlife   Paonia Ranger District 
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ANALYSIS PLAN 
The analysis considers all Forest Level 3-5 roads, but much of the analysis in Chapter 5 focuses on 
Forest Service jurisdiction roads that serve as arterial and collector roads – 133 roads with 
approximately 872 miles.  In some cases, the analysis also includes all, or segments of, County and 
State roads that provide major access to the Forest.  Analysis in Chapter 5 does not include those 
Forest Service jurisdiction roads that were generally less than .5 miles in length primarily providing 
access to and through developed recreation sites, as well as Forest Service jurisdiction roads that 
extend beyond the Forest boundary.  

INFORMATION USED 
The IDT identified the following information sources to use for the analysis: 

• INFRA Travel Routes data 
• Grand Mesa National Forest Travel Plan 
• Uncompahgre National Forest Travel Plan 
• Gunnison Travel Interim Restrictions Travel Plan 
• Deferred maintenance costs in INFRA 
• Potential Public Forest Service Road (PFSR) project submittals 
• Suitable timber base from the 1991 amended GMUG Forest Plan 
• Roadless Area Inventory from the 1991 amended GMUG Forest Plan 

The IDT also identified the following GIS data: 

• Roads (all) 
• 6th level watersheds 
• Land status 
• Wildland urban interface  
• Wildlife of concern areas 
• Geologic hazards 
• Soil map units 
• Developed recreation sites 
• Land status 
• Beetle risk 
• Active geologic instability 
• Rainfall intensity 
• Erodibility 
• Riparian areas 
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN 
There was concern about the possibility of public confusion with respect to this forest scale Roads 
Analysis Process and on-going Forest Plan revision efforts.  The RAP communication and outreach 
effort was low-key, information-driven, and aimed at stakeholders with a direct interest in National 
Forest road system management.  The Forest Service believes this to be an appropriate level of 
outreach for this analysis for several reasons.  First, this is not a decision document and therefore not 
subject to the rules and procedures associated with federal decisions that require NEPA compliance. 

Second, the analysis is aimed at providing background information and risk assessments relative to 
road maintenance and road improvement expenditure decisions that have only a limited set of users 
(e.g. Forest Service engineers, line managers, County and State road managers).  Additionally, the 
Forest Service timeline for completion of this analysis did not warrant extensive public involvement 
since there were numerous public scoping efforts that have been completed by the Forest on travel 
management planning that have preceded this analysis.  The Forest felt there was an adequate base of 
knowledge about public issues and concerns. 

The Communications Plan for this assessment identified the County Commissioners and County Road 
and Bridge Superintendents/Engineers as the key external contacts for public involvement.  The IDT 
felt that the commissioners and road and bridge superintendents are the county representatives who 
have the actual road management knowledge and information that could be useful in identifying 
mutual (county and Forest Service) opportunities and issues.  Delta, Gunnison, Hinsdale, Mesa, 
Montrose, Ouray, Saguache, and San Miguel were the key counties identified for making these 
contacts. 

The RAP Team members met with the Ranger Districts personnel to discuss the RAP and receive 
comments. The purpose of the meetings was to obtain issues or possible opportunities they felt existed 
on the ground. 

In addition, the Communication Plan identified the Forest district employee key contacts for road and 
interdisciplinary knowledge. 
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Chapter 2 DESCRIBING THE SITUATION 

THE ANALYSIS AREA 
HISTORICAL CONTEXT 
The GMUG and the associated transportation system have evolved over time.  From as early as 
10,000 B.C.E. Paleo-Indians moved through the region seasonally following big game and the trails 
they created.  The Ute Nation occupied the area for several centuries.  The Utes developed an 
extensive network of foot and horse trails.  Fur traders traveled through the area in the 1820’s trapping 
beavers and establishing trading posts.  Roads and trails were developed to access these posts and 
grew with the mining boom of the 1870’s.  Roads and trails were also created to access reservoirs and 
timber needed to support the mines and new towns.  Railroads soon followed along with ranching and 
farming to provide for the growing population.  Roads and trails were created as needed to 
accommodate any immediate transportation needs. 

As resource extraction continued, conservation measures became necessary to protect future uses of 
these natural resources.  President Benjamin Harrison signed into existence several Forest Reserves in 
1891 and 1892; one of these was the Battlement Mesa Forest Reserve, parts of which later became the 
Grand Mesa National Forest. 

The Gunnison and Uncompahgre National Forests were established as administratively separate units 
in 1905.  These Forests, along with the Battlement Mesa (Grand Mesa) Forest continue to exist today 
largely in the same form as when they were set aside under federal protection in 1905.  The Grand 
Mesa and Uncompahgre were joined as a single administrative unit in 1954 and the Gunnison was 
added in 1973. 

With the Great Depression came the establishment of the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC).  From 
1933 to 1942 the CCC built roads, trails, recreation facilities and buildings, many of which were the 
National Forest.  These were perhaps the first engineered facilities on the Forest, and they still 
enhance recreation opportunities today.  

Recreation use increased on the Forest after World War II and in 1951 the Forest began to receive new 
budget allotments for clean-up, maintenance, and restoration of Forest campgrounds and hiking trails.  
Alpine ski resorts were developed on the Forests in the 1960’s, which brought more people to the 
area.  Highways were improved to meet access needs to newly established towns.   The Wilderness 
Act was passed in 1964 and between 1964 and 1993 ten Wilderness Areas were designated on the 
GMUG.  Any roads previously developed in these areas were either closed or converted to trails to 
meet management objectives for wilderness areas. 

The Forest Service developed road design standards and construction practices in the early 1950’s 
with an emphasis on more direct alignments with specific road grades and curves.  Although 
economic considerations were, and continue to be, a major driving force in road construction, the 
impacts of such design standards were recognized in the 1970’s when road alignments and grades 
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were designed to follow topographic contours in order to minimize ground disturbance and other 
impacts. 

Timber production peaked on the GMUG between 1984 and 1991.  This led to the planning and 
construction of engineered transportation system roads to access forested acres that required treatment.  
The Forest Service established road standards in 1985 to minimize resource impacts of roads and 
provide guidance related to route location and construction, operation, and maintenance.  The GMUG 
continues to incorporate more advanced techniques for water and erosion control to preserve water 
quality and watershed health. 

During the 1980-1990 period, the GMUG reached the peak of its transportation development 
program. Annually, the Forest constructed 25 miles of new roads and reconstructed 35 miles of 
existing roads. Supplementing the road development program was a very cost effective maintenance 
collection program. The timber industry assisted the GMUG with collection deposits for wear and tear 
and work in lieu of deposit. The timber industry collections alone averaged $100,000 annually. 

Today, the GMUG is not harvesting as much timber as in the past.   The GMUG currently constructs 
an average of 3 miles of road and reconstructs 7 miles per year. The timber collections average about 
$15,000 per year.  

However, recreationists now often enjoy the roads built initially to access timber. The number one 
recreation activity is driving for pleasure. The current emphasis is often more focused on minimizing 
new road construction, and maintaining, reconstructing, or decommissioning roads in the 
transportation system. 
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GEOGRAPHIC AREAS 
The GMUG is administered as a single unit.  The three forests combined total approximately 
2,966,000 acres, making the GMUG the third largest National Forest administrative unit in the 
contiguous United States. 

The GMUG is located in west central and southwest Colorado, and includes five ranger districts:  
Grand Valley, Paonia, Ouray, Norwood and Gunnison. 

The Forest is currently undergoing forest plan revision.  For this effort, the Forest is divided into five 
separate and unique geographic areas:  Uncompahgre Plateau, North Fork Valley, Grand Mesa, San 
Juans and Gunnison Basin (see map on facing page).  Within this document, data and analysis will be 
displayed to the extent possible within these five geographic areas, and rarely using the three forests or 
five districts as boundaries.  

Uncompahgre Plateau Geographic Area 

The Uncompahgre Plateau Geographic Area encompasses approximately 570,000 acres of National 
Forest System Lands and is dominated by the Uncompahgre Plateau.  It is characterized by mountain 
forests, shrub-brush lands, desert and valley bottoms.  The west side rises sharply from the Dolores 
River while the east side tapers off gradually to the Uncompahgre Valley, with the majority of the 
landscape lying between 7,000 and 9,000 foot elevations, providing a range of vegetation from 
pinyon-juniper to spruce-fir and aspen forests.  

Communities in or adjacent to the Uncompahgre Plateau Geographic Area include Delta, Montrose, 
Ridgway, Norwood and Nucla.  Old Highway 90 and Delta-Nucla roads provide access routes across 
the plateau from Montrose to Nucla and Naturita.  National Forest System lands on the Uncompahgre 
Plateau Geographic Area are managed by the Grand Valley, Ouray and Norwood Ranger Districts.  
The isolated Fruita Division (approximately 7,845 acres) is included within the Uncompahgre Plateau 
Geographic Area. 

Historically, the Plateau has been used as a local source for timber, public range, water, wildlife, and 
recreation activities including hunting and non-developed (dispersed) camping.  These uses still occur.  
Recreational use in this area is increasing, as people from adjacent communities seek solitude and a 
more primitive type of recreation experience.  The more dry and desolate tracts of the Plateau, once 
considered unfriendly, are now sought by recreationists for their isolation, beauty, and unique 
ecological areas.  

North Fork Valley Geographic Area 

The North Fork Valley Geographic Area includes portions of the Gunnison and Grand Mesa National 
Forests and is managed largely from the Paonia Ranger District.  National Forest System Lands within 
the North Fork Geographic Area encompass approximately 480,000 acres. 
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Major access to the North Fork area is on Highway 92 that goes from Delta to the Highway 50 
intersection near the Blue Mesa Dam, and Highway 133 from the Roaring Fork Valley over McClure 
Pass to Paonia.  Portions of these highways serve as part of the West Elk Loop Scenic and Historic 
Byway.  The West Elk Wilderness Area is partially located within this geographic area. 

Historic and current uses include ranching, gas field production and coal mining.  The GMUG 
administers three underground coal mines in the North Fork Valley.  The North Fork Valley is known 
for its pastoral scenes of ranches and orchards nestled up against white-capped mountain peaks.  
Major communities include Hotchkiss, Crawford and Paonia. 

Grand Mesa Geographic Area 

The Grand Mesa Geographic Area encompasses 316,000 acres of National Forest System Lands, 
managed by the Grand Valley Ranger District.  The Grand Mesa is easily accessible from Grand 
Junction, the largest populated area on the Western Slope of Colorado.  Major access is provided 
along Highway 65 that runs from Interstate 70 to the northern reaches of the Grand Mesa, to Highway 
92 near Delta.  Highway 65 is the Grand Mesa Scenic and Historic Byway.  

Traditional forest uses occur such as timber harvest and grazing.  Numerous lakes and reservoirs 
provide water storage for municipal, industrial, and agricultural water users in Grand Junction and to 
the numerous communities on the Grand Mesa.  

Recreational use is an important use on the Grand Mesa, in both summer and winter.  This use is 
increasing as the population in the surrounding cities and towns continues to grow.  The Powderhorn 
Ski Area is located here along with many popular snowmobile trails like the Sunlight to Powderhorn 
(S-P) snowmobile trail.  The Crag Crest National Recreation Trail provides a scenic non-motorized 
recreation experience. 

The communities of Cedaredge, Mesa and Collbran are within the Grand Mesa Geographic Area. 

San Juans Geographic Area 

The San Juans Geographic Area, encompasses approximately 300,000 acres of National Forest 
System Lands, and includes the mountain division of the Uncompahgre National Forest, managed by 
the Ouray and Norwood Ranger Districts. 

With its roots in mining, the San Juans surround the communities of Telluride, Ouray and Ridgway.  
Because driving for pleasure and challenge is a popular recreation activity, road access and 
management is critical in the San Juans Geographic Area. 

Highway 550 from Montrose and over Red Mountain Pass to Silverton, Highway 62 from Ridgway to 
Placerville, and Highway 145 from the Highway 62 junction past Telluride over Lizard Head Pass, all 
provide major access through the mountains with classic “Rocky Mountain” scenery and all part of 
the San Juan Skyway. 

More challenging 4-wheel drive roads are popular as they provide access to historic mining areas over 
Imogene, Ophir, and Black Bear Passes. 
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The Telluride Ski Area, an internationally renowned destination ski area, attracts national and 
international skiers to the area.  Mt. Sneffels and Lizard Head Wilderness Areas are within this 
geographic area. 

Gunnison Basin Geographic Area 

The Gunnison Basin Geographic Area encompasses a large portion of the Gunnison National Forest, 
and a smaller portion of the Uncompahgre National Forest adjacent to Lake City, totaling 
approximately 1.3 million acres of National Forest System Lands. 

Driving for pleasure is a popular recreation activity, and portions of three scenic byways are within the 
Gunnison Basin.  The Gunnison Basin is often characterized as “well-roaded” with routes ranging 
from paved roads, to high challenge and popular 4-wheel drive roads.  Highway 50 provides major 
access through the middle of the unit, with Highway 135 branching to the north, and Highways 114 
and 149 heading south off of Highway 50. 

Historically, many of the existing transportation routes follow old railroad routes of the late 1890’s. 
These routes provide access to various small communities, such as Ohio City and Pitkin. 

Traditional uses such as grazing and timber occur here, with recreational use increasing.  The Crested 
Butte Mountain Resort, a destination ski area, is located in the north end of this unit.  The Continental 
Divide National Scenic Trail (CDNST) and the Colorado Trail (CT) traverse the Gunnison Basin.  All 
or portions of eight wilderness areas are within the Gunnison Basin. 

Communities within the Gunnison Basin include Gunnison, Crested Butte, Lake City, and Mt. 
Crested Butte.  Smaller communities include Sargents, White Pine, Ohio City, Powderhorn, Almont 
and Pitkin. 

THE NATIONAL FOREST TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
Primary access to the three National Forests for administrative, commercial, and public travel is only 
possible by the current road system. The roads within the Forest boundaries fall under numerous 
ownerships and jurisdictions. While most are under Forest Service jurisdiction, some roads fall under 
the ownership of state, counties, other agencies, private individuals or private companies.  

Roads analysis focuses on National Forest System Roads (NFSR), however, a larger system or 
network of roads exists outside the boundaries of the Forest, providing to the public a seamless 
transportation network.  Access to the Forest boundaries are provided and managed by other Federal, 
State and County road entities. 

FEDERAL HIGHWAYS 
Three Federal Highways contribute to major access to the GMUG.  All three of these roads are paved, 
all weather roads, and are the responsibility of the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT). 

• Interstate 70, one of the major East/West routes across the country, is located north of 
the Grand Mesa. 
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• U.S. 50 is the major thoroughfare to the Forest, linking Grand Junction, Delta, 
Montrose and Gunnison to other interstate highways outside of the Forest. 

• U.S. 550 connects Montrose to Durango, and serves as a major access route to the 
San Juans Geographic Area. 

COLORADO STATE HIGHWAYS 
Thirteen Colorado State Highways are located within or adjacent to the five geographic areas, 
providing paved all weather access. 

Table 2-1  Colorado State Highway Access by Geographic Area.
State 
Highway 

Uncompahgre 
Plateau 

North  
Fork 

Grand 
Mesa 

San 
Juans 

Gunnison 
Basin 

Description 

62 X   X  US Hwy 550 to State Hwy 
145 

65   X   Interstate 70 to State Hwy 
92 

90 X     US Hwy 50 to Cty Rd (Old 
Hwy 90) and Nucla to 
Colorado State Line 

92  X X  X US Hwy 50 to US Hwy 50 
97 X     Nucla to Naturita 
114     X US Hwy 50 to State Hwy 

285 
133  X    State Hwy 82 to State Hwy 

92 
135     X US Hwy 50 to Crested Butte 
141 X     State Hwy 50 to US Hwy 

491 
145 X   X  State Hwy 141 to US Hwy 

491 
149     X US Hwy 50 to US Hwy 160 
330   X   State Hwy 65 to Collbran 
348 X     US Hwy 50 to US Hwy 50 

COUNTY ROADS 
The Forest lies within all or part of eight Colorado counties:  Delta, Gunnison, Hinsdale, Mesa, 
Montrose, Ouray, Saguache, and San Miguel.  County roads are an integral part of the Forest Service 
Road network, as they generally provide access from the federal and state highways to the forest. 

The counties also play a major role on many National Forest System Roads by providing road 
maintenance. 
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FOREST SERVICE ROADS 
Most roads on the GMUG were originally constructed for commodity extraction purposes that include 
grazing, timber, and mineral extraction.  Others resulted from construction of water storage facilities 
and energy transmission lines.  Over the past 100 years, an extensive road network has been 
developed and continues to serve public, commercial, recreation, and administrative purposes and 
provide access to private lands.  There are currently 3,845 miles of NFS roads on the GMUG 
transportation inventory. 

Maintenance Levels 

NFS roads are maintained to varying standards depending on the level of use and management 
objectives.  There are five maintenance levels (also referred to as levels) used by the Forest Service to 
determine the level of design and work needed to preserve the investment in the road.  Maintenance 
levels are characterized as operational or objective.  Operational maintenance levels describe the 
existing status, while objective maintenance levels describe desired future condition.  Often these two 
classifications are the same, but there are times when a road may be assigned a different objective 
level than operational level to reflect foreseeable road management changes. 

Local Routes (Managed for resource requirements) 
Level 1 – Closed year round to all motorized/mechanized general public use 
Level 2 – Restricted use, passable by high-clearance and 4-wheel drive road vehicles 
 
Primary Transportation Routes  
Level 3 – Seasonally closed, suitable for typical passenger vehicle traffic, surface not smooth 
Level 4 – Seasonally closed, suitable for passenger vehicles, smooth surface, moderate comfort 
Level 5 – Suitable for passenger vehicles, dust free; usually paved, high comfort  

See Appendix E –Road Terminology for an expanded definition of the five maintenance levels. 

The following table summarizes the miles of Level 1 through 5 roads under Forest Service 
jurisdiction. 

Table 2-2  USFS Roads (by operational maintenance level and by geographic area in miles, and 
derived from an INFRA query of existing NFS jurisdiction roads) 

Maintenance  
Level 

Uncompahgre 
Plateau 

Grand 
Mesa 

San 
Juans 

North 
Fork 

Gunnison 
Basin 

Forest 
Total 

1 148   44  46  44   227 509
2 607 163 167 171 1323 2431
3 101 41 42 82 328 594
4 127 64 21 36 48 296
5 0 5 3 4 3 15

Total 983 317 279 337 1929 3845
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Figure 2-1   

Miles of GMUG National Forest System Roads by 
Operational Maintenance Level

Level 1 (13%)

Level 2 (64%)

Level 5 (<1%) 

Level 4 (8%)

Level 3 (15%)

 
 
Figure 2-2   

Miles of GMUG National Forest System Roads by 
Geographic Area

North Fork (9%)

San Juans (7%)

Gunnison Basin 
(50%) Grand Mesa 

(8%)

Uncompahgre 
Plateau (26%)

 
 

Level 3, 4 and 5 roads provide access for passenger car traffic, and make up the backbone of the 
Forest transportation system, by providing arterial and collector roads. 

The Forest Scale analysis within this Report will focus primarily on Operational Maintenance Level 3 
through 5 roads so as to provide analysis on the main roads, or those roads serving as collector and 
arterial roads.  Another aspect of the analysis is to determine if the roads analyzed have the correct 
operational level. There are additional Level 3-5 roads on the GMUG; however, they are for the most 
part short spurs that largely serve recreation facilities such as campground, parking lots, trailheads, 
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and pull-offs, and are not considered collector or arterial roads.  These roads are included in the 
overall mileage in this chapter, and are listed in Appendix B however, these roads are not included in 
the overall analysis in this document. 

Unclassified Roads 

Other roads (unclassified) on the GMUG have been identified on the ground and added to the Forest 
transportation inventory as unclassified roads.  There are 742 miles of unclassified roads, forest-wide, 
presently tracked in the GMUG road data base (INFRA).  There is a large, unspecified number of 
unclassified roads that is not yet entered/tracked in INFRA.  For those roads no mileage figures are 
available.  These roads are not considered in this analysis because they are not Level 3-5 roads. 

Maintenance Needs 

Maintenance needs on Forest Service roads fall into 3 categories.  Annual Maintenance, Deferred 
Maintenance and Capital Improvement.  Figures provided in the following section for annual 
maintenance are derived from an estimate of dollars per mile to maintain passenger car roads.  
Deferred Maintenance figures are generated from the difference between what is budgeted to maintain 
passenger car roads and what is actually needed to maintain these roads to Forest Service standards. 

There are 39 bridges located on Level 3, 4 and 5 roads on the Forest, with an identified 1.3 million 
dollars of deferred maintenance needs (from 2003 INFRA data).  The maintenance charts in this 
section are not inclusive of bridge maintenance needs. 

Annual Maintenance 

Annual maintenance needs represent the amount of money needed to keep a road to a specified 
standard assuming maintenance is done at the established interval.  Annual maintenance of roads is 
intended to act as a preventative measure which allows a steady minimum level of expenditures.  If 
annual maintenance is neglected, the level of expenditure to keep the road at the established standard 
increases.  Examples of annual maintenance items include culvert cleaning, site distance clearing, and 
road surface maintenance.  Annually, the GMUG requires approximately 1.1 million dollars to keep 
passenger car roads at the established standard.  Figure 2-3 illustrates the trend of budgeted funds for 
annual road maintenance on passenger car roads.  There is a significant discrepancy between what is 
budgeted and what is needed for proper road maintenance and the discrepancy is growing over time 
according to projected budget funding levels.  
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Figure 2-3 

GMUG Annual Road Maintenance Budget
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Deferred Maintenance

When annual maintenance is not performed at the prescribed level or interval, the road degrades and a 
backlog of maintenance builds.  This is referred to as deferred maintenance needs.  Deferred 
maintenance needs are those expenditures needed to bring the road back to the original standard where 
it can once more be maintained by annual maintenance dollars.  The total deferred maintenance need 
on the GMUG is growing yearly as budgets shrink (see figure 2-4. 

 
Figure 2-4     
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Capital Improvement

Capital improvement needs occur when infrastructure wears out.  It represents major repairs and 
upgrades not covered by annual maintenance or deferred maintenance.  For example, the life of a 
culvert is approximately 30 years. The replacement of the pipe is not due to annual maintenance not 
performed, it is a function of the life cycle of the item. Another example would be that the road’s 
intended use has been exceeded due to time and increased use. 

Status of Road Maintenance and Construction 

The Forest budget allocation for overhead, planning, construction, and maintenance of roads has been 
averaging $1,700,000 per year from 1999 to 2004.  However, the annual cost to maintain the entire 
road system to standard is considerably higher than the amount allocated by Congress.  
Approximately 70 percent of annual allocated funds support administrative activities or support costs. 
Only 30 percent ($600,000) is available to perform actual maintenance on the road. 

The projected trend in the next four years indicates the Forest will receive less funding for road 
maintenance. Initial estimates are 30% less than 2004 levels. The primary factors are due to a shift in 
emphasis within the agency from infrastructure support to an improved Forest (vegetation) condition, 
i.e., Healthy Forest Initiative. The projected allocation in this time period is $1,325,000.  At this level 
of funding, the roads will receive little maintenance unless performed by other entities. 

Ten years ago the Forest road work supported by congressionally appropriated funds was 
supplemented by road construction and maintenance work performed by timber purchasers through 
the commercial timber sale program.  This program has declined steadily and is a mere fraction of the 
program that existed a decade ago. 

From 1999 through 2004, the Forest conducted road condition surveys to determine the actual cost of 
maintaining the road system to standard.  Work items were also recorded to determine the cost of road 
maintenance work deferred in previous years due to lack of funding.  Finally, road improvement work 
necessary to bring the roads up to the desired objective was identified and documented.  Upon 
analysis of the data collected, it was obvious that the GMUG is substantially under-funded for the size 
of the road system it manages. 

Due in large part to this funding shortfall, there is a need to identify and prioritize the minimum road 
system necessary for access to and management of the National Forest. 

Typically, the Forest annually maintains approximately 500 miles of passenger car roads using 
cooperative agreements with Counties.  The Counties receive Highway User Tax Funds (HUTF) from 
the State of Colorado for maintaining roads under cooperative agreement.  Over 1,200 miles are 
maintained by counties under this arrangement.  Even with county assistance, the passenger car roads 
are only maintained to less than 50 percent of standard. 

The GMUG has a minimum target to annually maintain approximately 150 miles of road for high 
clearance vehicles (two wheel pickups, SUV’s, four wheel drive vehicles). Here the focus is on 
drainage and road impacts to the resources. 
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ROAD DESIGNATIONS 
Many of the arterial and collector roads on or adjacent to the Forest have unique designations.  These 
designations fall within three categories: 

1) Designated scenic and historic byways 
2) Federally designated forest highways 
3) Public Forest Service Roads 

Only category number 3 requires Forest Service jurisdiction, Categories 1 & 2 are typically state and 
county jurisdiction. 

Designated Scenic Byways 

Six scenic and historic byways lie entirely or partially on the GMUG.  These byways promote scenic 
and historic values along their routes.  In 1988, the Forest Service established a National Forest Scenic 
Byways program that works in tandem with the State of Colorado Scenic and Historic Byway 
Program.  In Colorado, there are 24 designated byways totaling 2,346 miles. 

Some of these byways also qualify as America’s Byways, an umbrella term used to market the 96 
distinct and diverse roads designated by the U.S. Secretary of Transportation, Federal Highway 
Administration.  America’s Byways include the National Scenic Byway and All-American Roads.  

Byways are selected for their exceptional scenic, historic, cultural, recreational, and natural resources. 

Table 2-3   Scenic and Historic Byways
Name Federal 

Highway 
Administration 

National
Forest 
Byway 

Colorado
Byway 

BLM 
Byway

GMUG 
Mileage 

Colorado 
Mileage 

Geographic 
Area 

Alpine 
Loop 

  Yes Yes 5 63 Gunnison 
Basin 
San Juans 

Grand 
Mesa 

Americas 
Byways  

Yes Yes  31 63 Grand Mesa 

San Juan 
Skyway 

Americas 
Byways /All 
American Road 

Yes Yes  31 236 San Juans 

Silver 
Thread 

 Yes Yes  9 75 Gunnison 
Basin 

Unaweep 
Tabequache 

  Yes Yes 1 133 Uncompahgre 
Plateau 

West Elk 
Loop 

  Yes  36 205 North Fork 
Gunnison 
Basin 
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Corridor Management Plans are encouraged for all byways because they provide a comprehensive 
understanding of the route, and the communities’ plans to preserve and enhance the byway.  The 
Federal Highway Administration guidelines for a Corridor Management Plan require addressing 14 
essential components, such as preserving the intrinsic qualities, addressing visitor needs and 
expectations, developing marketing needs, and others.  Four byways on the Forest have a completed 
Corridor Management Plan: Grand Mesa, San Juan, Silver Thread, and the West Elk Loop. 

Federally Designated Forest Highways 

The analysis area contains 18 Federally Designated Forest Highways (Forest Highways).  These 
routes are state, county, or Forest Service owned roads qualifying for federal funding for improvement 
or enhancement.  They provide safe and adequate transportation access to and through the National 
Forest System lands for visitors, recreationists, resource users, and others, which is not met by other 
transportation systems.  Forest Highways assist rural and community economic development and 
promote tourism. 
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Table 2-4  Federally Designated Forest Highways 
FH Route 

Name 
Description of Termini County Geographic 

Area 
Juris- 
diction 

Length 
(miles) 

1 Dolores-Rico SH-145 from Dolores to Jct 
w/ Telluride-Placerville Rd. 

San Miguel San Juans State 61.0 

2 Durango-Red 
Mountain 

From Durango - US-550 4 
miles north of Ouray to 
forest bdry 

Ouray San Juans State 76.6 

7 South Fork-
Lake City 

From South Fork on SH-
149 from 2 miles south of 
Lake City  

Hinsdale Gunnison 
Basin 

State 64.7 

11 Black Mesa SH-92 from Curecanti 
Creek to Crystal Creek 

Gunnison 
Montrose 

North Fork State 20.5 

12 Somerset-
Crested Butte 

SH-133 Paonia Reservoir to 
Crested Butte (Kebler) 

Gunnison North Fork 
Gunnison 
Basin 

State 32.1 

13 Cedaredge-
Mesa 

SH-65 from Mesa to 10 
miles north of Cedaredge 

Delta 
Mesa 

Grand Mesa State 25.9 

15 McClure 
Pass 

SH-133 from forest bdry to 
Somerset 

Gunnison North Fork State 43.8 

59 Cottonwood 
Pass 

Jct with SH-135 in Almont 
to US-24 in Buena Vista 
(Taylor River Rd. & 
Cottonwood) 

Gunnison Gunnison 
Basin 

County 45.0 

63 Dolores-
Norwood 

Jct. US-85 in Dolores to 
SH-145 east of Norwood 

San Miguel San Juans 
Uncompahgre 
Plateau 

County 57.3 

70 Naturita-
Montrose 

East of Naturita to SH-90 
near Montrose  

Montrose Uncompahgre 
Plateau 

Forest/ 
County 

41.9 

72 Sanborn Park 
(Dave Wood 
Road) 

Jct SH-145 to SH-90 (Dave 
Wood ) 

San Miguel 
Montrose 
Ouray 

Uncompahgre 
Plateau 

Forest/ 
County 

38.0 

73 Buzzard 
Divide 

Jct SH-133 to Silt-Collbran 
Road 

Mesa Delta 
Gunnison 

North Fork 
Grand Mesa 

Forest/ 
County 

34.6 

74 Divide Jct with SH-141 southwest 
of Whitewater to Johnson 
Springs 

Mesa 
Montrose 

Uncompahgre 
Plateau 

Forest 81.3 

75 Delta-Nucla Nucla to jct with SH-348 
south of Delta 

Montrose 
Delta 

Uncompaghre 
Plateau 

Forest/ 
County 

51.0 

76 Cumberland 
Pass 

Pitkin to east of Taylor 
Reservoir 

Gunnison Gunnison 
Basin 

Forest 27.1 

77 Los-Pinos-
Cebolla 

SH-114 to jct with SH-149 
near Slumgullion Pass 

Hinsdale 
Saguache 

Gunnison 
Basin 

Forest 42.9 

78 Owl-Creek-
Cimarron 

Jct with SH-50 to SH-50 
south of Cimarron 

Ouray 
Gunnison 
Montrose 

San Juans Forest/ 
County 

41.5 

79 Trickle Park Junction with SH-65 north 
of Cedaredge to SH-330 at 
Collbran 

Delta Mesa Grand Mesa Forest/ 
County 

23.7 
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Forest Highway funding can be used for planning, design, and construction or reconstruction of these 
designated routes.  Other work can include parking areas, interpretive signing, acquisitions of scenic 
easement or sites, sanitary and water facilities, and pedestrian and bicycle paths. 

Public Forest Service Roads 

Although most National Forest System Roads are open for public use, these roads are not public 
roads.  However, as a public road authority, in 2002, the Forest Service determined that a portion of 
the road system should become identified as Public Forest Service Roads (PFSRs).  Differing from the 
Forest Highway network, PFSRs provide access to National Forest sites, and remain under Forest 
Service jurisdiction.  Funding comes from the Federal Highway Trust Fund (HTF) and appropriation 
of user fees. Authority to expend funds from the HTF is only allowed through the Federal Highway 
Bill Authorization, i.e., TEA-21. 

Currently, 816 miles of roads within the GMUG meet PFSR criteria and are noted as potential.  Three 
roads on the GMUG have been accepted by the Federal Highway Administration and are currently 
designated as a PFSR.  

Table 2-5  Public Forest Service Roads (PFSRs ) 
Road # Road Name Miles County Geographic Area 

121 Trickle Park 16 Mesa Grand Mesa 
 
 

402 

 
 

Divide 

 
 

75 

Mesa  
Montrose  

Ouray 

 
Uncompahgre 

Plateau 
100 Lands End 23 Mesa Grand Mesa 

 

Nominating PFSRs is an ongoing process.  Table 2-6 displays roads that have been nominated for 
PFSR designation. 

Table 2-6  Nominated (but not yet designated) Public Forest Service Roads (PFSRs) 
Road # Road Name Miles County Geographic Area 

765 Cumberland 28 Gunnison Gunnison Basin 
730 Ohio Pass 5 Gunnison Gunnison Basin 
265 Buzzard Divide 30 Mesa Grand Mesa 

858 
Owl Creek – 
Cimarron 20 

Montrose 
Gunnison 
Ouray 

Gunnison Basin 
San Juans 

701 Stevens Gulch 22 Delta North Fork 

503 Delta-Nucla 26 
Montrose 
San Miguel 

Uncompahgre 
Plateau 

742 
Taylor River 
(Upper) 22 Gunnison Gunnison Basin 

267 Mirror Lake 3 Gunnison Gunnison Basin 

788 
Los Pinos-
Cebolla 36 

Hinsdale 
Saguache Gunnison Basin 
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TRAVEL MANAGEMENT 
The GMUG National Forests are three forest units managed as one. Travel planning is complex, and 
requires local analysis.  Each forest has a unique and distinct travel plan; however, off-route 
motorized/mechanized travel is prohibited on all three forests. 

GRAND MESA 
A comprehensive route-by-route travel plan was completed on the Grand Mesa National Forest in 
1994.  This travel plan was appealed over the future status of approximately 100 miles of road/trail.  
The travel plan was implemented with the exception of these 100 miles.  Recreational loops and travel 
systems were examined in this plan, and the decision included loop systems utilizing trails in 
conjunction with some Level 3-5 roads. 

Subsequent analysis on the travel plan appeal was completed in 2002, with a decision regarding those 
100 miles of road/trail issued in January, 2004. 

UNCOMPAHGRE 
A final decision for the comprehensive route-by-route Uncompahgre National Forest Travel Plan was 
signed in March, 2002.  The travel plan concluded over eight years of work, analysis and appeal 
resolutions. 

The Uncompahgre Travel Plan restricts motorized and mechanized travel to designated routes, and 
made decisions regarding the mode of travel on routes on the Uncompahgre National Forest.  The 
decision also defined a base transportation system, and further identified all passenger car roads, as 
well as passenger car roads open and available for unlicensed vehicles.  The decision also restricted 
motorized winter travel on selected areas.  Implementation of those decisions is on-going. 

GUNNISON 
In March, 2001, a travel decision was signed for the Gunnison National Forest that restricted 
motorized and mechanized travel to established routes.  It did not affect over-the-snow travel or other 
winter use.  This decision is considered an interim decision until forest plan revision is complete, or a 
route-by-route travel plan is completed. 
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Chapter 3 IDENTIFYING ISSUES 
Issues were generated from public response to the Notice of Intent to revise the GMUG Forest Plan, 
subsequent Landscape Working Group meetings in each of the five geographic areas, local knowledge 
of the roads, ID team members, public response to a variety of project proposals, and discussion with 
other public agencies. 

The ID team felt it was critical to future decisions to list as many of the issues as possible, whether 
they were deemed forest-scale or sub-forest scale issues.  There are nine broad categories of issues: 

1) Jurisdiction and ownership 
2) Water resources impacts 
3) Environmental impact (other than water resource) 
4) Road densities 
5) Historic significance 
6) Road management funding 
7) County/Forest relationship 
8) Population growth impacts  
9) Safety  

Chapter 4 identifies the effect of these issues on various resources, and the analysis summarized in 
Chapter 5 looks at values and risks relating to some of these issues.  Chapter 5 also uses information 
from Chapter 4 to explain the issue and summarizes the opportunities by issue. 

ISSUES 
JURISDICTION AND OWNERSHIP 

• Ownership and R-O-W designations are not always clear, acquired, recognized, or well 
documented. 

• Some roads may not be under the appropriate jurisdictions.  Some NFS roads would be 
better managed within the County road system or vice verse. 

• Conflict and/or confusion over road jurisdiction are creating procedural and financial 
hardships for commercial users (i.e. logging and mining operators).  For example, users 
are being required to secure permits and pay fees to both the Forest and the County to use 
the same miles of road. 

WATER RESOURCES 

Hydrology 
• Natural watershed drainage patterns are altered and extended due to road networks and 

road drainage features. 
• Road surfaces increase surface water runoff and roadways decrease vegetation and 

compact soils altering infiltration, snow melt, and snow pack. 
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Water Quality 
• Sedimentation enters aquatic and wetland ecosystems from road surfaces as a result of 

roadway maintenance.  This causes an increase in sediment loading that can result in 
increased turbidity, increased temperatures, and decreased dissolved oxygen. 

• Chemical contaminants (e.g., motor and hydraulic oils, grease, fuel, antifreeze, and heavy 
metals from tire wear) can enter aquatic and wetland ecosystems that are adjacent to 
roads or receive direct runoff from roadways and can alter water chemistry. 

• Contaminants associated with dust abatement and de-icing can enter aquatic and wetland 
ecosystems when adjacent to roadways. 

• Contaminants can be released as a result of spills from trucks and vehicles carrying 
hazardous materials. 

Riparian and Wetland Conditions 
• Roads result in direct disturbance, removal, or damage of vegetation associated with 

these ecosystems. 
• Roads cause compaction of riparian soils reducing permeability or increased drainage of 

moist and saturated soil areas. 
• Roads can reroute or block natural subsurface and surface drainage waters.  This could 

alter the hydrologic regime that sustains the riparian and wetland ecosystems. 

Channel Condition 
• Road crossings can alter channel geometry at road intersections with streams constricting 

floodplains, channel geometry and concentrating flow. 
• Roads parallel to stream channels can confine or constrict channel geometry and alter 

floodplain functions. 
• Culverts, pipes, and bridges can increase flow velocities that can in turn alter substrate 

size distribution, increase sediment, and alter stream characteristics (e.g., pool/riffle 
ratios, channel gradient profiles). 

Biotic Condition 
• Road runoff and road related impacts to water quality, channel conditions and riparian 

systems have indirect effects on aquatic biota and aquatic animals. 
• Chemical contamination due to spills and road treatment products (e.g. dust abatement 

and deicing) can cause direct mortality or decreased fitness of aquatic plants and animals. 
• Increased sedimentation can decrease spawning success and/or otherwise alter 

macroinvertebrate communities. 
• Roads in close proximity to streams and aquatic systems can facilitate the introduction of 

exotic and non-native species or spread pathogens and disease into the aquatic systems. 
• Roads can contribute to the reduction in distribution and abundance of aquatic species 

because of the potential for increased recreational fishing and collecting of aquatic 
species. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS (OTHER THAN WATER 
RELATED ISSUES) 

• Road use and road maintenance is increasing the spread of noxious and undesirable 
weeds. 

• Roads may adversely impact wildlife habitat by permanently removing habitat from the 
landscape, increasing habitat fragmentation, and act as barriers to movement. 

• Roads may adversely impact wildlife species by reducing the effectiveness of 
surrounding habitats due to increased disturbance to and displacement of wildlife species. 

• Dust abatement measures may be having an adverse impact to other resources. 

ROAD DENSITIES  
• High road densities (mainly Level 1, 2 and unclassified roads) are fragmenting habitat for 

some species, degrading the quality of hunting, creating conflict between different 
recreation uses, and may be affecting watershed condition. 

HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE 
• The Forest is rich in history, and many of the roads either access historic sites, or the road 

itself holds historic significance.  Road access, and subsequent visitor use, may be having 
an adverse effect on historical sites.  

• Upgrading a road with gravel surface treatments or pavement, when a road is historic, or 
is part of a historic property setting, may be adversely affecting the site. 

• Many of the roads on the GMUG have historical significance.  Upgrading these roads 
may have an adverse effect on the historical quality, and has the ability to lessen the 
sense of place for the visitor. 

ROAD MANAGEMENT FUNDING 
• Road Maintenance funding is not adequate to maintain and sign roads to standard. 
• Congressionally appropriated road maintenance funding is approximately 30% of what is 

needed to maintain the current road system, and in some cases no funding from various 
federal sources is received. 

• Travel management planning has been costly and funded, in part, from road’s funding.  
Implementation of travel plans is also funded from road’s dollars.  With a declining 
budget, and a need for travel planning and implementation, road’s funding for 
maintenance is even more limited. 

• Longer and later hunting seasons may be having an impact on roads thereby increasing 
maintenance costs. 
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COUNTY/FOREST RELATIONSHIP 
Many National Forest System Roads on the Forest are maintained by the counties through 
mutual agreement.  Both the counties and the Forest have concerns about the management of 
the roads. 
• Counties rely on State Highway User Tax Funds (HUTF) for road maintenance.  Some 

counties may be maintaining Forest roads to a wider and higher standard than the FS 
desires. 

• In some counties, some roads being claimed for HUTF do not have Schedule A 
maintenance agreements in place with the GMUG. 

• When NFS roads are maintained to a higher standard than the Forest desires, this may be 
having an adverse affect to other forest resources. 

• When unplanned widening of road width occurs, the associated facilities, such as cattle 
guards and culverts, must be widened to accommodate the wider road width.  This is an 
unplanned and increased expense to the Forest. 

• Certain counties question the Forest criteria/definition for roads that qualify for HUTF 
(relating to definition of passenger car roads).  Some counties feel that this adversely 
affects the counties’ ability to claim HUTF for maintenance of Level 2 roads. 

• In some GA’s, counties are finding it difficult to find a water source for road 
maintenance.  Some water-use permits have to go through ESA consultation for water 
depletion.  Proving ownership of water rights or acquiring water use permits is another 
barrier for county road maintainers. 

• The counties are finding it difficult to locate a source of materials for road maintenance, 
and once they are found, it is time consuming to obtain approvals or clearances. 

• The Forest is maintaining most GMUG NFS roads in Saguache County (there are limited 
active Schedule A agreements with Saguache County on GMUG NFS roads).   This has 
created additional expense to the Forest for road maintenance. 

POPULATION GROWTH IMPACTS 
• The Forest is receiving pressure to upgrade or change standards of roads which is not 

driven by multiple use.  Forest resources are being impacted, as well as road management 
funding. 

• The Forest is currently experiencing an increase in: 
o pressure to upgrade roads for access to newly built communities or individual homes, 

and/or provide easier access between communities.  
o pressure to plow roads for winter access to homes and/or communities  
o special use applications to construct roads to access development where roads 

currently do not exist  
o forest access being blocked by private development roads (subdivisions with locked 

gates). 
• High use of certain road corridors is having an adverse affect on the desired recreation 

experience, adjacent private lands, and safety. 
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• When roads are upgraded, plowed, or have an increase in use, they may have an adverse 
effect on the desired or planned recreation experience and setting of the area surrounding, 
or accessed by that road. 

• Road maintenance objectives are sometimes hard to implement.  When temporary roads 
are constructed or upgraded for timber hauling or mineral extraction, it is often difficult 
to implement the management decision to revert that road to a lesser standard, because 
there is a segment of the population that desires to keep the road open. 

SAFETY  
• Unlicensed vehicles – all ATVs and some motorcycles – are using the same roads as 

licensed vehicles.  Most roads were not designed for such use. 
• Mountain bikers are using the same roads as motorized vehicles.  In some cases, 

commercially guided bike tours are using single-lane roads.  This increases the potential 
for bicycle/vehicle accidents which is one major safety issue. 

• Roads that transition from one jurisdiction to another have inconsistent regulations 
governing the use of unlicensed vehicles.  This creates confusion for the public users and 
for law enforcement personnel.  

• When unplanned widening of road width occurs from road maintenance, a safety concern 
exists, with existing cattleguards and culverts remaining narrow. 
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Chapter 4 ASSESSING BENEFITS, PROBLEMS, 
RISKS 

INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 4 contains narrative answers to the questions contained in FS-643, Roads Analysis: Informing 
Decisions About Managing the National Forest Transportation System.  These questions and answers 
provide an assessment of the ecological, social, and economic considerations of the current 
transportation system.  Table 4-1 provides a summary of the questions reviewed to scan the range of 
possible benefits, problems, and risks and to screen them for those relevant to roads on the GMUG.  
Where appropriate, questions have been grouped together to facilitate a more coherent discussion of 
the relevant factors. The scope of the answer to each question is a reflection of its relevance to the 
issues raised during the RAP, and its relevance to the Forest-wide scale of this analysis.  Some 
questions are more appropriately answered at the watershed and/or project scale, and this is noted in 
the discussion. 

Table 4-1  Questions Reviewed for the GMUG Roads Analysis 
Question and Topic Addressed in Report? 
AQUATIC, RIPARIAN ZONE, AND WATER QUALITY (AQ) 

AQ (1):  Hydrology Yes.  See page 4-30 
AQ (2):  Surface erosion Yes.  See page 4-32 
AQ (3):  Mass wasting Yes.  See page 4-35 
AQ (4):  Stream channels and water quality Yes.  See page 4-36 
AQ (5):  Chemicals and water quality Yes.  See page 4-36 
AQ (6):  Hydrological connections Yes.  See page 4-38 
AQ (7):  Beneficial uses  Yes.  See page 4-39 
AQ (8):  Wetlands Yes.  See page 4-40 
AQ (9):  Channel dynamics, floodplains, and sediment Yes.  See page 4-40 
AQ (10):  Aquatic movement restrictions Yes.  See page 4-41 
AQ (11):  Riparian areas Yes.  See page 4-41 
AQ (12):  Fishing, poaching, and habitat loss Yes.  See page 4-42 
AQ (13):  Non-native aquatic species Yes.  See page 4-42 
AQ (14):  At-risk aquatic species Yes.  See page 4-42 

TERRESTRIAL WILDLIFE (TW) 
TW (1):  Terrestrial habitat and wildlife  Yes.  See page 4-43 
TW (2) & TW (3):  Human activities and terrestrial habitat 
and wildlife 

Yes.  See page 4-44 

TW (4):  Unique terrestrial communities  Yes.  See page 4-45 
ECOSYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND PROCESSES (EF) 

EF (1):  Roading unroaded areas Yes.  See page 4-46 
EF (2):  Introduction and spread of exotic species  Yes.  See page 4-47 
EF (3):  Pest control Yes.  See page 4-48 
EF (4):  Ecological disturbance   Yes.  See page 4-48 
EF (5):  Noise Yes.  See page 4-49 
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Question and Topic Addressed in Report? 
ECONOMICS (EC) 

EC (1):  Direct costs and revenues Yes.  See page 4-49 
EC (2):  Priced and non-priced consequences  Yes.  See page 4-50 
EC (3):  Distribution of benefits and costs Yes.  See page 4-50 

COMMODITY PRODUCTION: TIMBER (TM), MINERALS (MM), RANGE (RM), WATER 
PRODUCTION (WP), SPECIAL FOREST PRODUCTS (SP) 

TM (1), TM (2), & TM (3):  Logging feasibility, timber 
management, and silvicultural treatment Yes.  See page 4-50-51 

MM (1):  Locatable, leasable, and salable minerals Yes.  See page 4-52 
RM (1):  Range management Yes.  See page 4-56 
WP (1):  Water diversions, impoundments, and canals Yes.  See page 4-56 
WP (2):  Water quality in municipal watersheds Yes.  See page 4-57 
WP (3):  Hydroelectric power Yes.  See page 4-58 
SP (1):  Special Forest products Yes.  See page 4-59 
SU (1):  Special use permits Yes.  See page 4-56 

GENERAL PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION (GT) 
GT (1):  Connection to public roads Yes.  See page 4-59 
GT (2):  Land connections Yes.  See page 4-59 
GT (3):  Shared ownerships Yes.  See page 4-61 
GT (4):  Public safety Yes.  See page 4-63 

ADMINISTRATIVE USES (AU) 
AU (1): Research, inventory, and monitoring Yes.  See page 4-66 
AU (2): Investigative or enforcement activities Yes.  See page 4-67 

PROTECTION (PT) 
PT (1), PT (2), & PT (3):  Fuels management and wildfires Yes.  See page 4-68-69 
PT (4):  Air quality Yes.  See page 4-69 

RECREATION: UNROADED AREAS (UR) AND ROAD-RELATED RECREATION (RR) 
UR (1) & RR (1): Supply and demand of non-motorized and 
motorized recreation  Yes.  See page 4-71 

UR (2) & RR (2):  Type of recreation, user-created routes Yes.  See page 4-75 
UR (3) & RR (3):  Noise and recreation Yes.  See page 4-76 
UR (4) & RR (4):  Recreation users Yes.  See page 4-76 
UR (5) & RR (5):  User attachment Yes.  See page 4-77 
UR (6) & RR (6):  Visual quality Yes.  See page 4-79 
RR (7):  Wilderness attributes Yes.  See page 4-80 

SOCIAL ISSUES (SI) 
SI (1):  Users and user activities Yes.  See page 4-80 
SI (2):  Local access value Yes.  See page 4-82 
SI (3):  Social and economic benefits and costs Yes.  See page 4-83 
SI (4):  Sense of place Yes.  See page 4-84 
SI (5):  Use conflicts Yes.  See page 4-85 
CH (1):  Paleontological, archaeological, and historical sites Yes.  See page 4-86 
CH (2):  Cultural and traditional uses Yes.  See page 4-86 
CH (3):  Roads that are historic sites Yes.  See page 4-86 
CR (1):  Minority, low-income, or disabled impacts Yes.  See page 4-879 
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CURRENT ROAD SYSTEM BENEFITS, PROBLEMS, AND 
RISKS 
AQUATIC, RIPARIAN, AND WATER QUALITY (AQ) 
Analysis of the aquatic questions in this forest scale roads analysis focuses on identifying watersheds 
where the watershed is evaluated to be highly sensitive due to the naturally occurring conditions 
within the watershed.  Watershed evaluation includes an assessment of the relative effects of all roads 
within the watershed.  This will help prioritize those watersheds on which to focus sub-forest analyses.  
For this reason, all inventoried roads were considered, including all classified roads (maintenance 
Levels 1-5) and all unclassified roads that have been inventoried and are in the database.  Looking at 
all the roads allowed a broad-scale assessment of the risk to watershed function associated with the 
entire road system rather than just the arterials and collectors.  The broad forest scale analysis provides 
the basic framework for watershed or project level analysis. 

Map analysis was used to determine which Level 3-5 roads are at the highest risk of degrading water 
quality.  The water risk is identified in Appendix A The Road Matrix. 

AQ1:  How and where does the road system modify the surface and subsurface hydrology of the 
area? 

Roads expand the channel network, convert subsurface flow to surface flow, and reduce infiltration on 
the road surface.  All of these factors affect the overall hydrology in a watershed, particularly the 
quantity and timing of flow. 

The channel network is expanded by road ditches, which create stream channels in previously 
unchannelized portions of the hillside.  Road ditches also intercept subsurface flow and convert it to 
surface flow.  An expanded channel network augments peak flows since water traveling as 
concentrated surface flow reaches the channel faster than water traveling as subsurface flow (Wemple 
et al. 1996).  Reduced infiltration contributes to additional surface flow since water does not infiltrate 
for storage in the soil profile, but rather runs off as overland or surface flow.  Storage and movement 
of water through the soil profile as subsurface flow regulates and sustains baseflows.  When roads 
disrupt these processes, more water becomes available during peak flows, and less water is available 
to sustain baseflows. 

While the effects of roads on the hydrology of an area depend largely on local factors, road density is 
an indicator of the road system’s relative potential for modifying surface and subsurface hydrology; 
the higher the road density, the greater the potential for the road system to affect the hydrology.  Road 
density was calculated for each 6th level watershed, and watersheds were classified as having extreme, 
high, medium, or low potential for hydrological effects based on relative road densities (GMUG 
Aquatic, Riparian, and Wetland Ecosystem Assessment, 2005). The aquatic specialist report identifies 
the range of values, which represent the low, moderate, high, and extreme ratings for road densities as 
well as other parameters used in questions AQ 1-4, AQ 6, and AQ 9. 

The road density figures for these 6th level watersheds are based on the mapped presence of a cleared 
roadway, regardless of maintenance level (Level 1 and 2 roads are included).   Those watersheds 
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where road densities exceed 4.7 miles per square mile were considered to be extreme based on 
comparative analysis of existing road density within the GMUG National Forest.  A small percentage 
(3 percent) of the 6th level watershed have road densities in the extreme category, these are:  Upper 
Lake Fork (Gunnison Basin), Dry Creek (Gunnison Basin), Roatcap Gulch (Uncompahgre Plateau), 
Hamilton Creek (Uncompahgre Plateau), and Coalbank/Big Sandy (Uncompahgre Plateau).  There is 
about a third (32 percent) of the 6th level watersheds where the GMUG aquatic resources staff has 
determined that the road density is categorized as high (1.7 to 4.69 miles per square mile).  Decisions 
regarding new road construction or readjusting maintenance level targets for existing roads within 
those watersheds considered to be high should warrant more intensive review.   For those watersheds 
where the road density is characterized as extreme, they should be evaluated with respect to watershed 
sensitivity and transportation system needs to assess the merits of possible road decommissioning. 
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Table 4-2  Number of 6th Level Watersheds with High or Extreme Road Density Ratings 
by Geographic Area. 

Geographic 
Area 

6th-level 
watersheds 

Total with 
extreme road 

density ratings 

Total with 
high road 

density 
ratings 

Percentage of watersheds 
with high or extreme 
road density ratings 

Grand Mesa 36 0 4 11% 

Gunnison Basin 74 2 26 38% 

North Fork 
Valley 

29 0 6 20% 

Uncompahgre 
Plateau 

50 4 27 62% 

San Juans 23 0 4 17% 

The summary or percentage of watersheds with high or extreme road density ratings should not be 
used to compare conditions between Geographic Areas due to the variability in land-use 
classifications for each of the Geographic Areas.  Wilderness Areas by definition would not have 
roads within their boundaries. The Uncompahgre Plateau Geographic Area has none of its watersheds 
within Wilderness Areas while the Gunnison Basin, North Fork Valley and San Juans Geographic 
Areas all have significant areas of NFS land within Wilderness Areas. 

The following is a list of opportunities/recommendations to consider if roads are likely to modify 
surface and subsurface hydrology: 

• Design roads to minimize interception, concentration, and diversion potential. 
• Design measures to reintroduce intercepted water back into slow subsurface pathways. 
• Use outsloping and drainage structures to disconnect road ditches from stream channels 

rather than delivering water in road ditches directly to stream channels. 
• Evaluate and eliminate diversion potential at stream crossings. 

AQ2:  How and where does the road system generate surface erosion? 

Surface erosion is highly dependant on soils, road surfacing, road grade, age of the road, traffic 
volumes, and the effectiveness and spacing of drainage structures.  The greatest surface erosion 
problems occur in highly erodible terrain, particularly landscapes underlain by granitic or highly 
fractured rocks (USFS 2000).  Studies have found that sediment delivery to stream systems is highest 
in the initial years after road construction, although raw ditchlines and road surfaces with little binder 
can remain chronic sources of sediment. 

Drainage structure, function, and spacing are key to minimizing the amount of surface flow, which 
directly affects surface erosion.  The Water Conservation Practices Handbook (FSH 2509.25) 
provides guidelines for drainage structure spacing.  Drainage structures should be close together on 
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silt-sand soils with little to no binder on steep slopes and further apart on gravel road surfaces with 
moderate binder and little to no fines on flat or minimum grades. 

To evaluate surface erosion potential, we determined the amount (percent of the watershed) of soils 
with high erosion potential in each 6th level watershed.  Watersheds were determined to have a high, 
medium, or low risk of water quality effects from surface erosion (GMUG Aquatics, Riparian, and 
Wetland Ecosystem Assessment, 2005).  The density of road-stream crossings and the density of road 
miles within 200 feet of a stream were used as indicators of the potential for eroded materials to be 
delivered to the stream system.  The following table summarizes the watersheds where there is a high 
erosion potential, based on percentage of erodible soils within the watershed and where the density of 
road-stream crossings is high (ibid.).  Often those watersheds with extreme or high road density values 
are the same watersheds where there is an extreme or high density of stream crossings.   This is the 
case with the Upper Lake Fork and Dry Creek (Gunnison Basin) as well as Roatcap Creek and 
Hamilton Creek (Uncompahgre Plateau).  This correlation does not hold true for the Coalbank/Big 
Sandy watershed where road density is characterized as extreme yet the stream crossing density is 
high (1.37 crossings/square mile). 

Table 4-3  Sixth-level watersheds with high or extreme risk of effects to water quality 
from surface erosion. 

Geographic 
Area 

Total 6th-level 
watersheds in 
Geographic 

Area 

6th Level 
Watersheds 

with high soil 
erosion potential

6th Level 
Watersheds with 

extreme 
road/stream 

crossing density 
(>2/Sq.Mi.) 

6th Level 
Watersheds with 
high road/stream 
crossing density     
(1 – 1.9/Sq.Mi.) 

Grand Mesa 36 3 2 11 

Gunnison 
Basin 

74 14 20 25 

North Fork 
Valley 

29 4 4 9 

Uncompahgre 
Plateau 

50 1 12 10 

San Juans 23 10 2 16 

The Gunnison Basin Geographic Area has the most watersheds where stream crossing densities are 
either characterized as extreme or high, but on a percentage basis (78 percent, 18 out of 23), the San 
Juans Geographic Area, which generally has steeper and more rugged topography, has more 
watersheds where stream crossing densities are high or extreme. 
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The more intense precipitation events that generally occur in the San Juans and Uncompahgre Plateau 
Geographic Areas make roads in these areas highly susceptible to surface erosion during runoff events 
(see AQ 1). 

The primary opportunities to reduce surface erosion identified in a subforest scale roads analysis 
include: 

• Increasing the number and effectiveness of cross drainage structures. 
• Reduce length-of-run for side ditch drainage. 
• Stabilize cut slopes and reduce toe slope erosion caused by road runoff. 
• Improving the road surface by either gravelling, paving, or adding a binding material to 

those roads that have native surfaces with no inherent binder. 
• Routing roads so as to minimize stream crossings. 

Another aspect of roads potentially affecting water quality and causing sediment to reach streams on 
NFS lands are those roads that parallel or are within the water influence zone of the stream.  Streams 
often sustain riparian vegetation and saturate soils laterally and roads within the influence zone of the 
stream have a greater potential to create erosion and generate sediment directly into the stream.  Also 
roads within the water influence zone can disrupt or adversely affect subsurface drainage and shallow 
groundwater movement necessary to sustain riparian vegetative communities. 

The Forest Service has mapped all roads (including Level 1 and 2 roads) that are within the water 
influence zone (WIZ) of actively flowing stream channels.   The unit of measure to evaluate the 
amount of roadway within the WIZ is based on a ratio of linear feet of roadway per acre.  The higher 
the ratio, the greater the effect the roadways may have on stream condition and function.  Again, those 
watersheds with extreme or high road crossing densities and road densities are often the same 
watersheds with a high ratio of roadway within the WIZ such as the Upper Lake Fork, Dry Creek 
(Gunnison Basin) and Hamilton Creek watersheds (Uncompahgre Plateau). 

Table 4-4  Ratio of Roadway within the Water Influence Zone 
Geographic Area 6th Level Watersheds within 

Geographic Area 
6th Level Watersheds with  
Extreme or High Ratios of 
Roadway within WIZ area 

(linear feet/acre) 

Grand Mesa 36 0 

Gunnison Basin 74 11 

North Fork Valley 29 2 

Uncompahgre 50 6 

San Juans 23 0 

The 6th level watersheds where the combined affect of road densities create an extreme or high 
category of risk on the watershed are based on the above three activity variables (road density, stream 
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crossing density, and roadway within WIZ).  These watersheds would be areas where the existing 
roads have the greatest potential to adversely affect water quality and cause erosion or deliver 
sediment to streams on NFS lands. 

Table 4-5  Watersheds with High Potential for Adverse Road Affects due to Road Densities 
Geographic Area 6th Level Watershed 

Gunnison Basin Haypress Creek 
Upper Quartz Creek 
Lower Quartz Creek 
West Pass Creek 
Lower Razor Creek 
Gunnison River Composite 
Upper Lake Fork 
Stevens Creek 
Pine Creek 
Little Blue Creek 
Dry Creek 
Red Creek 

North Fork Valley Myers Gulch 
Mesa Creek 

Uncompahgre Plateau Roatcap Creek 
Clear Creek 
Hamilton Creek 
Happy Canyon Creek 
Coalbank/Big Sandy 
McKee Draw 

 

AQ3:  How and where does the road system affect mass wasting? 

Road-related mass wasting results from 1) improper placement and construction of road fills and 
stream crossings, 2) inadequate culvert sizes to accommodate the peak flows, sediment loads, and 
woody debris, 3) roads located on soils prone to mass wasting, and 4) water diversion onto unstable 
hillslopes. 

The sensitivity of an area to mass wasting depends on the interaction of the soils and underlying 
bedrock, slope steepness, and the subsurface hydrology.  Mass wasting is not a widespread concern on 
the GMUG, but it does occur in localized areas.  The GMUG Aquatics, Riparian, and Wetland 
Ecosystem Assessment (USFS, 2005) identifies watersheds with areas based on percentage of the 
watershed area that has an extreme or high percentage of active geologic instability which could be 
prone to mass movement potential.  The Grand Mesa Geographic Area has the most 6th level 
watersheds with an extreme rating for percentage of geologic instability with 4 of its 36 watersheds in 
that category.  The Gunnison Basin Geographic Area has 2 of its 6th level watersheds in the extreme 
category for geologic instability.   None of the other Geographic Areas have watersheds in the extreme 
category.  Project-level analyses will consider the effects of Level 1-2 roads on mass wasting and 
potential concern areas for new road construction. 
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More in-depth analysis from sub-forest scale analyses will identify areas where the interaction of the 
soils, underlying bedrock, slope steepness, and subsurface hydrology are creating high priority 
concern areas.  This analysis will also help us identify watersheds where additional road construction 
may cause mass wasting.  Opportunities to address existing roads in areas with high mass wasting 
potential include: 

• Road relocation to an area with more stable soils. 
• Relocation of drainage structures so that the outlets are on less sensitive areas which may 

include flatter slopes and better-drained soils. 

AQ4:  How and where do road-stream crossings influence local stream channels and water 
quality? 

Road-stream crossings have the potential to directly and indirectly affect local stream channels and 
water quality.  Poorly designed crossings directly affect hydrologic function when they constrict the 
channel, when they are misaligned relative to the natural stream channel, or when improperly sized 
culverts are installed.  Road-stream crossings also act as connected disturbed areas where water and 
sediment are delivered directly to the stream channel.  Connected disturbed areas are defined as “high 
runoff areas like roads… that discharge surface runoff into a stream or lake … connected disturbed 
areas are the main source of damage in all regions” (FSH 2509.25-99-2). 

Increasing peak flows through the extended channel network (see AQ1) increases the energy available 
for in-channel erosion, which affects stream stability and increases sedimentation.  The biggest water 
quality concern associated with the road system is sediment delivered to the stream system through 
connected disturbed areas. 

The density of road-stream crossings in each 6th-level watershed was used to determine those 
watersheds where the road-stream crossings posed the highest risk to local stream channels and water 
quality.  Watersheds were determined to have a high, medium, or low priority for further evaluation 
through a subforest scale roads analysis (GMUG Aquatics, Riparian, and Wetland Ecosystem 
Assessment, 2005).  

Opportunities to improve concern areas identified through subforest scale analysis include: 

• Designing crossings to pass all potential products including sediment and woody debris, not 
just water. 

• Realign crossings that are not consistent with the channel pattern. 
• Change the type of crossing to better fit the situation; for example, consider bridges or 

hardened crossings on streams with floodplains, and consider bottomless arch culverts in 
place of round pipe culverts. 

• Add cross-drains near road-stream crossings to reduce the connected disturbed area. 
• Reduce the number of road-stream crossings to minimize the potential for adverse effects. 

AQ5:  How and where does the road system create potential for pollutants, such as chemical 
spills, oils, deicing salts, or herbicides, to enter surface waters? 
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Anywhere roads run adjacent to or cross streams or floodplains, there is some potential for spilled 
pollutants from highway transport to access streams.  Poorly cross-drained ditches may transport 
spilled pollutants to standing or flowing water bodies.  Generally, chemicals and petroleum products 
(i.e. potential pollutants) are only transported in bulk across the Forest on Highway 50 in the Gunnison 
Basin and over Red Mountain Pass on Highway 550.  To a lesser extent some bulk transport of 
chemicals, oils, and gasoline occurs on State Highways 65 over Grand Mesa, Highway 133 over 
McClure Pass, and Highway 145 from Placerville to Lizard Head Pass.  Weed control programs use 
herbicides on the GMUG and will create some potential for pollutant contribution in the case of 
vehicle or equipment accidents.  Log haulers and other heavy equipment associated with timber 
harvest and road maintenance activities carry sufficient fuel and oil to cause localized water quality 
problems should an accident and spill occur.  This is minimized by stipulations in timber sale 
contracts that specify haul speeds, fueling practices, weather or road moisture limitations, and other 
aspects of the operations.  The potential for pollutant spills associated with log haulers would be 
highest on those roads commonly used for timber harvest access, particularly Levels 3-5 roads.  Forest 
road maintenance crews are also trained to utilize safe areas and safe procedures for refueling heavy 
equipment. 

Sections of highway or well-traveled roadways on the National Forest where the average daily traffic 
counts are high have the greatest potential for spills to occur.  This is a function of greater number of 
users creating more opportunities for accidents involving vehicles that could spill hazardous materials.  
Larger vehicles, particularly tractor-trailer rigs, are more likely to cause a hazardous material spill if 
involved in an accident than passenger vehicles due to the larger fuel tanks and the cargo they haul.  
The major State highway sections referenced above under the de-icing discussion are the same 
sections of roadway that would most likely have the greatest potential for a hazardous material spill. 

The application of magnesium or calcium chloride for road dust abatement may affect water quality, 
but past studies have found that the effects can only be detected after many years of repeated year-
round application (Heffner 1997).  Typically, magnesium or calcium chloride is only applied 1-2 
times per year on roads requiring it, generally on Level 4 and higher roads.  This factor should be 
considered when upgrading the maintenance level to 4 or higher.  This may be a concern in areas 
where aquatic threatened, endangered, and sensitive species are present. 

Magnesium and calcium chloride may be used during the winter months as de-icing agents, although 
this is not a common Forest Service practice on Level 3-4 roads on the Forests.   Based on limited 
information from CDOT, de-icing chemicals during the winter are used on several of major highways 
that run through NFS lands.  These highways include Hwy 550 over Red Mountain Pass, Hwy 145 
over Lizard Head Pass, Hwy 50 over Monarch Pass and Hwy 133 over McClure Pass.  When deicing 
salts are used, the application rates are higher than for dust abatement, the chemicals do not bind with 
the soils (or pavement in the case of de-icing), and the frequency of applications is generally higher.  
For these reasons the use of these salts for de-icing purposes has a higher potential for affecting water 
quality.  One study found that wells contaminated with chloride were on average 24 feet away from 
the treated highway.  In a worst-case scenario, a stream with a flow of 20 cubic feet per second 
resulted in a chloride concentration of 275 ppm in a 24-hour period.  This concentration was slightly 
above the drinking water standard and below the tolerance limits for trout (Heffner 1997).  A recent 
study on I-70 in near the Eisenhower Tunnel in Colorado found that the use of magnesium chloride 
for deicing is highly unlikely to cause adverse effects to water quality or aquatic organisms at 
distances greater than 20 yards from the highway (CDOT 1999).  A similar study along I-70 on the 
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west side of Vail pass found a substantial increase in chloride concentrations below the highway 
where deicing salts were used relative to control streams, but the concentrations were still within state 
water quality standards (Lorch 1998).  While no specific information was available to compare the 
application rates and frequency of deicer on highways which run through the Forest, it is a reasonable 
assumption that both frequency and application rates are higher on I-70 than on roads crossing the 
Forest, and that the results from the I-70 study may or may not be applicable to the Forest.    
Highways in which deicing salts are used would have the highest risk of affecting water quality, but 
these effects are generally localized, there is no evidence that their application has exceeded water 
quality standards, and become diluted as the salts move downstream through the system. 

AQ6:  How and where is the road system “hydrologically connected” to the stream system?  
How do the connections affect water quality and quantity?  

The road system is hydrologically connected to the stream system where there are connected disturbed 
areas (see AQ 2 and AQ4). This includes road-stream crossings, as well as areas where roads are 
adjacent to stream courses and there is an insufficient buffer strip between the road or road drainage 
structures and the stream system.  As discussed in AQ1, the extended channel network can increase 
peak flows.  As discussed in AQ4, water quality can be degraded where connected disturbed areas 
increase sediment delivery to the stream system.  Connected disturbed areas with highly erodible soils 
are the most likely to deliver sediment to the stream system. 

All of the factors identified in AQ 1-4 were used to develop an overall watershed activity rating. 
(GMUG Aquatic, Riparian, and Wetland Ecosystem Assessment, 2005).  The overall land-use activity 
rating identifies watersheds where, because of land-use activities, including roads and road-stream 
crossings, there is the potential for or the existence of water quality or quantity concerns.  In those 
watersheds where there is a high land-use activity rating coupled with a high watershed sensitivity 
rating, road drainage, road maintenance, and roadside cut and fill slopes need to evaluated as potential 
restoration or mitigation efforts to protect water resources or reduce further degradation. 

Table 4-6  Sixth-level watersheds by geographic area with overall high land-use activity 
ratings and sensitivity ratings. 

Geographic Area 
Number of 
6th level 
watersheds 

Number of 6th 
level watersheds 
with overall high 
land-use activity 
ratings 

Watersheds with both 
high land-use activity 
ratings and high 
sensitivity 

Grand Mesa 36 4 1 
Gunnison Basin 74 11 7 
North Fork Valley 29 1 0 
Uncompahgre 
Plateau 

50 6 0 

San Juans 23 4 2 

Watersheds with high land-use ratings would be the priority for sub-forest scale analysis.  Analysis at 
this finer scale would identify site-specific problem areas and opportunities for reducing the effects of 
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the road system on water quality and quantity.  Those 6th level watersheds where the overall watershed 
land-use activity rating is high and the sensitivity ratings are high include:  Upper Buzzard Creek 
(Grand Mesa), Slate River, Upper East River, Cement Creek, Gold Creek, Copper Creek, Upper Lake 
Fork, Lower Quartz Creek (Gunnison Basin), Upper San Miguel River, and the South Fork San 
Miguel River (San Juans).  These watersheds would be areas where more restrictive design features 
may be necessary to prevent or reduce water quality impacts associated with road maintenance, 
construction, or use. 

Opportunities to address concern areas identified in sub-forest scale analyses are the same as in AQ1, 
AQ2, and AQ4.  Additional opportunities include relocating roads adjacent to stream channels to a 
position higher on the hillslope away from streams. 

AQ7:  What downstream beneficial uses of water exist in the area?  What changes in uses and 
demand are expected over time?  How are they affected or put at risk by road-derived 
pollutants? 

The Colorado Water Quality Control Commission is responsible for the implementation of the various 
state regulations that determine water quality standards deemed necessary to protect water uses.   The 
streams flowing off of the GMUG are essentially all within the Gunnison and Lower Dolores River 
Basins.  Regulation No. 35 defines the Classifications and Numeric Standards for those basins.  
Regulation 37 contains the Classifications and Numeric Standards for the Lower Colorado River 
Basin that also receives water from the northern portions of the Forest.  The standards for water 
quality are based on the intended water use. 

The beneficial use categories for the streams flowing off of the Forest include Aquatic Life (Cold 
water Class 1 and Class 2 and Warm water Class 2), Recreation (Class 1 and Class 2), Agricultural, 
and Water supply.  How water is to be used (beneficial use) defines the different classifications and 
the associated water quality parameters deemed acceptable for the different uses. 

Federal water quality laws and regulations are covered in the Clean Water Act (CWA).   One 
provision of the CWA requires the states to identify waters that are impaired, and not attaining the 
designated use standards.  Those waters are compiled into a 303(d) list of impaired waters.  
Waterbodies for which information suggests impairment, but supporting documentation does not meet 
the standards of credible evidence, are assigned to a monitoring and evaluation list (M&E). 

Within the basins where the Forest is located there are several segments of streams listed as impaired 
waters.  The pollutants identified for these streams are: heavy metals, generally associated with 
historic mining operations; selenium, a naturally occurring pollutant; Fecal coliform, a bacterial 
pollutant; and sediment.  Those stream segments listed are: 

• Gunnison River – Uncompahgre River to the Colorado River (Selenium) 
• North Fork Gunnison River (all tributaries) – National Forest boundary to North Fork 

(Selenium)  
• San Miguel River – Bridal Veil to Marshall Creek (Zinc) 
• San Miguel River – Marshall Creek to South Fork San Miguel River (Sediment, Zinc, 

Cadmium) 
• Marshall Creek – source to San Miguel River (Zinc) 
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• Slate River – Coal Creek to East River (Iron, Maganese, Zinc) 
• Uncompahgre River – Red Mountain Creek to Hwy 550 (Iron) 
• Uncompahgre River – Hwy 550 to Gunnison River (Fecal Coliform, Selenium) 

Surface water runoff from roads on the National Forests have not been identified as contributing to the 
impairment of streams (303(d) listed) within the river basins that the GMUG NFS lands are located 
within.  Runoff from roads on the Forest do have the potential to pollute streams adjacent to those 
roads due to increase runoff potential, washing of road surfaces, increased erosion of unstable cut and 
fill slopes, and greater hydrologic connectivity.  There are no Level 3 –5 roads identified as 
contributing to water quality pollution to the extent that beneficial use standards are not being met. 

Demands for most water uses are following an increasing trend.  With increases in population, public 
and private lands recreation, agriculture, and industry, controversy over appropriate uses of water will 
also grow.  Most major river basins in the West are fully or over-appropriated, adding complexity to 
the problem of determining the best use of state waters. 

AQ8:  How and where does the road system affect wetlands? 

Roads can affect wetlands directly by encroachment, and indirectly by altering hydrologic surface and 
subsurface flow paths.  Encroachment results in a loss of wetland area directly proportional to the area 
disturbed by the road.  Alteration of the hydrologic flow paths can affect wetland function with the 
effects extending beyond the area directly affected by the road.  The Watershed Conservation 
Practices Handbook (FSH 2509.25) provides measures to protect wetlands. 

During project-level analyses, opportunities to reduce the effects of the road system on wetlands 
include the following: 

• Relocate roads out of wetland areas. 
• Where relocation is not an option, use measures to restore the hydrology of the wetland.  

Examples include raised prisms with diffuse drainage such as French drains. 
• Set road-stream crossing bottoms at natural levels of wet meadow surfaces. 

AQ9:  How does the road system alter physical channel dynamics, including isolation of 
floodplains, constraints on channel migration, and the movement of large wood, fine organic 
matter, and sediment? 

Roads can directly affect physical channel dynamics when they encroach on floodplains or restrict 
channel migration.  Floodplains help dissipate excess energy during high flows and recharge soil 
moisture and groundwater.  Floodplain function is compromised when roads encroach on or isolate 
floodplains.  This can increase peak flows.  When peak flows increase, more water is available for in-
channel erosion, which, in turn, affects channel stability.  Restricting channel migration can cause 
channel straightening which increases the stream energy available for channel erosion. This can also 
result in channel instability.  Altering channel pattern affects a stream’s ability to transport materials, 
including wood and sediment. 

The number of miles of road within 200 feet of a stream/river was used as an initial indicator of where 
the road system might be affecting physical channel dynamics.  These concerns are greatest on 
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reaches within floodplains where the streams naturally meander; typically lower gradient reaches.  
Table 4-6 identifies the number of watersheds with high or extreme ratings for each Geographic 
Area. 

AQ10:  How and where does the road system restrict the migration and movement of aquatic 
organisms?  What aquatic species are affected and to what degree? 

Migration and movement of aquatic organisms are primarily restricted at road-stream crossings with 
culverts.  Generally, culverts restrict upstream migration for fish species, and usually results from 
perched culverts, high flow velocities in culverts, and inadequate depths for fish migration.  In some 
locations, migration barriers are desirable to protect native species.  While culverts can affect the 
migration of amphibian species, the greatest concern is the effect on fish species. 

Brook trout are the most widely distributed fish species on the GMUG.  Other non-native species 
include rainbow and brown trout.  The primary native species of concern is the Colorado River native 
cutthroat trout (CRCT).  However, local distribution of CRCT Conservation Populations on the Forest 
is restricted to approximately 70 miles of stream, with most populations occurring in tributaries of the 
North Fork of the Gunnison River. 

Potential for migration barriers associated with Level 3-5 roads have been assessed for CRCT.  One 
fish migration barrier exists within the Grand Mesa GA on NFSR 121 – Trickle Park Road and East 
Fork Big Creek where a culvert has blocked upstream migration.  However, this culvert could be 
protecting an existing population of CRCT from non-native species.  An additional site located within 
the North Fork GA on NFSR 701 Stevens Gulch Road and West Fork Terror Creek may restrict 
migration seasonally, and is being evaluated to determine the level of impacts to this population. Other 
migration barriers are believed to exist on the GMUG, and may affect the distribution of non-native 
fish.  Opportunities to address problem crossings include: 

• Inventory and assess the impacts of culverts on fish passage on the Forest 
• Reset the culvert to eliminate the limiting factor. 
• Replace the culvert with an alternative crossing such as bridge, hardened low-water 

ford, or bottomless arch culvert. 

AQ11:  How does the road system affect shading, litterfall, and riparian plant communities? 

The road system directly affects riparian communities where it impinges on riparian areas.  Roads can 
indirectly affect riparian communities by intercepting surface and subsurface flows and routing these 
flows so that riparian areas dry up and the riparian vegetation is replaced with upland vegetation.  
Riparian communities play a vital role in providing shade along the stream course.  Removal or 
degradation of these communities can affect stream stability and water temperatures, which in turn, 
affects aquatic habitat.  The Watershed Conservation Practices Handbook (FSH 2509.25) provides 
measures to protect riparian areas. 

Anecdotal information indicates that culverts can provide local hiding cover for trout, particularly at 
low flows.  Culverts are generally not considered a significant source of hiding cover unless the 
riparian communities, which typically provide shading and hiding cover, have been significantly 
degraded. 
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Opportunities to address concern areas found in watershed or project level analyses include: 

• Relocate roads out of riparian areas. 
• Restore the hydrology in riparian areas that have been dewatered by the road system. 

AQ12:  How and where does the road system contribute to fishing, poaching, or direct habitat 
loss for at-risk aquatic species? 

High traffic roads adjacent to streams with fish are the most likely to contribute to fishing and 
poaching.  This is not generally considered an issue on the GMUG and does not significantly affect 
aquatic populations and at-risk aquatic species. 

The road system contributes to direct habitat loss where mass movements associated with roads 
directly impact stream channels (AQ3), where sediment is delivered directly to the stream channel 
through connected disturbed areas (AQ6), at road-stream crossings (see AQ4), and where the road 
system is restricting channel migration and isolating floodplains (see AQ9).  Areas of particular 
concern are watersheds with Colorado River cutthroat trout populations that were identified as high-
risk potential in AQ3, AQ4, AQ6, and AQ9.  Opportunities to address problem areas would be similar 
to those previously identified. 

AQ13:  How and where does the road system facilitate the introduction of non-native aquatic 
species? 

The introduction of non-native species occurs primarily through stocking of non-native fish.  The 
Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW) coordinates stocking locations with the Forest Service to 
ensure that non-native aquatic species are not being introduced into waters containing native fish 
species or waters that provide high quality habitat for native species reintroduction.  Stocking 
locations can vary annually so it is difficult to determine exact roads that are used for stocking 
purposes. 

AQ14:  To what extent does the road system overlap with areas of exceptionally high aquatic 
diversity or productivity or areas containing rare or unique aquatic species or species of 
interest? 

Level 3-5 roads generally have limited overlap with areas of exceptionally high aquatic diversity or 
aquatic species of interest.  The primary species of interest include Colorado River cutthroat trout 
(CRCT) and boreal toads.  Watersheds containing CRCT and sensitive amphibian species were 
identified in Table4-7.  Those that have a high risk of resource damage associated with roads and 
containing sensitive aquatic populations would be a priority for more detailed watershed- or project-
level analyses. 
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Table 4-7  Colorado River Cutthroat Trout (CRCT) and Boreal Toad watersheds identified by 
stream name and 5th and 6th level Hydrologic Unit Codes on the GMUG  NF as of 2003. 

Hydrologic Unit Code Stream Name Species 
140200020310 Beaver Creek CRCT 
14020006500102 Beaver Dams Creek CRCT 
140200019906 Brush Creek Boreal Toad 
140100051906 Buzzard Creek CRCT and Boreal Toad 
14020004110303 Cunningham Creek CRCT 
140300036305 Deep Creek CRCT 
14020004110404 Deep Creek CRCT 
14020004550203 Dyke Creek CRCT 
140100051710 East Fork Big Creek CRCT 
14020006500102 East Fork Dry Creek CRCT 
14030003630802 Elk Creek CRCT 
140100051709 Grove Creek CRCT 
140200051501 Kannah Creek Boreal Toad 
14020004560202 Main Hubbard Creek CRCT 
140100051710 Middle Fork Big Creek CRCT 
14020004560203 Middle Hubbard Creek CRCT 
140200064803 Nate Creek CRCT 
14020004070104 North Anthracite Creek CRCT 
14020002050104 North Smith Fork River CRCT 
14020006500102 Pryor Creek CRCT 
14020004090105 Roberts Creek CRCT 
140200040903 Rock Creek CRCT 
14020002050103 Second Creek CRCT 
140200019508 Texas Creek Boreal Toad 
140200040903 Trail Gulch CRCT 
140200020311 West Antelope Creek CRCT 
140200020310 West Beaver Creek CRCT 
14020001990604 West Brush Creek Boreal Toad 
14020004110302 West Fork Terror Creek CRCT 
14020005130702 Youngs Creek Resv. #2 CRCT 
14020005130702 Youngs Creek Resv. #2 CRCT 

 

TERRESTRIAL WILDLIFE (TW) 
TW(1): What are the direct and indirect effects of the road system on terrestrial species 
habitat?  

The existing road system on the Forest affects terrestrial species habitat in a number of ways.  Roads 
permanently remove habitat from the landscape and increase habitat fragmentation.  They reduce the 
amount of interior forest available for species that are interior habitat specialists and act as barriers to 
movement for some species.  Roads act to reduce habitat use for many species but can increase habitat 
use adjacent to roads for a few species, and can act to facilitate movement by a number of species 
particularly if roads are closed during critical time periods. 
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Road construction on the Forest has resulted in permanent loss of habitat from the landscape.  This 
habitat loss may have been incidental in the case of species with large territories, but in the case of 
small mammal or bird species with relatively small territories, habitat loss may have resulted in the 
elimination of entire territories.  Habitat fragmentation is an increase in habitat isolation or decrease in 
size of habitat patches (Morrison et al. 1992).  It affects quality of habitat in many ways.  Firstly, it 
changes types and quality of the food base.  Secondly, it changes microclimate by altering temperature 
and moisture regimes.  Thirdly, it changes availability of cover and brings species together which 
normally have little contact, and thus may increase rates of nest parasitism, competition, and 
predation.  Lastly, it increases contact with and exploitation by humans.  The acres converted to 
grasses and forbs along the roadside increase diversity and may benefit passerine birds and small 
mammals foraging on grass seeds.  However, a number of species are associated with conditions 
existing in the interior of relatively large patches of mature vegetation and may be adversely affected 
by the proximity of early seral vegetation and associated edges.  Small mammals, amphibians, 
reptiles, and a variety of invertebrates may be reluctant or find it difficult or impossible to cross roads.  
For some species that do cross roads, high mortality rates may occur.  Traditionally, increases in edge 
effects for some species are offset by mortality associated with roads.  Many roads, particularly in 
winter when use is limited, are used as travel corridors by species such as elk and coyotes, and act as 
predator corridors especially when compacted by repeated winter use. 

Roads that are evenly distributed across the watershed may influence landscape patterns more than 
roads that are densely clustered together in specific areas. 

Forest biologists comprehensively evaluated each Level 3-5 road on the GMUG.  They identified the 
species that were most impacted by the road system.  The wildlife risk calculation is further defined in 
Chapter 5, and the road ranking is listed in Appendix A-3. 

TW(2): How does the road system facilitate human activities that affect habitat? 

Road systems provide access for a number of human activities that affect terrestrial species habitat.  
Relatively large-scale activities facilitated by the existing road system include vegetation 
manipulations from timber management, fuels and prescribed fire treatments, habitat enhancement 
projects, commercial firewood sales, grazing, and minerals exploration and development.  These 
activities have the potential to affect habitat in a variety of ways and may also require additional road 
development and maintenance.  The effects on terrestrial species habitat are variable.  Most effects are 
negative.  Roads facilitate access for recreational activities, personal use firewood and miscellaneous 
forest products collection, and a variety of special use activities that have the potential to affect habitat.  
Potential effects include a reduction in snags and down wood, development of dispersed camp sites 
and the associated loss of habitat, trampling of vegetation by recreation users, change in water flow 
regimes and riparian vegetation where spring development activities occur, and a potential for 
increase in human ignited fires. 

TW(3): How does the road system affect legal and illegal human activities (including trapping, 
hunting, poaching, harassment, road kill, or illegal kill levels)? What are the direct and indirect 
effects on wildlife species? 

Roads provide access for the public, which reduces effectiveness of surrounding habitats for many 
wildlife species through disturbance and displacement.  The most common use of NFS roads is for 
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recreation.  Certain types of recreational activities can result in the loss of wildlife habitat, increased 
disturbance, and temporary displacement of wildlife species.   Many of the non-motorized areas 
provide solitude for wide-ranging forest wildlife, including carnivores and big game.  Increased 
human activities in these areas may decrease wildlife use. 

The road system facilitates a high volume of legal human outdoor recreational activities, 
administrative and vegetative manipulation activities, and undoubtedly a lesser amount of illegal 
activities including poaching, illegal outfitting, unauthorized trail and road construction, timber theft, 
and other illegal land use activities.  All of these activities, to varying degree, result in disturbance and 
displacement of wildlife populations. 

The road system is annually used for various legal hunting seasons.  The road system allows hunters 
to access more rugged terrain preferred for hunting.  This also causes animals to move to less 
accessible areas.  Dispersed camps concentrate numbers of people and temporarily displace big game 
and other mammals. 

The remote nature of some areas within the GMUG creates greater potential for timber theft, 
poaching, unauthorized road/trail construction, and other illegal land use activities.  The incidence of 
these activities is probably low given the existing potential.  The relatively low percentage of illegal 
activities that occur have an unknown but probably minimal impact on terrestrial wildlife populations. 

TW(4): How does the road system directly affect unique communities or special features in the 
area? 

Unique communities or special features on the GMUG affected by the road system include alpine 
areas, identified lynx habitat linkage areas, old growth stands, and designated wilderness and other 
isolated backcountry areas. 

Roads on the Forest provide access for a fairly unique opportunity for the motorized public to 
experience alpine tundra, where wildlife such as pika, marmot, the occasional mountain goat, and 
white-tailed ptarmigan can be observed.  Alpine areas comprise a significant portion of the GMUG. 
While these communities may not be unique, they are sensitive to management, including road 
development and recreational use.  Roads and other disturbances in these areas, if abandoned, will 
require substantial time to stabilize and re-vegetate. 

Ten identified lynx habitat linkage areas occur on the GMUG, most of which are associated with 
Level 3, 4 and 5 roads, including state highways.   While preliminary information suggests that forest 
road activity may not affect lynx except at high volumes, the effects of road density on lynx are 
largely unknown (Ruediger et al. 2000).  Direct mortality from vehicular collisions, especially where 
highways are associated with lynx linkage areas, affects mortality levels with relatively small 
increases in traffic speed (Ruediger et al. 2000).  Where highways are associated with lynx linkage 
and habitat areas, direct mortality on lynx has occurred. 

Mature and old growth aspen and conifer timber provide habitat for a number of species on the 
GMUG.  Direct effects from roads include habitat loss, increased fragmentation, and decreased patch 
size as cited in TW-1, and associated disturbance and displacement as cited in TW-3. 
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Ten designated wilderness areas and numerous backcountry areas are located within and/or adjacent 
to the Forest.   The road system facilitates access into much of the wilderness and backcountry areas 
that currently provide security and relative seclusion to a number of wildlife species.  As recreation 
activity increases, affects on wildlife species within these areas include primarily disturbance and 
displacement as described in TW-3. 

ECOSYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND PROCESSES (EF)  
EF(1):  What ecological attributes, particularly those unique to the region, would be affected by 
roading of current unroaded areas? 

Unroaded areas offer several unique attributes to the region and NFS lands.   Social values and 
aesthetic attributes associated with unroaded areas are valued by the public and are at the core of 
Wilderness designations. 

Ecological benefits associated with unroaded landscapes are generally related to large expanses 
(acreage) where intensive land-use activities have not occurred and natural processes dominate.  
Roads provide not only access to the forests and federal lands for the public and resource managers, 
but they also enable more intensive manipulation of the landscape.  The construction and presence of 
roads into areas that are currently unroaded has the ability to alter runoff responses (see AQ1, AQ2, 
and AQ6), provide a transport mechanism or vector for invasive plant and animal species (see AQ13, 
EF2, and EF4), and offer easier and more frequent wildlife and human encounters (see TW1).  These 
changes resulting from roading an unroaded area are generally considered to adversely alter the 
natural ecology of an area or landscape. 

Many unroaded areas, if of sufficient size (acreage), can provide a sample of an ecosystem that is 
dominated by natural processes as opposed to areas where the influence of humans is more 
pronounced or prevalent.  These areas provide ecologists, scientists and resource managers an area 
that can be used as a reference to compare the effects of land-use activities on ecological processes 
(see AU1).  Roading of unroaded areas that provide a reference for more natural ecological attributes 
can reduce or eliminate these reference areas for future study and comparison.   Once an unroaded 
area has been altered by human activities or there is a change in the natural ecological processes due to 
roads, the time required to reverse or eliminate those effects is substantial, and in some cases may 
never return to unroaded conditions from an ecological perspective. 

Roading an area that previously was unroaded has more indirect effects on the ecological attributes of 
an area than direct.  Historically roads have generally been constructed to provide easier and better 
access for humans, animals, and machinery to consume or extract natural resources.  The extraction of 
natural resources such as timber, minerals, earth materials, and water all have the ability to alter the 
natural ecological attributes of an area or region.  It is the use of the roads and the ease of access they 
provide that has a greater effect on the ecology of an area than the actual footprint of the road.  Over 
the long-term, the effects of the more intensive land-use and resource extraction activities can be 
reversed or return to the natural ecological processes if such activity ceases, but such reversal or return 
to natural ecological processes has rarely occurred on forested landscapes in the west.  Once areas 
have been accessed by roads, the uses afforded to humans by such access rarely ceases to occur unless 
the resources being used are exhausted, in such cases, the ecological attributes are forever altered. 
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EF(2):  To what degree do the presence, type, and location of roads increase the introduction 
and spread of exotic plant and animal species, insects, diseases, and parasites?  What are the 
potential effects of such introductions to plant and animal species and ecosystem function in the 
area? 

Invasive Species Introduction and Spread 

Roads are one of the major pathways upon which invasive plant species are transported; however, 
roads also serve as the primary survey routes.  Roads on public lands are high-risk sites for the 
introduction and spreads of noxious and invasive plants.  Transporting seeds and plant parts by 
vehicles (Longsdale and Lane 1994), and removing vegetation and mixing soil during road 
construction and maintenance, provide ideal conditions for the introduction, germination, and 
establishment of weed seeds.  Road corridors are also prolific sources of weed seeds that may be 
carried to other locations. (Tyser and Worley 1992) or that may colonize adjacent vulnerable habitats. 

Road maintenance and construction create soil disturbance and bare soil.  Aided by runoff from the 
road surface, road shoulders create an ideal medium for the establishment of noxious weeds.  Road 
grading typically moves road surface material up and down the road system.  This process disturbs 
soil and vegetation on the roadway and shoulders, transporting soil and gravel that may carry weed 
seeds or vegetative propagules (USDA FS 2003). 

Inventory of invasive species show that they commonly follow the road systems.  The effects of 
noxious weeds on native plants and ecosystem function are well documented.  Invasive plant species 
are spreading at a rate of seven percent annually on the Forest. 

Only certified weed free hay is allowed on the GMUG to help prevent the spread of noxious and 
undesirable plants.  All contract fire and construction equipment are required to be washed before 
entering the Forest for project work.  Treatment programs along the road system have been ongoing 
for several years on the Forest, but lack of funding continues to be the limiting factor. 

Exotic Organisms and Non-native Animal Species 

Roads may influence the spread of exotic organisms through the direct effects of vehicles transporting 
organisms or through the indirect effect of habitat alteration.  The undesirable species or organisms 
may have an adverse effect on the native flora and fauna of the area.  Very little illegal introduction of 
non-native animal species is known or expected to occur on the GMUG.  The Colorado Division of 
Wildlife (CDOW) stocks non-native fish in some waters on the GMUG.  While roads may facilitate 
the continued stocking of some water bodies, reproducing populations of non-native fish have already 
been established in many areas.  The impacts of the establishment of non-native fish have had a 
measurable negative impact on native cutthroat populations, and have had likely negative impacts on 
native populations of amphibians and other fish species. 

In general, the existence of roads appears to have little effect on forest tree diseases and the potential 
for introducing new exotic insects and diseases into roaded areas is low.  The greatest potential for the 
introduction of exotic insects and diseases is from forest visitors who are from areas where potentially 
invasive organisms are endemic.  The introduction of the Gypsy Moth to Colorado is directly related 
to road access, with populations being found on the eastern slope.   Monitoring for the Gypsy Moth on 
the GMUG is completed annually, with a negative finding to date. 
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To our knowledge, the road system has a negligible impact on the spread of exotic insects, diseases, or 
parasites.  The Forest Service Gunnison Forest Health Service Center periodically monitors the Forest 
for any significant changes in the health of the forested areas. 

EF(3):  To what degree do the presence, type, and location of roads contribute to the control of 
insects, diseases, and parasites?  

EF(4):  How does the road system affect ecological disturbance regimes in the area? 

In general, the presence and location of roads facilitate the control of forest insects, diseases, and 
parasites.  Roads provide access for efficient sampling, monitoring, and treatment (ground-based) for 
forest insects and diseases.  In areas where there is no vehicle access, economical treatments of 
infestations would likely be significantly reduced or limited.  Alternative aerial methods for sampling, 
monitoring, and treatment may be able to replace conventional ground-base methods to control insect, 
disease and parasite epidemics in areas without road access.  However, aerial methods such as 
insecticide application are only effective against certain types of forest insects (mainly defoliators).  
Refer to Table 4-8. 

The concept of integrated pest management is to manage resources in a manner that limits or reduces 
the development or perpetuation of pest problems.  Silvicultural treatment of affected or susceptible 
tree stands can prevent and suppress insects and disease occurrences.  As trees grow old, they decrease 
in growth rate and vigor and become less resistant to insects and disease attack.  Severe conditions 
such as drought and overstocking can reduce tree growth rate, which also reduces resistance to insects 
or disease. An important characteristic of a healthy forest is the diversity and distribution of tree stand 
ages and species composition.  The greater the diversity and distribution of stand ages and species, the 
more resistant the entire Forest is to damage from any single insect or disease. 

All the typical parasites, insects and diseases are naturally present throughout the forested 
communities on the GMUG.  Without road access, integrated management of these forested 
communities, where management may be needed to meet desired conditions, is not economically 
feasible. 

Understanding disturbance ecology is a key part of ecosystem management.  Historically, the 
vegetation patterns across the landscape were strongly influenced by fire, with insects, diseases, and 
wind also acting as contributing disturbance agents.  It is not possible to discuss one disturbance agent 
without recognizing the association with other disturbance agents. Increased tree mortality will 
increase the amount of ignitable fuel, the chances of fire, and its intensity when it occurs.  Root 
disease can predispose trees to attack by insects and makes trees more prone to windthrow. 

Roads do not directly affect ecological disturbance regimes, but they may be necessary for 
management access when disturbance events (e.g.fire, windthrow) occur or insect and disease control 
is part of our active resource management. 
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Table 4-8  Insect and Disease High Risk within Inventoried Roadless Areas 

Geographic 
Area 

High Risk (acres) 
within Inventoried 

Roadless Areas 

 
Accessible from 
Current Road 

System 

 
Not accessible from 

Current Road 
System 

Grand Mesa 15,000 475 14,525
Gunnison Basin 25,000 8,900 16,100
North Fork 
Valley 11,490 2,395 9.095
San Juans 18,830 2,445 16,385
Uncompahgre 
Plateau 146 146

 
EF(5):  What are the adverse effects of noise caused by developing, using, and maintaining 
roads? 

While the effect of noise from roads on wildlife species is mostly unmeasurable, it is widely believed 
that road noise can have an adverse effect on wildlife.  The activity associated with roads and road 
noise acts as a disturbance to some wildlife species. This disturbance acts to reduce the effectiveness 
of wildlife habitats and in some instances displacement of wildlife species will occur. Whether this 
displacement is temporary or permanent depends on the species affected and the duration of the 
disturbance.  For example, numerous studies have shown the effects of varying levels of road use on 
Rocky Mountain elk; elk tend to avoid areas with a high level of road use.  A number of species 
including wolverine and black bear are known to avoid areas of high road use and disturbance 
associated with roads has been identified as a contributing factor to nest abandonment in waterfowl 
and other bird species.  See UR/RR3 for a discussion of the effects of noise on recreation. 

ECONOMICS (EC) 
According to the R2 guide and the RO Economist, an economic analysis is not necessary at this scale, 
however it is recommended to categorize the roads in always will be kept open, closed due to resource 
damage, and those that do not fall into the first two categories.  See EC(1). 

EC(1):  How does the road system affect the agency’s direct costs and revenues?  What, if any, 
changes in the road system will increase net revenue to the agency by reducing cost, increasing 
revenue, or both? 

At the forest scale, this question can be answered in broad terms.  A detailed cost/benefit economic 
assessment is not feasible.  The IDT for the GMUG RAP addressed this question by developing the 
Road Value versus Risk matrix and using this tool to determine prioritization of road expenditures on 
the Forest. 

The R2 Guidance for this question determined that there are three basic categories of roads:  1) roads 
that will always be open for obvious reasons, 2) roads that will be closed due to serious resource 
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damage or annual budgetary constraints, and 3) road that don’t fall into either of the first two 
categories (the largest category). 

When looking at all road maintenance levels, the R2 Guidance is appropriate.  However, the GMUG 
RAP only considered Level 3, 4 and 5 roads, and further refined the Values/Risk Matrix by 
eliminating most roads less than .5 mile in length that access recreation facilities such as 
campgrounds, parking lots and pull-offs.  The IDT made an assumption early in the process that the 
majority of the Level 3,4 and 5 roads would more than likely remain open on the GMUG since they 
provide the “backbone” of the Forest transportation system.  The Uncompahgre and Grand Mesa 
travel plans identified a base travel system as part of their travel management decisions. 

The challenge is to develop a process to sort out level 3, 4 and 5 roads that might not be meeting 
current and future access and land management needs, at least not at their current maintenance levels.  
The Risk/Value Matrix assists managers by determining if any Level 3,4 and 5 roads on the Forest 
have an identified need for change. 

EC(2):  How does the road system affect the priced and non-priced consequences included in 
economic efficiency analysis used to assess net benefits to society? 

EC(3):  How does the road system affect the distribution of benefits and costs among affected 
people?  

These are subforest-scale questions, not forest scale questions. 

COMMODITY PRODUCTION (TM, RM, WP, SU, SP) 

Timber Management (TM) 

TM(1):  How does road spacing and location affect logging system feasibility? 

This question is most applicable at the subforest scale during project analysis.  It is an important 
consideration, however, for determining timber suitability, management area allocation, and economic 
efficiency.  In general, close road spacing results in quick turn around times and higher production, 
which reduces skidding and yarding cost and increases stumpage value.  Although closer road spacing 
can increase the total road cost from added construction and maintenance, this total cost can be 
reduced with the use of temporary roads. 

Most timber sales on the GMUG are logged with cost efficient ground-based methods.  The trees are 
harvested and skidded to landings with ground-based equipment.  In general, a road spacing of 2,000 
– 3,000 feet would be considered economically feasible for ground-based skidding. 

Helicopter logging has recently been used in Region 2, and use on the Uncompahgre National Forest 
has been limited to timber removal within designated ski areas and logging large, straight trees for 
high-valued house logs.  Such logging systems are extremely expensive.  Most of the GMUG is 
located at high elevation and because of that, a helicopter’s lift capacity is greatly reduced, which 
makes helicopter logging even more expensive on this Forest.  Helicopter logging feasibility is 
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improved by locating roads and landings to provide downhill yarding and short yarding distances (less 
than ½ mile). 

Road spacing on the GMUG is determined by considering economical and technical factors in all 
resource management objectives.  Therefore, road spacing strives to strike a balance between 
economical feasibility and protecting and enhancing natural resource values. 

TM(2):  How does the road system affect managing the suitable timber base and other lands? 

Roads provide the primary access to the forest for planning, designing and implementing a wide range 
of vegetation management and timber harvest activities.  The road system provides access for ground-
based equipment necessary for the implementation of vegetation management projects and timber 
sales.  The roads also serve to provide access for people and equipment responsible for completing 
subsequent vegetation management treatments. 

The GMUG has been, and continues to be, heavily dependent on ground-based equipment to facilitate 
implementation of its timber management program within the suitable timber base.  As such, the 
feasibility and efficiency of the Forests’ timber management program within the suitable timber base 
is directly dependent on having an adequate road system to support ground-based logging systems.  
Without an adequate road system, the Forest Plan management objectives and prescriptions for 
Management Areas that comprise the suitable timber base cannot be accomplished. 

This Roads Analysis specifically focuses and analyzes the existing arterial and collector road systems.  
The need for secondary access roads will be evaluated and analyzed under project specific road 
analysis. 

When allocating lands under the current Forest Plan that contributed to the suitable timber base, 
specific consideration was given to areas with developed road systems.  The management of timber in 
the past has provided the basic network of roads to access the suitable timber base.  As a result, the 
majority of the suitable land base has an established arterial and collector road system in place to 
facilitate necessary vegetation management. 

Most timber and non-timber forest products are harvested within 2,000 feet of a road.  Non-timber 
products, such as firewood and fence post, are primarily collected within 300 feet of a road.  As such, 
specific forested stands identified for vegetation management within the suitable land base may 
require the construction of secondary road access, temporary road or an alternative logging system to 
facilitate implementation.  The analysis of required secondary and temporary roads or alternative 
logging systems will be conducted under a “project specific” road analysis.  The Forest Plan projected 
an estimated 410 miles of new road construction would be necessary during the first ten-year planning 
period (2002-2012) to provide adequate road access necessary to manage the suitable land base.  A 
large part of the planned road construction and reconstruction would be providing secondary road 
access.  Open road density was projected to be 0.80 miles per square mile.  75% (410) of newly 
constructed roads would be closed. 

TM(3):  How does the road system affect access to timber stands needing silvicultural 
treatment? 
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The overwhelming majority of silvicultural treatments on the GMUG are accomplished using cost 
efficient, conventional ground-based logging methods.  The use of conventional ground-based logging 
methods is directly dependent on access provided by the road system.  

Without existing arterial and collector road systems and proposed access roads, the GMUG would not 
be able to manage forest stands to meet the Desired Future Condition for many Management Areas 
described in the Forest Plan, especially Management Areas which contribute to the Suitable Timber 
Base.  The Forest Service also would not be able to salvage and reforest lands that have been impacted 
by insect and disease, declining forest health, and wildfire.  The majority of the arterial and collector 
road system is in place on the Forest to provide primary access for necessary silvicultural treatments.   
The construction of secondary access roads may be required in addition to the arterial and collector 
road system to access individual stands selected for silvicultural treatment.  The need for secondary 
access roads will be evaluated and analyzed under a sub sequential “project specific” road analysis.  

Proposals to access stands needing silvicultural treatments within Inventoried Roadless Areas or 
within unsuitable timber base would have to meet existing laws and policies and a compelling need 
for action, e.g., public safety or critical resource protection.  The lack of access in Inventoried 
Roadless Areas and unsuitable timber areas greatly reduces the feasibility of using silvicultural 
treatments to alleviate the effects of large natural disturbances, such as wildfire, wind, and insect and 
disease epidemics, especially the high probability of spruce beetle in the near future. 

Minerals Management (MM) 

MM(1):  How does the road system affect access to locatable, leasable, and salable minerals? 

The Forest Service administers its minerals program to:  

• Encourage and facilitate the orderly exploration, development, and production of mineral 
resources from National Forest System lands, and, 

• Ensure that exploration, development, and production of mineral resources are conducted 
in an environmentally sound manner and that these activities are integrated with planning 
and the management of other National Forest resources. (FSM 2802) 

Mineral resources are separated into three categories:  locatable, leaseable and salable.  Geologic 
resources include the abandoned mine lands program, special geologic areas, paleontological sites, 
geologic research areas, etc. 

Locatable Minerals are those deposits subject to location and development under the General Mining 
Law of 1872.  Locatable mineral deposits include metals, rare earth elements, uncommon varieties of 
sand, stone, gravel cinders, clay, pumice and pumicite.  The Forest Service does not manage the 
mineral resources on National Forest System (NFS) lands, rather that authority rests with the 
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management (BLM).  Forest Service authority is directed 
at surface use of NFS lands in connection to the mine operations authorized under the United States 
mining laws (30 U.S.C. 21-54), which confer a statutory right to enter upon public lands to search for 
minerals.  Forest Service regulations at 36 CFR 228, Subpart A provide that operations shall minimize 
adverse environmental effects to the surface resources, which include: 
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• Using all practicable measures to maintain and protect wildlife habitat affected by the 
operation. 

• Reclaiming surface disturbances, where practicable. 
• Rehabilitating wildlife habitat. 

The regulations also require that roads needed for mineral activities shall be constructed and 
maintained to minimize or eliminate damage to resource values.  Unless otherwise authorized, roads 
that are no longer needed for operations shall be closed to normal traffic, bridges and culverts 
removed, and the road surface shaped to as near a natural contour as practicable and stabilized. 

The GMUG is available under the general mining laws where the right of exclusive possession is 
vested in the discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, except where specific lands have been 
withdrawn from mineral entry.  Areas withdrawn from mineral entry include, but are not limited to, 
Wilderness Areas designated by Congress.  

Patented mining claims on the GMUG are concentrated in the Gunnison Basin and San Juans GAs.  
There are no large-scale locatable mineral mining operations currently occurring on the GMUG.  A 
variety of small-scale operations is permitted, and uses the existing road system. 

The existing Level 3-5 roads are generally adequate to handle present and anticipated future 
exploration and development of locatable minerals.  Because these minerals are distributed in discreet 
areas, it is likely future development will occur in areas where previous mining activity has occurred.  
Access is provided to people with mineral rights throughout the GMUG and these routes may be 
closed to the general public.  Existing arterial and collector roads are used to access individual claims 
and access is addressed on an individual basis.  The vast majority of roads constructed into mining 
claims is/will be temporary.  Where reconstruction/construction and reclamation are necessary for 
access, bonding is required as part of Operating Plans or Notice of Intent.  The GMUG will continue 
to work with the small scale, independent mining operations to develop single purpose access for 
prospecting and development. 

Leasable Minerals include federally owned “energy” minerals (oil, gas, coal, oil shale, etc), 
geothermal resources, sulfur, phosphates, and uranium.  These minerals are subject to exploration and 
development under leases, permits, or licenses issued by the BLM, with Forest Service consent and 
prescriptions for protection of surface resources in the form of lease stipulations.  The 1920 Mineral 
Leasing Act (as amended) together with the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 and the 
1989 Federal Onshore Oil and Gas Leasing Reform Act and other laws provide the authority and 
management direction for federal energy leasable minerals on NFS lands.  Federal mineral leases 
convey the right for the Lessee to construct roads to facilitate development of the mineral within the 
constraints of lease stipulations.  The Forest administers active programs in coal, oil and gas. 

Coal.  The GMUG administers the activities of three underground coal mines that operate on federal 
coal leases in the North Fork GA.  These mines have on-going road use associated with coal 
exploration and mine gas ventilation drilling, and resource monitoring programs.  The drilling 
activities use a combination of existing NFS roads, and construction of new, temporary access roads.  
Access for the coal mine related activities also use SH 133, Delta and Gunnison County roads, and 
roads through the Town of Paonia.  Since 2000, the counties and the Town of Paonia have expressed 
concerns over road damage caused by drilling equipment using roads in their jurisdiction.  The 
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counties and Paonia have also expressed desire for the mining companies to share in the maintenance 
costs for the roads they use. 

The Level 3, 4 and 5 roads provide general access to the areas where coal activity takes place.  The 
coal companies are required to hold Road Use Permits (RUPs) for their commercial use of these 
roads, and post performance bonds.  The mines often construct miles of Level 1 and 2 temporary 
roads to provide access for drilling equipment to reach specific drilling sites.  The local road location 
and construction standards are developed at the project level and generally provide for single purpose 
use and are the responsibility of the mining company.  These roads are decommissioned at the 
completion of activities. Improvements needed to accommodate additional traffic on arterials and 
collectors are also evaluated at the project level.  Coal-related drilling activity is expected to continue 
at a similar level for the next 5 to 10 years.  The GMUG will continue to work with the coal mining 
companies to develop single purpose accesses for drilling activities and issue RUPs. 

Oil & Gas. The GMUG Oil and Gas Leasing EIS (1993) made about 813,000 acres available and 
authorized for oil and gas leasing.  The areas available for leasing, and currently under lease are 
located in the Grand Mesa, North Fork and the southern portion of the Uncompahgre Plateau GAs.  
Existing oil and gas development exists in the northern portion of the North Fork GA, and in the 
eastern and southern portions of the Grand Mesa GA.  The existing gas wells and pipelines are 
accessed via Level 3 roads that connect to a system of Level 1 roads.  The Level 1 roads were 
constructed for the express purpose of accessing the gas wells.  The gas operators are required to hold 
RUPs for their commercial use of Level 3, 4 and 5 roads, and post performance bonds. 

The gas operators may also propose to construct miles of Level 1 and 2 roads to provide access for 
drilling equipment to reach specific drilling sites.  The local road location and construction standards 
are developed at the project level (i.e. when an Application for Permit to Drill (APD) is filed) and 
generally provide for single purpose use, and are the responsibility of the gas operator.  Gas operation 
roads are required to meet the specification in the GMUG Oil and Gas Leasing EIS, and other FS 
standards.  These roads may be decommissioned at the completion of activities depending on whether 
gas is encountered or not, or may remain in place for tens of years if production occurs.  
Improvements needed to accommodate additional traffic on arterials and collectors are also evaluated 
at the project level.  

Oil and gas exploration has and will continue in the areas identified in the Oil and Gas Leasing EIS as 
available and authorized for oil and gas leasing.  Over the last two years there has been renewed 
interest in natural gas leasing and development in these areas.  Generally the basic road system to 
access this area is in place, however, the Forest can anticipate the upgrading and relocation of portions 
of the existing system. In addition, the GMUG may also expect to develop a local single purpose use 
system that provides for the orderly development of the oil and gas resources.  The reason for this is 
the speculative and unpredictable nature of oil and gas development, which is based on many 
economic, technical and geologic factors. 

G othermal.  The GMUG has no current geothermal program; however some interest has been 
expressed in the Uncompahgre Plateau GA.  There are no plans for specific development to date, with 
no anticipation of any in the near term. Access to these resources will be limited, because of their 
location. The road would be single purpose in nature. 

e
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Development of other leaseable minerals is not anticipated at this time. 

Salable Minerals include mineral materials, otherwise known as “common varieties” which generally 
include deposits of sand, gravel, clay, rock or stone used for a number of purposes including road 
surfacing, construction materials, and landscaping. The disposal of these materials is by a materials 
contract issued at the discretion of the Forest Service. All contracts contain requirements for 
reclaiming the sites, as much as practicable, to pre-disturbance conditions. The Forest Service has total 
discretionary authority for disposal of common variety minerals and is not obligated by any statutory 
requirements. 

The Forest administers mineral material developments in the Gunnison Basin, North Fork Valley, 
Grand Mesa and Uncompahgre Plateau GAs.  Existing Level 3, 4 and 5 roads are generally sufficient 
to gain access to most of the mineral material developments.  The bulk of this activity is in the 
Gunnison Basin and Grand Mesa GAs. 

In the Gunnison Basin GA, the existing mineral material developments are mostly accessed by Level 
3 roads, and access is adequate.  One site is associated with a timber sale road package and access is 
by a temporary road that will be decommissioned at the end of the project.  There is a need for 
additional gravel, rip rap, borrow and rock sources for personal, commercial, County and FS uses in 
the Gunnison Basin GA.  A few of the potential development sites are accessible by Level 3 roads, 
however most are currently accessed by Level 2 or 1 routes that would need to be upgraded to at least 
Level 3 to haul material. One potential site would need new road construction.  New sites are needed 
to support future road reconstruction and maintenance projects, and may be associated with Timber 
Sale Road Packages. 

In the Grand Mesa GA, there are several mineral material sites that provide fill and rip rap for 
reservoir construction and maintenance activities on the Grand Mesa.  There are also a few mineral 
material sites used for road construction materials and landscaping rock.  Most of these sites are 
accessible by existing Level 3 roads.  Some sites are reserved for use by the Bureau of Reclamation 
via Level 2 roads.  These roads are maintained by the Bureau of Reclamation.  A need for gravel 
sources for county and FS use has been identified in the past few years.  The locations for these 
materials are accessible by the existing road system, with possible temporary roads to be constructed 
for future access. 

Abandoned Mine Lands (AML) are those lands where historic mining activity has occurred. In 
some cases, the sites are creating environmental harm or create public safety hazards that require 
mitigation.  The GMUG administers an AML program to restore or clean up mine sites, and prevent 
access to hazardous areas.  The Forest coordinates with the Colorado Division of Minerals and 
Geology to implement these projects.  The GMUG has documented AML sites in the Gunnison 
Basin, Grand Mesa, North Fork Valley, Uncompahgre Plateau and San Juans GAs.  The bulk of the 
AML sites are in the Gunnison and San Juans GAs.  About 50% of the AML sites are accessible on 
Level 3 to 5 roads.  The remaining sites are accessible by Level 1 or 2 roads, or by trails.  The AML 
program is ongoing, and work is contingent upon available funding, and the extent of restoration work 
required.  Some sites fall under the Comprehensive, Environmental Response, Compensation and 
Liability Act (CERCLA), and require more intensive restoration efforts than others.  In the foreseeable 
future, if CERCLA sites are restored and road building is required to reach them, the roads would be 
temporary and decommissioned as part of the overall restoration efforts. 
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Paleontological resources include fossil deposits of plants or animals.  The GMUG administers the 
Dry Mesa Dinosaur quarry in the Uncompahgre Plateau GA.  The existing road system is adequate to 
access the site with the exception of wet weather, when the road becomes slick and nearly impassable. 

No other special paleontological areas are being managed on the GMUG. 

Range Management (RM) 

RM(1):  How does the road system affect access to range allotments? 

A road system does enhance the permittees’ and agency’s ability to accomplish grazing management 
activities, administration, monitoring, and livestock care at a reduced cost compared to nonroaded 
grazing allotments.  A high density of roads can increase vandalism to range improvements, livestock 
theft, and disturbance of livestock by the general public.  High speeds on roads can have a negative 
impact on livestock, where livestock are on or adjacent to the road.  Cattleguards are needed where 
fences and roads cross, adding to the cost of road management. 

Travel Management Plans on the GMUG restrict motorized travel to designated and/or established 
routes.  Permittees can be authorized motorized access for special equipment needs to complete 
maintenance and the construction of range improvements.  Improved road systems over the years have 
reduced the need for overnight accommodations at cow camps.  Reduced travel time and improved 
transportation systems have increased travel because most grazing permittees return to their ranch or 
home base on a daily basis.  

The existing system of Level 3, 4, and 5 roads, if diminished, would have a definite economic affect 
on the National Forest administration and permittee economics.  In general the current road system 
will continue to be gradually improved as it has been for the last 100 years and is determined to be 
adequate for rangeland management.  

Water Production (WP) 

WP(1):  How does the road system affect access, constructing, maintaining, monitoring, and 
operating water diversions, impoundments, and distribution canals or pipes?  

SU(1):  How does the road system affect managing special-use permit sites (concessionaires, 
communications sites, utility corridors, and so on)? 

The GMUG contains more water developments than any other unit of the National Forest System.  
There are hundreds of reservoirs on the Grand Mesa alone; and numerous spring developments, 
pipelines, ditches, and canals exist throughout the GMUG.  While the Forest Service holds water 
rights to a few of these water developments, the majority of the facilities are authorized under special 
use authorizations, including easements that date back to the late 1800s or early 1900s.  Many of these 
developments provide drinking water to communities, subdivisions, lodges, and cabins.  The water 
developments also store and convey irrigation water for agricultural uses around the rural 
communities adjacent to the forests.  Motorized access may be necessary annually for inspection, 
maintenance, and minor repairs.  Reconstruction activities also take place periodically on the 
structures, which require heavy equipment (dozers, backhoes, etc.), trucks and larger vehicles. 
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The majority of water developments located throughout the GMUG are accessed via existing forest 
roads that are open to full-sized vehicles.  However, there are numerous water developments that do 
not have access routes open to the general public, and are accessed by ATV trails or have no 
motorized access routes at all leading to them.  Motorized access to these facilities is accomplished by 
traveling cross-country, going around gates that have closed routes to the public or using larger 
vehicles on ATV trails.  A few of these water developments are located within the boundaries of 
wilderness areas.  Access for construction or reconstruction work done off route is authorized on a 
case-by-case basis, either under operating plans or separately issued authorizations. 

There are ten communication sites scattered across the GMUG, and they are accessed by roads that 
range from forest roads accommodating passenger vehicles to two-track trails used only by permittees.  
There are numerous electrical transmission and distribution lines, buried and overhead, crossing NFS 
lands.  In places, telephone and fiber optic lines are co-located with electrical lines, but there are places 
where one or the other exists alone.  Many of these electrical and communication lines have road 
access (usually spur roads off main forest roads) only at selected locations along the lines.  Some of 
the lines have access routes, usually ATV trails, running beneath them.  Selected access points also 
exist for the majority of the natural gas pipelines crossing the forests.  These, too, are usually spur 
roads off of forest roads. 

The GMUG issues special-use permits for three ski areas, numerous outfitter-guides, 60+ recreation 
residences, several isolated cabins (most of which are reservoir caretaker housing), a campground 
concessionaire servicing all three forests, and many recreation events.  All of these special uses require 
travel on the road system to some extent.  While there is a need for the traditional well-developed, 
well-maintained road system, there are uses such as ATVing, jeeping, snowmobiling, and mountain 
biking that are rapidly increasing and use the road system both as a means for accessing the activities 
and also as a key component in the activity itself. 

Other holders of special-use authorizations include inholding owners.  In many cases, these private 
property owners have obtained road easements or permits for spur roads leading from main forest 
roads to their private property.  The GMUG has typically not required inholders to obtain forest road 
easements or permits for their access needs via the forest roads as long as they are using the forest 
roads in a manner similar to that of the general public. 

Changes in the road system might directly affect access guaranteed to inholders by Alaska National 
Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) and the viability of a special-use permit and, 
consequently, the livelihood of the permit holder.  Analyses for projects that affect the road system 
need to also review special use permits, including road easements, which could be affected by the 
decision.  This would include consideration as to whether the road is used for access to private land, 
any special permitted use, water structure access, and utility access.  Minerals, lands, and recreation 
specialists, both at the supervisor’s office and district level should be consulted. 

WP(2):  How does road development and use affect water quality in municipal watersheds? 

GMUG National Forest lands fall within three hydrologic basins.  The majority of this is located 
within the Gunnison River Basin.  The State of Colorado has designated the entire basin as a source 
water supply for municipal use.  Water from the Gunnison River is used within the basin and 
downstream to supply municipal systems with domestic and industrial water.  The remainder of 
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GMUG lands falls within the Dolores and Lower Colorado River Basins.  Runoff from these Forest 
lands ultimately provides source water supplies for municipal use downstream of the National Forests.  
Additionally, there are several watersheds that are direct source supplies for municipal use.  These 
municipalities include; Grand Junction, Fruita, Crested Butte, Telluride, Cedaredge, Paonia, 
Hotchkiss, Norwood, Nucla and Naturita.  Tri-County Water diverts water from several drainages 
within the Gunnison River Basin to provide municipal water to domestic and industrial water users 
within Montrose, Delta, and Ouray counties.  This includes the cities of Montrose, Delta, Olathe, and 
Ridgway. 

Roads within these direct supply watersheds have the greatest potential to affect water quality on 
municipal supplies because there is a direct link between runoff and municipal supply.  Activities 
associated with road use have the potential to affect water quality because of the greater hydrologic 
connectivity of roadside drainage and surface water drainages (see AQ1, AQ2, and AQ5).  In 
particular, hazardous material spills from vehicles using roads within the forests can reach 
watercourses providing municipal supply.  Other pollutants generated by road uses, such as de-icing 
chemicals, sediment, heavy metals (associated with tire wear residue), and other petroleum products 
leaked from vehicles using the roads can all be washed from road surfaces into watercourses 
supplying municipal users. 

New road development in direct supply watersheds on the National Forests would increase the 
potential for road related pollutants to contaminate municipal supplies.  Soil disturbance, vegetation 
removal, and increased runoff potential related to new road construction would be a major concern for 
municipal supply watersheds.  There has recently been elevated concern from local communities 
about activities, including road construction, occurring in watersheds that could affect water quality.  
These concerns have led to Memoranda of Understanding between the GMUG and potentially 
affected communities to address water quality and quantity.  Water quality issues associated with 
land-use activities, including road improvement and new development, have been and will continue to 
be addressed during project level analysis on a case-by-case basis. 

WP(3)  How does the road system affect access to hydroelectric power generation? 

The GMUG has several small hydroelectric projects that are accessed by existing forest roads.  There 
is a fairly large hydroelectric project, the Collbran Project, located on the Grand Mesa and operated by 
the Bureau of Reclamation that consists of 15 reservoirs and several penstocks and canals that deliver 
water to two power plants located below the forest boundary. 

The Ames Power plant, the World’s first alternating current generating plant, in the Norwood District 
is located on private land, but access to the plant is by a National Forest System Road.  The majority 
of the reservoirs that provide storage for these hydroelectric plants are accessed by forest roads; 
however, there are a few reservoirs that provide storage for water projects that produce hydroelectric 
power that have no defined or constructed road access.  For these reservoirs, operator and public 
access is gained using ATVs, horses, or by foot on Forest trails. 

Hydropower operators covered by Forest Service Special-Use Permits (SUP) are generally granted 
road access to permitted facilities, such as storage reservoirs, penstocks, canals, and pipelines when 
vehicular access is required as part of their operations.  Such access is in accordance with existing 
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Travel Management Plans, where completed, and evaluated on a project-by-project basis for other 
areas of the Forest. 

Special Forest Products (SP) 

SP(1):  How does the road system affect access for collecting special forest products? 

The road system provides the primary means by which commercial harvesters and individuals access 
and transport special forest products such as Christmas trees, post, poles, firewood, mushrooms and 
transplants.  The majority of harvest and collection is accomplished manually and therefore takes 
place in close proximity of the road system. 

The current Level 3, 4 and 5 road system provides adequate access for the existing demand for 
collecting special forest products such as mushrooms, transplants, post and poles, firewood, Christmas 
trees, etc. 

GENERAL PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION (GT) 
GT(1):  How does the road system connect to public roads and provide primary access to 
communities? 

National Forest System Roads connect numerous public roads managed and operated by either the 
State of Colorado or county governments. However, only a few Forest roads serve as the primary 
through-routes that connect communities. Of greater importance is how the county roads and state 
highways give communities, tourists, and industries access to the National Forest.  These roads 
connect to arterial, collector, and some local roads at the Forest boundary where traffic is dispersed 
into the Forest for a variety of uses. Some County, State, US, National Highway System and Interstate 
routes traverse into or through the National Forest.  Appendix C lists public roads (Level 3-5) that 
have been identified as important to linking the National Forest to public roads and local communities.  

The Forest road system provides mostly secondary access routes to or between communities. 
However, numerous communities promote the use of NFS roads for tourism, recreation and 
commercial access to the GMUG. The population of the entire western slope of Colorado is growing 
rapidly. As population increases, tourist, recreation and commercial use of the road system is also 
expected to increase as more of the private land areas are developed and subdivided.  With the recent 
ownership changes on several Western Slope ski resorts, many new private capital investments are 
already in the planning stages for expansion to the resort communities and surrounding areas, with 
many of those planned developments immediately adjacent to the forest.  This will further increase the 
impacts on future needs of the NFS roads in these areas. 

GT(2):  How does the road system connect large blocks of land in other ownership to public 
roads (ad hoc communities, subdivisions, inholdings and so on)?  

The amount and dispersion of private and other ownership lands vary across the geographic areas.  
Most of these lands are accessed by arterial and collector roads.  However, some of these are accessed 
by lower standard local roads and some by no roads at all, such as in roadless areas or wilderness.  
Access needs to inholdings are addressed on an individual basis as requests are received.  The forest is 
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obligated under ANILCA to provide reasonable access to private in-holdings.  When landowners 
desire access, they are asked to apply for a special-use permit, road-use permit, or an easement.  The 
application is then analyzed through the NEPA process to determine possible environmental effects 
and a decision regarding the needed level of reasonable access made.  Subdivisions where there are 
numerous individual landowners are encouraged to create an association or some type of consolidated 
organization to represent their interests to eliminate the need for the Forest Service to enter into 
permits with each landowner.  Private property access across NFS lands is normally reduced to 
summer or non-snow periods, but on occasion, permits are issued for snow plowing with bonding 
requirements to cover possible road damage.  When larger developments or subdivisions occur and 
inholding traffic is expected to exceed that generated by the users of the National Forest, agency 
policy is to pursue turning jurisdiction of Forest roads over to another public road authority such as the 
county or state. 

External forces, such as the development of private land inholdings, may change the character of 
existing roads and the length of the season of use.  It is anticipated that improved access needs are 
expected within the next ten to twenty years on the roads listed below.  This list of roads may not be 
all inclusive but offers a representative sample of roads that are expected to experience increased 
traffic and changes in access needs. 

Table 4-9  Examples of Forest roads with increasing adjacent development pressures 
Community NFSR Public Road Access 

Tincup  Cumberland Pass Rd. #765 Taylor River Co Rd #742 
Highlands Subdivision Lost Canyon Rd #743 Co Rd #10 
Soap Creek Subdivision Soap Creek Rd #721 St Hwy. #92 
Whitepine Townsite Tomichi Creek Rd #888 Co Rd #888 
Pittsburg Townsite Slate River Rd #734 Co Rd #734 
Cement Creek Inholdings Cement Creek Rd #740 Co Rd #740 
Arrowhead Subdivision Alpine Plateau Rd #867 St Hwy 50 
Meridian Subdivision Meridian Lake Rd #811.A1 Co Rd # 811 
Gothic and Schofield Gothic Rd #317 Co Rd #317 
Irwin Lodge and Inholdings Green Lake Rd #826.1D Co Rd #12 
Hubbard Park Inholdings Stevens Gulch Road #701 St Hwy 133 
Horsefly Subdivisions Dave Wood Road #510 RD 60X and JJ58 
Deep Creek Mesa Last Dollar Road # 638 Co Rd #T60 
Aldasora Deep Creek #639 Co Rd. #62L 
Canyon Creek Campbird Road #853 Co Rd. #26 
Lake Lenore Dexter Creek #871 St Hwy 550 
El Rancho area Owl Creek –Cimarron #858 Co Rd #8 
Cow Creek area Owl Creek –Cimarron #858 Co Rd. #8 or 858 
Sanborn Park Sanborn Park Road #530 Co Rd #47Z 
Sunset Summer Homes Sunset Summer Homes 

#252.1C 
St Hwy 65 via NFSR #252 

Grand Mesa Resort Trickle Park #121 St Hwy 65 
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GT(3):  How does the road system affect managing roads with shared ownership or with limited 
jurisdiction?  (RS 2477, cost-share, prescriptive rights, FLPMA easements, FRTA easements, 
DOT easements)  

Numerous roads crossing the Forest fall under the jurisdiction of agencies other than the Forest 
Service. When desirable, cooperative agreements should be established to share road improvement 
and maintenance responsibilities when all partners can benefit. The Forest Service, Federal Highway 
Administration and the Colorado Department of Transportation signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) in 2003. This document set forth general procedures for planning, 
programming, environmental studies, design, construction and maintenance of designated Forest 
Highways. The forest highways currently designated by the Federal Highway Administration are 
found in Table 2-5. 

Portions of the Designated Forest Highways listed in Table 2-5 are under the jurisdiction of the Forest 
Service. When funding is secured and improvements are made to bring these sections to Federal 
Highway Administration standards, they will be turned over to either the state or county. The Forest 
Service needs to cooperate with these agencies by supporting them in their efforts to obtain funding 
through the Federal Lands Highway Program. 

County Agreements 

At present, there are General Road and Schedule A agreements between the Forest Service and all of 
the Colorado counties to share in road operations or maintenance.  These agreements identify county 
and forest system roads that would benefit from mutual cooperation for maintenance and 
improvements needed for public, administrative, and commercial access to the NFS lands. 

Annually, the Forest has road project agreements with six counties; Delta, Gunnison, Mesa, Montrose, 
Ouray and San Miguel. The project agreements are primarily for dust palliative on roads providing 
primary access to the Forest. The total cost of the project agreements per year is approximately 
$100,000. 

There are no cost-share agreements with private landowners on the Forest. 

Background on R.S. 2477 

Revised Statute 2477, 43 U.S.C. Sec. 932, repealed, adopted in 1866, states that "the right-of-way for 
the construction of highways over public lands, not reserved for public uses, is hereby granted."  
Although R.S. 2477 was repealed with the passage of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act 
(FLPMA) in 1976, its impact is still being felt because highways constructed before the repeal were 
not extinguished by the new law. 

Three conditions have to be met under the law.  First, there needs to be evidence that a road was 
established or constructed; second, the federal land must have been unreserved public domain at the 
time of establishment; and finally, the road must have been accepted as a public road. 

The first condition requires that the land over which such roads traversed be unreserved lands.  
Generally, the cut-off date for establishing public roads under R.S. 2477 on the three Forests is as 
follows, depending on the actual location: 
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Grand Mesa - December 24, 1892; June 5, 1905 or February 24, 1906. 
Uncompahgre - May 12, 1905; June 3, 1905; June 13, 1905; June 14, 1905; February 24, 
1906; February 2, 1907; March 1, 1907; March 3, 1907; or May 22, 1928. 
Gunnison - December 9, 1892; December 24, 1892; May 12, 1905; June 3, 1905; June 5, 
1905; June 13, 1905; August 25, 1905; February 2, 1907; March 2, 1907; April 23, 1928; 
March 4, 1933 or May 3, 1934.  

These are the dates when the National Forest System (NFS) lands involved were no longer "not 
reserved for public uses".  The lands were, after those dates, reserved for National Forest purposes and 
no longer a part of the public domain.  Each specific road across each specific parcel of NFS lands has 
to be evaluated to see that the second condition of having been unreserved public domain land at the 
time of establishment is met.  Each National Forest has its own specific set of cut-off dates and are 
different from Forest to Forest. 

The final condition which must be met to qualify under R.S. 2477 is acceptance of the road by a 
public entity.  To be a valid R.S. 2477 public highway some form of acceptance by the appropriate 
public entity had to occur and that acceptance had to occur while the federal land had unreserved 
public domain status.  The appropriate public entity could have made this acceptance through a formal 
action such as a state statute at the time of statehood or by following required petition and dedication 
procedures or other provisions of state law.  Acceptance could have also occurred through an informal 
action.  Entries in county road journals which recognized a specific road as a public road or records of 
expenditures for construction or maintenance by the state or county, newspaper accounts, affidavits, 
etc., could be evidence of informal acceptance of a public highway.  Public use over time could have 
been the basis to establish or create a road; however, to be a valid R.S. 2477 right-of-way, the 
appropriate public entity must have either formally or informally demonstrated an interest and 
therefore acceptance of it as a public highway. 

Prescription and adverse possession do not generally apply to federally owned land.  A road 
established under R.S. 2477 and used by the public for a period of time sufficient to clearly assert an 
intention on the part of the general public to be a public highway or the courts have determined the 
requirements of R.S. 2477 have been satisfied would both result in a public highway right-of-way on 
NFS lands.  An extended period of use would substitute for formal action by the county 
commissioners under the statutes governing the establishment of county roads.  It is not a question of 
establishment of a highway by prescription or adverse user, but by acceptance of the grant from the 
United States.  The Forest Service has to invalidate claims that are actually adverse possession and 
validate bona fide R.S. 2477 claims. 

In the past, management of existing public roads and trails on the National Forests were under the 
jurisdiction of the counties and state.  However, on October 16, 1998 the Chief of the Forest Service 
declared itself a public road agency. The details and implications of this change have not been fully 
recognized, but it is apparent that the state, county or local government and the Forest Service are the 
trustees for the public and are responsible for any road declared as a public road. 

R.S. 2477 rights-of-way may continue to exist even without assertion of claims by the county or an 
individual.  The Forest Service will continue to exercise temporary jurisdiction on roads existing or 
constructed prior to the reservation of the National Forest until such time as the county or an 
individual makes an assertion on the existence of an R.S. 2477 right-of-way.  These are roads where 
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no entity has claimed any interest in the past and public road agencies are not presently administering 
those roads.  The Forest Service will continue permanent jurisdiction where the rights of the public 
road authority have been vacated under state processes across NFS lands or transferred to the United 
States. 

Some R.S. 2477 alignments may exist today as National Forest Service Roads (NFSR) and may be 
used by the Forest Service and the users of the Forest.  However, NFSR's are subject to closure by the 
Forest Service for administrative reasons unless the State, a county or municipality claims them as 
public roads as provided by State statute.  Upon this declaration those roads designated as public roads 
would remain open as public roads according to State law or Statute. 

R.S. 2477 also provides a valid basis by which the public can retain critical access across lands now 
held in private ownership where such access was established under the provisions of R.S. 2477 before 
the lands left federal ownership.  Titles to public domain lands were issued subject to any outstanding 
rights just as the National Forests were reserved subject to those rights.  The Forest Service may, in 
the future, assert a claim for access on the basis of an R.S. 2477 right-of-way where such a claim can 
be validated across private lands. 

The process the Forest Service goes through when an assertion is made to claim a right-of-way under 
R.S. 2477, whether it is made by a public road agency or an individual, is a validation of 
circumstances relative to the criteria established in the law and does not constitute an approval or 
denial.  The validation process is not a discretionary administrative action taken by the Forest Service.  
Therefore, the validation process is generally not subjected to extensive public review and comment, 
nor is agency administrative review or appeal procedures applicable, and NEPA compliance is not 
required.  The formal action taken by the Forest Service would be to simply note the existence of such 
validated rights-of-way on the Forest Service road status record. 

A claim by a county that all roads across NFS lands are public roads is not valid. The State of 
Colorado issued a memo on June 3,1997 that stated "If a petitioner can prove that an R.S. 2477 right-
of-way exists, then the ownership of the right-of-way transfers to the local county".  The Forest 
Service, as a matter of procedure, will not attempt to validate open-ended assertions to all roads on the 
National Forest.  It is clear, the burden of proof and proposal lies with the affected county to identify 
specific roads which may qualify under the R.S. 2477. (Shutlz v. Army 96 F. 3d 1222,1223 (9th Cir. 
1996)).   Because the cut-off date for establishing such roads is tied to the date of reservation of the 
specific National Forest, only roads which can be shown to have been established before that date can 
be rightfully vested with R.S. 2477 rights and will be considered for validation.  Management and 
maintenance responsibility for those roads which are proposed and validated as legitimate public 
roads under R.S. 2477 would be transferred to the county.  (See June 3,1997 memo from the State of 
Colorado.)   All non-public roads and highways are considered federal property, which makes them 
the management responsibility of the United States.  The Forest Service has full discretion to manage 
non-public roads and highways. 

GT(4):  How does the road system address the safety of road users? 

In 1975, the Forest Service developed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Federal Highway 
Administration that required the Forest Service to apply the requirements of the national highway 
safety program, established by the Highway Safety Act, to all roads open to public travel. In 1982, this 
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agreement was modified to define “open to public travel” as “those roads passable by four-wheeled 
standard passenger cars and open to general public use without restrictive gates, prohibitive signs…” 
Ultimately, all roads maintained at Level 3, 4, and 5 should meet this general definition.  Design, 
maintenance, and traffic control on these roads emphasizes user safety and economic efficiency. 

The largest portion of road maintenance and improvement funds allocated to the GMUG is spent on 
Level 3-5 roads.  Safety improvements such as surface maintenance, roadside clearing and 
installation/maintenance of warning and regulatory signs are performed on an annual basis.  During 
the winter, some of these roads are subject to seasonal closures as they are not plowed and may be 
subject to seasonal travel/load restrictions to prevent excessive road damage during the early spring 
when the roads are drying out.  All signing follows the most current edition of the Manual on Uniform 
Traffic Control Devices (currently the 2003 MUTCD). Exceptions to the MUTCD are rare, as 
Colorado DOT and counties signing standards and practices are also governed by the Highway Safety 
act and must meet the MUTCD. 

The GMUG is rarely informed when accidents occur on NFS roads, unless a Forest employee is 
involved. Accidents are generally reported to the local sheriff or state patrol, if reported at all. When 
the Forest does become aware of an accident, an investigation is initiated to attempt to identify the 
cause. If a feature of the road is found to be unsafe, addressing the condition becomes a high priority.  
In 1995 the Forest set seven priorities for addressing project needs, they included, in order of priority: 

• Major Safety Hazards - Immediate and obvious hazards that would cause a road to be 
closed. 

• Minor Safety Hazards – Hazards that marginally met safety guidelines and need 
upgrading for full compliance. 

• Maintenance Planning – Making sure we could maintain what we build. 
• Road Investment – Protecting the capital investment for the long term. 
• Resource Protection – Maintaining Level 1-2 roads to minimize/eliminate resource 

impacts. 
• Administration of Agreements – Enable & consistently work with our partners. 
• Responsiveness to Visitors – To meet or exceed our visitor’s expectation and needs. 

Presently, there is no comprehensive program on the Forest for identifying and recording accident 
locations.  Nor are there methods in place for maintaining surveillance of those locations having high 
accident rates or losses as is required by the Highway Safety Act.  The Forest should work with the 
Forest Safety Officer to develop a strategy to address this area of non-compliance. 

Road condition surveys conducted in 1999 and yearly thereafter reveal a forest-wide backlog of 
approximately $6.3 M in deferred maintenance work on Level 3-5 roads on the GMUG.  A large 
portion of this backlog is a result of deteriorated road surfacing on aggregate-surfaced roads. In the 
past, road-resurfacing projects were planned as part of commercial timber sale activities.  The decline 
of this program has reduced the Forest’s ability to fund this work. 

The Forest Service has adopted the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials Guidelines for Geometric Design of Very Low-Volume Local Roads(ADT<400) - 2001  
(AASHTO Green Book).  The guidelines established in the AASHTO Green Book are generally 
applied for the Forest’s Level 3, 4, and 5 roads currently under design.  The guidelines also outline and 
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recommend minimum design and maintenance standards, and help to establish priorities. Many 
arterials and collectors do not meet current functional standards for geometric alignment and/or width.  
These roads were built originally for commercial use, and design considerations did not emphasize the 
high volumes of public recreational traffic the roads experience today.  Many roads are lacking sight 
distance, turnouts, and adequate lane width needed for the higher traffic volume and speeds now 
occurring.  

Another recurring safety concern is the maintenance of minimum sight distances and clear-zone limits 
on all Level 3-5 routes. This work is part of the annual maintenance program, but it is often one of the 
first items dropped in years when budget allocations are reduced.  Warning, regulatory and travel 
management signing contributes significantly to the maintenance backlog.  Engineering studies are 
needed to determine the actual warning sign needs on the higher standard roads.  Currently, these 
signs are being installed and maintained as part of the annual maintenance program, as funding levels 
permit. 

Level 1 and 2 roads that intersect the higher standard roads need to be clearly distinguishable from 
those that are managed for passenger car use. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways. The 
surface type and condition of the lower standard road should convey the impression that a high 
clearance vehicle is needed. The route marker used to identify the road should be placed back from the 
intersection so it does not readily attract attention to the road. It should also be shaped so the number is 
vertically aligned and not of the distinctive or rectangular shaped signs used on Level 3, 4, and 5 
roads. The closure device on roads that are maintained at Level 1 should be visible from the 
intersection or have a clear warning sign for traffic approaching the closure. When decisions relating 
to road decommissioning are made for watershed or other resource protection, Forest officials should 
give priority to those roads that pose the greatest public safety risks.  

Travel management regulations are posted on the ground and depicted on the GMUG Forest Visitors 
map. These regulations have been established by the Forest Service to enable safe motorized travel 
while protecting natural resources and minimizing conflicts between users. 

Colorado Revised Statute 33-14.5-108: Off-highway vehicle operation is prohibited on streets, 
roads, and highways, this statute governs off-road vehicle use in Colorado, except the statute 
provides an exemption to “lands of the United States.”  On NFS lands OHV’s, (such as trail 
motorcycles and ATV’s), are generally restricted from using higher standard (Level 3-5) arterial and 
collector roads.  On a case-by-case basis the GMUG has permitted limited use by OHV’s on some 
Level 3-5 roads.  Federal public land agencies determine use on roads and trails or off-road use for 
areas within their jurisdiction.  OHV’s generally may only be operated on lower standard Forest 
Service jurisdiction roads or on designated motorized trails. Some Colorado counties have also 
designated their County jurisdiction roads for legal OHV use. 

National Forest visitors/drivers are increasingly unaware of the proper etiquette and skills required to 
drive mountain roads. Courtesies such as using turnouts or a slow vehicle pulling over to allow others 
to pass are increasingly ignored.  Colorado law per Colorado Revised Statute 42-4-1101, provides 
that “the driver of a motor vehicle must at all times so operate it as to maintain reasonable control 
over it, at a speed no greater than is reasonable and prudent under the conditions then existing”.  The 
statute also provides a speed limit of – “(a) Twenty miles per hour on narrow, winding mountain 
highways or on blind curves;” for roads not posted with warning or speed limit signs. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE USE (AU) 
AU(1):  How does the road system affect access needed for research, inventory, and 
monitoring? 

Inventory, research, and monitoring occur in all types of areas on NFS lands.  Generally, the location 
of research, inventory and monitoring plots is too fine a scale for a forest-wide road analysis.  
However, there is on-going research occurring in general forest areas, as well as designated Research 
Natural Areas (RNA) that should be addressed. 

The 1991 GMUG Amended Land and Resource Management Plan identified one pre-existing and 
two proposed Research Natural Areas.  

Pre-Existing 
Gothic RNA 

Proposed 
Escalante Creek RNA (was later designated in 1985) 
Tabeguache (was not designated, now within the Tabeguache Special Area) 

In the Gunnison Basin GA, the Gothic Research Natural Area was established in 1931 and expanded 
in 1959, now totaling 1,050 acres.  This RNA is approximately 10 miles north of Crested Butte and is 
located above the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory (RMBL).  The Schofield Pass Road 
(County Road 317 and NFSR #317) provides access to the Gothic RNA and is adequate.  However, 
there is concern from RMBL and others that the increase of traffic on this road is having an adverse 
effect on safety, the recreation experience and, potentially research being conducted by RMBL 
scientists.  

The Escalante Creek RNA, located within the Uncompahgre Plateau GA, was designated in 1985.  
This 61-acre blue spruce site is located in the upper Dry Fork of Escalante Creek and is accessed from 
the Cabin Bench Road NFSR #501.  Road access is adequate. 

The 1991 GMUG Amended Forest Plan applied management prescription 10A to these areas.  
Standards and guidelines generally do not permit physical improvements such as new road 
development within an RNA. 

The 1991 GMUG Amended Forest Plan identified the following areas to be managed under 
management prescription 10C, which provides for Special Interest Areas (SIAs): 

• Dry Mesa Quarry Paleontological Site (Uncompahgre Plateau GA) 
• Ophir Needles – Proposed (San Juans GA) 
• Slumgullion Earthflow National Natural Landmark (Gunnison Basin GA) 
• Mount Emmons Iron Bog (Gunnison Basin GA) 
• Alpine Tunnel Historic District (Gunnison Basin GA) 

The 10C management prescription is similar to 10A in that management emphasizes unusual scenic, 
historical, geological, botanical, zoological, paleontological, or other special characteristics. 
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All of these designated 10C areas have adequate access to bring scientists, interested observers, and 
monitoring personnel into the areas. 

The 1991 GMUG Amended Forest Plan is undergoing revision efforts.  At this point in the plan 
revision process potential additional RNAs and SIAs have been identified.  If any of these are 
included within the final forest plan, it is more than likely that the current road system of Level 3-5 
roads will provide adequate access.  In some cases, researchers prefer less road access to their research 
sites for protection reasons. 

In summary, in all five geographic areas, the road system appears to provide adequate access for 
research, inventory and monitoring. 

AU(2):  How does the road system affect investigative or enforcement activities? 

The Level 3, 4 and 5 road system on the GMUG generally provides good access for investigative and 
enforcement activities.  These roads provide access to developed and dispersed recreation sites where 
many violations commonly occur.  These roads also provide access to the many developed trailhead-
parking areas for the trail system that provides backcountry access.  While the road system provides 
access to perform investigative and enforcement activities, it also provides access for increasing public 
use of the National Forest System lands, which in turn has shown to increase criminal activities. 

The GMUG Approved Law Enforcement Plan lists four types of activities where violations are on the 
increase and will be the emphasis for law enforcement: 

• Travel management 
• Illegal occupancy (trespass, residential use, unauthorized structures) 
• Illegal outfitter and guiding activities 
• Illegal removal of forest products 

While the plan identifies several causes for increased illegal activities related to these four categories, 
they are all facilitated by the existence of a road system. 

With three distinct travel management plans on the GMUG (Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and 
Gunnison), there are specific travel restrictions for a majority of the Forest.  Travel management 
violations are the most common violations on the forest.  Cross-country travel, or travel off of 
designated routes is the most common travel management violation.  People using roads that are 
closed, whether by gate, sign or natural barrier, is another common travel management violation. 

Illegal outfitting and guiding (commercial operations occurring on NFS lands without permits) is a 
continual problem on the GMUG.  Deriving a profit from federal properties or from NFS lands 
without permits is considered illegal.  Some of these violations are a result of non-permitted 
commercial tours operating on Level 3-5 roads.  These roads also provide access to the backcountry 
trailheads where non-permitted commercial snowmobiling and hunting operations occur. 

Theft of forest products is also often directly tied to the road system.  The road system provides an 
efficient and easy way to transport illegally acquired forest products such as firewood, plants, 
Christmas trees, rock and gravel. 
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Use on NFS lands adjacent to urban areas by minors for informal and impromptu parties where there 
is illegal alcohol and drug consumption is increasing.  These areas are generally associated with easy 
access off of Level 3-5 roads, and generally occur in areas not patrolled by local law enforcement 
because they are on NFS lands.  Such gatherings, while not illegal, often result in other resource 
damage and vandalism. 

Nationally, emphasis is being placed on homeland security.  NFS lands have facilities identified as 
potential targets for terrorism.  Such targets include dams, power lines, communication sites, gas lines, 
and gas wells.  Arson has also been identified as a potential threat on NFS lands.  The Forest road 
system provides access to these facilities/areas. 

PROTECTION (PT) 
PT (1) How does the road system affect fuels management? 

Fuels management objectives for the GMUG are being addressed in the Historic Range of Variability 
assessment, VDDT modeling, and Fire Regime and Condition Class determination during Forest Plan 
revision. 

The GMUG 10-Year Strategy Accelerated Watershed/Vegetation Restoration Plan (AWRP) outlines 
the guiding principles and key elements for the GMUG to develop fuel and vegetative restoration 
treatments on NFS lands.  Southwest Colorado is experiencing high rates of population growth and 
concurrent expansion of urban residences into the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI).  These WUI areas 
consist of summer cabins, year-round homes and communities.  Many of these communities at risk 
are a rural intermix of housing and forests and are adjacent to or within the Forest boundary.  These 
WUI areas tend to occur within the mid to lower elevation zones.  The vegetative plant communities 
within this elevation zone range from the warm, dry, mixed-conifer to ponderosa pine, pine-oak, 
mountain shrub and pinion juniper woodlands.  These high priority treatment areas constitute a bulk of 
the GMUG’s fuels management program. 

Generally, these communities at risk have an adequate road access system for fuels management 
projects, including commercial harvest to meet fuel reduction objectives.  

Roads are very effective boundaries for use in planning and implementing prescribed burns.  They 
greatly improve the effectiveness of holding forces (i.e. firefighters) with the ability to bring in 
personnel and equipment. 

Roads can have an adverse effect on fuels management as it relates to the spread of cheatgrass.  See 
also Response to EF(2).  Road use and road maintenance techniques can increase the spread of 
cheatgrass.  Cheatgrass is a fire concern at the lower elevations and western side of the Forest as 
cheatgrass communities expand there is the potential to dramatically alter the fire frequency and fire 
regime. 

The Forest road system was largely developed from historic commodity extraction.  Recent 
occurrence of bark beetle infestations, pathogenic and defoliator infestation are a natural phenomenon.  
These pathogen increases also increase wildland fire risk and fuel loading.  The current road system 
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may not be adequate for sanitation salvage and other mechanical treatments needed for pathogen 
control. 

PT (2) How does the road system affect the capacity of the Forest Service and cooperators to 
suppress wildfires? 

While the R2 Guidance determined that this question is not normally a programmatic issue, it was felt 
that it warranted a response. 

The Forest Service and their cooperators suppress nearly 99 percent of all wildfires on the GMUG.  
The bulk of wildfires on the GMUG occur on the Uncompahgre Plateau Geographic Area.  The 
current road system allows firefighting personnel and equipment to access a fire or to come within a 
close proximity of the fire, and from there, personnel walk into the fire. To date, this type of access 
has been adequate to suppress wildfires.  However, due to a prolonged drought, increased pathogen 
infestations, and more mature stands within the GMUG forests there is an anticipated trend for larger 
wildfires.  Forest statistics show that over the last decade the amount of area burned each year has 
been steadily rising, despite aggressive fire suppression.  Successful suppression is in part, due to 
quick response time. 

Safe ingress and egress on the current road system in the event of a large wildland fire may be 
inadequate or of concern to inholding inhabitants.  Communities with limited road access pose the 
greatest concern if evacuation of civilians becomes necessary.  Mixing of fire personnel and 
equipment going to a fire and civilians evacuating the same area could pose a safety risk when those 
action s have to occur on the same road. 

Weight limit on bridges and size limits on roads must be adequate to support fire equipment.  If not, 
this can limit the response time to wildfires. 

PT (3)  How does the road system affect risk to firefighters and to public safety? 

R2 Guidance identifies this question as being more appropriately responded to at the sub-forest 
scale. 

The longer it takes firefighters to respond to a reported fire, the greater the probability of that fire 
becoming larger, more resistant to control and more difficult to suppress.  The potential for large 
wildland fires has been on the increase.  Most wildfires occur in lower to mid-level elevations on the 
Forest, and run uphill to the higher elevation reaches.  Recreation use tends to occur in the mid-
elevation to high-elevation zones, especially during the peak wildfire season.  This could pose a threat 
to public safety because the risk for large wildland fire increases along with increases in recreational 
use and in-holding development.  Many of the GMUG’s roads, particularly on the Uncompahgre 
Plateau, are one-lane roads for long distances due to the terrain.  In the event of a large wildfire these 
narrow roads pose a greater risk to firefighters and the public if both need to use the roads in the event 
of wildfire (See PT (2)). 

PT (4)  How does the road system contribute to airborne dust emission resulting in reduced 
visibility and human health concerns? 
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Air quality impacts from the Forest road system are associated with vehicle emissions and dust from 
traffic on unpaved roads.  Dust is the primary air quality pollutant of concern associates with Forest 
roads on the GMUG.  There currently is insufficient motorized travel in concentrated areas to generate 
enough vehicle emissions to cause air quality problems.  Any air quality effects are typically localized 
and temporary, and their extent is totally dependant upon the amount of traffic.  Dust from unpaved 
roads increases with dryness as well as vehicle weight.  Of the approximate 3,840 miles of NFS roads 
on the Forest, only 11 miles are paved.  Forest roads are used for recreational purposes (such as 
passenger car and four-wheel-drive use), as well as resource management purposes related to timber 
harvest, mining and oil and gas development. 

Motorized recreation occurs year-round.  Summer use includes off-highway, two-wheel and four-
wheel drive vehicles.  When these vehicles travel on unpaved surfaces, they can stir up dust.  The air 
quality data previously collected on the GMUG monitors air quality in Class 1 air sheds, monitoring 
visibility in wilderness areas, to determine impacts, if any, from a multitude of sources and acid 
deposition.  However, this monitoring is not designed to assess the effects of dust from motorized use. 

Road dust impacts are expected to increase as traffic on NFS roads increases with greater recreational 
use on the NFS lands.  Such impacts could include visibility problems reducing sight distances, 
vegetation damage, dust in campgrounds and picnic areas, and visual impairment from scenic vistas. 
Loss or reductions in sight distances on NFS roads can pose a safety concern. 

Resource management activities such as timber harvest, mining, and oil and gas development will 
result in heavy vehicular use during those activities.  These users are typically required to provide for 
dust abatement measures to reduce the air quality impacts of sustained and heavy traffic use. The 
Forest Service had dust abatement products (often magnesium chloride) applied to some Level 3-5 
roads that pass through or near residential areas as part of annual maintenance.  Other dust mitigation 
measures may also be necessary, such as reducing haul speeds, watering, and limiting the number of 
trips per day and the time of day for operations to avoid adverse air quality impacts. On unsurfaced 
roads, temporary increases in dust emissions occur during and after routine surface maintenance when 
conditions are dry.  Watering during blading or scheduling maintenance when natural moisture 
content is higher helps to reduce dust emissions. 

Dust abatement should be considered as a mitigation measure for higher traffic volumes resulting 
from commercial activities and special use permits, particularly on arterials and major collectors and 
when traffic is expected near developed recreation sites. It should also be considered as a protection 
measure on higher volume roads that are in riparian areas where dust could have unacceptable impacts 
to sensitive plants and animals. 

It should be noted that dust abatement mitigation measures can also have adverse environmental 
consequences.  Applications of chemical agents have the potential to impact water quality in adjacent 
streams.  Dewatering small streams for dust control can be adverse to aquatic species.  Decisions 
regarding the use of dust abatement measures must be weighed with respect to cumulative effects on 
the environment as well as air quality and traffic safety.  See also response to AQ(5). 
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RECREATION 
The recreation and social issues questions and responses are inter-related.  Often, analysis in one 
response may be pertinent and relevant to another.  Rather than combine questions and responses, 
consideration should be given to reading all of these responses. 

UR & RR (1) What are the supply and demand relationships for unroaded and/roaded 
recreation opportunities? 

The GMUG is currently undergoing forest plan revision, and within the revision analysis, a detailed 
recreation overview is being completed for each of the five geographic areas.  This response will not 
be redundant in that effort, but rather, will provide a forest-wide overview of current roaded and 
unroaded designations on the GMUG, and future trends and demands. 

Current Condition 

Currently 1 out of 6 acres on the GMUG is designated Wilderness, therefore by law, these acres are 
unroaded and non-motorized.  In addition, the Colorado Wilderness Act of 1993 included two special 
areas – Roubideau and Tabeguache where motorized travel is not permitted.  While not given full 
wilderness status, the Forest Service was directed by The Act to maintain the existing wilderness 
character of these two areas, and potential for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation 
System. 

Total GMUG acres 2,965,907 
Wilderness acres 475,127 
Special Areas acres 28,700 
Special Interest Areas, RNA 1,516 

Designated unroaded acreage is 17 percent of the total GMUG acreage. 

Inventoried Roadless Areas (IRAs), or lands that were included in the 1979 Roadless Area Review 
and Evaluation (RARE II) total 1,111,845 acres forest-wide.  These lands may or may not be 
unroaded today.  A more accurate portrayal of unroaded lands outside of wilderness was prepared for 
forest plan revision.  This analysis shows there are 1,702,664 acres of unroaded acres on the GMUG 
(characterized as Theme 1 and Theme 3 areas in Forest Plan revision analysis), which includes 
designated wilderness, special areas, and lands that are generally unroaded. 

Using these figures, the GMUG has approximately 43 percent of land areas interlaced with roads, and 
about 57 percent of land area characterized as unroaded. 

Recreation Trends and Demands 

Documented recreation trends are derived from several sources.  The National Survey on Recreation 
and the Environment (NSRE) is a survey of individuals 16 years of age or older which measures 
outdoor recreation participation, knowledge, attitudes, sensitivities, uses and values among prominent 
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segments of the American public.  Over 60,000 households nationwide were surveyed for the 2000 
data. 

The Colorado’s Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) uses a broad range of 
data and surveys to determine the outdoor recreation trends and demands in Colorado, including the 
NSRE data and data specific to Colorado. 

In addition, the National Visitor Use Monitoring survey conducted recently on the GMUG is used 
within this analysis. 

National Outdoor Recreation Trends 

Data from the NSRE determined that the fastest growing outdoor recreation activities in the nation are 
walking, birding, hiking, and swimming.  Overall, nearly all activities experienced an increase in 
participation from 1995 through 2002, and the highest percentage change occurred for backpacking 
(50%), followed by hiking (48.3%).  Walking is the single most popular activity.  Sightseeing ranked 
as the 2nd highest outdoor activity in the NSRE survey.  

Nationally, outdoor recreational activities that are simple, inexpensive, and related to nature such as 
hiking, walking, and bicycling, have been the fastest growing activities over the years. 

State and Regional Outdoor Recreation Trends 

Over 94 percent of Coloradans participate in outdoor recreation.  People most often participate in trails 
and driving pursuits, viewing/learning activities and social pastimes. 

When Southwest region respondents were asked their preferred destination, the greatest response, at 
38 percent chose the category - wilderness areas with little or no development.  The second highest 
preferred destination was forests and lakes with limited trails, camping, boating and fishing. 

In further looking at the supply and demand relationships to roaded and unroaded recreation 
opportunities, the SCORP data assists in determining what outdoor recreation activities people are 
participating in. 

Table 4-10  Outdoor Recreation Activities Participated in During the Last 2 Years 
(Southwest Region SCORP data excluding non forest recreation) 

Activity % of Southwest Respondents 
Picnicking 85 
Trail recreation (hiking, biking, etc.) 73 
Visiting historical sites 63 
Water recreation 61 
Bird/wildlife watching 61 
Fishing 62 
Tent camping  59 
Motorized trail recreation 47 
RV/Car Camping 15 
Hunting 31 
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In surveys conducted by Ciruli and Associates for Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO) in 2002, 31 
percent of people surveyed reported participating in 4 wheel-drive and motorbike use, demonstrating a 
continuing trend in motorized recreation popularity.  Colorado OHV registrations have increased an 
average of 18 percent annually. 

Trends Specific to GMUG 

The Forest participated in the National Visitor Use Monitoring (NVUM) project in 2001.  Data on 
recreation use helps determine user characteristics on the Forest. 

The top five recreation activities by forest respondents included viewing natural features, viewing 
wildlife, downhill skiing, hiking/walking, and driving for pleasure. 

Table 4-11  Participation in Forest recreation activities 
Activity Percent Participation Percent Who Said It Was 

Their Primary Activity 
Viewing natural features 41.70 7.61 
Viewing wildlife 27.75 1.93 
Downhill skiing 26.58 25.66 
Hiking and Walking 22.66 7.77 
Relaxing 20.93 4.53 
Driving for pleasure 17.37 1.50 
Snowmobiling 14.74 14.05 
OHV use 13.06 4.24 
Hunting 13.02 11.17 
Fishing 11.32 5.71 
Cross-country skiing 7.00 5.75 
Picnicking 6.57 1.23 
Visiting Historic Sites 5.44 0.12 
Primitive Camping 4.98 0.77 
Developed Camping 4.52 2.48 
Resort Use 4.03 0.91 
Nature Study 3.74 0.06 
Bicycling 3.43 2.59 
Nature center activities 3.20 0.21 
Horseback riding 2.55 1.90 
Gathering forest products 2.25 0.31 
Non-motorized water 1.27 0.58 
Other non-motorized 0.80 0.44 
Other motorized 0.35 0.22 
Motorized water activities 0.15 0.00 

 

Nearly all activities require roads for access. Staging areas or trailheads are often located on or near 
Level 3, 4 and 5 roads. 
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The table below illustrates the facilities used by Forest visitor according to the NVUM survey. 

Table 4-12  Facilities used by survey respondents. 
Facility Percent Who Said They 

Participated 
(National Forests visits) 

Downhill ski area 20.54 
Forest trails 20.48 
Forest roads  17.66 
Scenic Byway 13.93 
Snowmobile area/trails 13.08 
FS Lodge 8.16 
Motorized trails 7.14 
Designated OHV area 5.56 
Picnic area 4.95 
Nordic trails 4.90 
Developed campground 4.44 
Developed fishing site 3.79 
Boat launch 3.72 
Snowplay area 3.67 
Wilderness 3.64 
Museum 3.57 
Interpretive displays 2.49 
Recreation residence 1.77 

 
Summary 

Currently, the GMUG offers an almost 50-50 split between roaded and unroaded areas. This translates 
into an almost balanced level of motorized and non-motorized use areas.  The national, state and local 
trend favors simple, and inexpensive recreational activities that allow recreationists to get closer to 
nature (interpreted to mean natural areas).  National trends also show that a large percentage of 
respondents look to the federal agencies to protect lands for clean air, water and wildlife habitat, and 
favor wilderness designations and uncrowded recreation. 

The demand for people to recreate on NFS lands is increasing, and the type of recreation they are 
engaged in is varied.  Whether in a roaded or unroaded area, managers need to recognize whether 
people are seeking a motorized or non-motorized experience, there is need for roads to access areas 
where those activities can occur.  However, roads do have an adverse impact to those people seeking 
non-motorized recreation activities. 

Although trends show people enjoying more simple forms of outdoor activity, such as walking and 
bird watching, the increase in ATV registrations indicated that people may be using ATV’s more in 
their recreational pursuits.  This is most notable during hunting seasons. 
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Off-forest recreation opportunities that occur on private, state, and other public lands need to be taken 
into consideration when Forest Service managers are making decisions that affect current recreation 
management with regard to roads and unroaded areas of the GMUG National Forest lands. 

UR & RR(2):  Is developing new roads into unroaded areas, decommissioning of existing roads, 
or changing maintenance of existing roads causing substantial changes in the quantity, quality, 
or type of roaded recreation opportunities? 

The forest-wide roads analysis focuses on Level 3, 4 and 5 roads, generally those roads that are 
passenger car roads serving as the arterial and collector roads on the forest.  Twenty-five years ago, in 
1979, the Forest Service was requested to complete a Roadless Area Review and Evaluation.  The 
outcome of this produced Identified Inventoried Roadless Areas. 

The following table shows miles of road, within each Geographic Area, located within Inventoried 
Roadless Areas (IRAs). 

Table 4-13  Miles of Road within Inventoried Roadless Areas 
Geographic Area Maintenance Level Miles 
Grand Mesa Level 1 4 
 Level 2 26 
 Level 3 4 
 Level 4 1 
Gunnison Basin Level 1 74 
 Level 2 456 
 Level 3 27 
 Level 4 3 
North Fork Valley Level 1 20 
 Level 2 69 
 Level 3 3 
 Level 4 5 
San Juans Level 1 13 
 Level 2 6 
 Level 3 3 
 Level 4 3 
Uncompahgre Plateau Level 1 4 
 Level 2 49 
 Level 3 0 
 Level 4 1 
Total Miles  771 

 

During the past 25 years some roads were constructed for timber harvest and/or mineral extraction 
within IRAs.  The site-specific and project level decisions defined the management objectives for 
these roads and are generally documented in the associated NEPA documents related to those 
decisions.  Many roads constructed or upgraded for gas and mineral exploration are temporary.  As 
such they should be obliterated as soon as the exploration/extraction operations have ended.  It should 
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be noted that these temporary roads could exist for several decades until the energy resource is 
exhausted. 

Maintaining the recreation experience is based on managing the setting. The Recreation Opportunity 
Spectrum (ROS) helps to define both the quality and quantity of recreational opportunities by focusing 
on the recreation setting.  In the 1991 Amended Forest Plan, using 1983 ROS data, the Forest was at 
that time, managed within the following ROS settings: 

       ROS Setting  % of Forest lands 
Urban and Rural 2 
Roaded Natural 21 
Semi-primitive motorized 43 
Semi-primitive non motorized 27 
Primitive 7 

Many changes can affect the ROS setting, but changes in the transportation system do have a direct 
effect on the recreation experience.  Analysis on all forest level projects needs to include a review of 
the assigned ROS class for any area and analysis on how road construction or upgrading, and road 
decommissioning will affect the recreation setting. 

Forest Plan Revision efforts will include analysis of current unroaded areas on the GMUG as well as 
current and desired Recreation Opportunity.  Subforest scale project analysis should include effects of 
proposed future road building and upgrading on the desired recreation experience 

UR & RR(3):  What are the adverse effects of noise and other disturbances caused by 
constructing, using, and maintaining roads on the quantity, quality, or type of roaded and 
unroaded recreation opportunities? 

Noise from road use should have little effect on the quantity and type of recreational opportunities 
available during the summer months, but noise can affect the quality of recreational experiences and 
settings.  As the maintenance level of a road increases, an assumption can be made that the traffic 
levels and traffic speeds will increase.  For many recreationists, and even those that use motorized 
means to access their non-motorized activities, traffic noise is generally considered to negatively 
influence their experience. 

Creation of new roadways in previously unroaded areas will increase opportunities for motorized 
recreational activities at the expense of those seeking quiet and solitude.  However, even within the 
motorized ROS classes, there remain many opportunities to get away from the noise of motorized 
travel. 

In winter months, cross-country skiers and snowmobilers often use the same trails and trailheads.  
Noise from snow machines can negatively affect the non motorized experience of the cross-country 
skiers. 

UR & RR(4):  Who participates in unroaded recreation and road-related recreation in the 
areas affected by road constructing, changes in road maintenance, or road decommissioning? 
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RR(5):  What are these participants’ attachments to the area, how strong are their feelings, and 
are alternative opportunities and locations available? 

The NVUM survey results help to determine who uses the Forest. 

Table 4-14  Forest user gender distribution compared to the general population 
Source Male Female 
NVUM Survey 70.1% 29.9% 
US Census 50% 50% 

In addition to gender, survey findings indicated that most visitors are between the ages of 21 to 70. 

Visitors categorized themselves into one of seven race/ethnicity categories.  Ninety-five percent of 
respondents were white, with 2 percent being Hispanic or Latino.  Less then one percent of forest 
visitors were from another country. 

The NVUM study asked respondents to report their home zip codes.  These can be used to determine 
the communities from which the respondents came. 

Table 4-15 Residence of NVUM survey respondents reported by zip code. 
Zip Code Percent City/State 
81503 5.5 Grand Junction, CO 
81401 4.6 Montrose, CO 
81224 4.3 Crested Butte, CO 
81435 3.9 Telluride, CO 
81504 3.5 Grand Junction, CO 
81230 3.2 Gunnison, CO 
81501 2.5 Grand Junction, CO 
81413 2.3 Cedaredge, CO 
81428 1.8 Paonia, CO 
81506 1.8 Grand Junction, CO 
81526 1.4 Palisade, CO 
81416 1.3 Delta, CO 
81521 1.0 Fruita, CO 

 

Visitors to the Forest in 2001 were asked about the quality of their experience during their visit.  
Condition of the road and road related facilities are included in responses.  This may assist in 
determining how visitors feel about road maintenance, and road-related activities. 
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The following table illustrates their perceptions of quality and importance of various elements of their 
visit. 

Table 4-16  Forest Recreation Visitor Satisfaction in General Forest Areas (NVUM survey). 
Item Name Mean Importance* Mean Satisfaction** 
Condition of Environment 4.5 4.4 
Scenery 4.4 4.8 
Employee helpfulness 4.3 4.7 
Feeling of safety 4.1 4.6 
Trail Condition 4.1 4.1 
Road Condition 3.9 4.0 
Recreation Info. Available 3.8 4.0 
Signage adequacy 3.8 4.0 
Value for fee paid 3.8 4.2 
Parking availability 3.7 3.7 
Restroom cleanliness 3.5 3.8 
Developed facility condition 3.4 4.0 
Parking lot condition 3.4 3.6 
Interpretive display 3.4 3.4 

*Scale is Poor=1  Fair = 2  Average = 3  good =4  Very good = 5 
** Scale is:  1 = not important  2= somewhat important  3= moderately important 4= important 5 = very important 

Unroaded Recreation 

Determining the demographics of recreation users participating in unroaded areas affected by 
constructing, maintaining, and decommissioning roads are best quantified and analyzed on a site-
specific level.  Staff observations, recreational use data, and public scoping would provide the best 
source of information.  

Generally recreationists using unroaded areas are seeking an experience with low to no human 
encounters, coupled with a high opportunity for solitude and a high degree of self reliance.  Unroaded 
areas include designated wilderness areas, and many studies have been undertaken to determine and 
understand the values people hold for wilderness and the recreation experience they desire in 
wilderness.  Often these same values pertain to areas that are unroaded, but not necessarily designated 
as wilderness. 

Many unroaded areas on the GMUG hold high scenic integrity for the visitor.  Often, historic cabins 
and remains of the historic mining and ranching days are found in these unroaded areas. 

Generally, those who favor recreation in an unroaded setting prefer decommissioning of roads, and 
keeping roads to a lower maintenance level. 

Roaded Recreation 

Determining the demographics of recreational users participating in roaded areas affected by 
constructing, maintaining, and decommissioning roads are best quantified and analyzed on a site-
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specific level.  Staff observations, recreational use data, and public scoping would provide the best 
source of information. 

Nearly all Forest visitors use Level 3-5 roads to access all areas of the GMUG, so in general terms, 
whether one is seeking a highly developed recreation experience, or a solitary type of experience, one 
would travel many of the same roads for access.  However, road access does have an effect on the 
unroaded recreation experience.  For example, by keeping road access to wilderness trailheads to high 
clearance vehicles (generally Level 2 roads), the number of wilderness visitors will likely be less, 
compared to a wilderness trailhead being accessed by a smooth surface passenger car road. 

Participants recreating in a roaded type of recreation setting hold a strong sense of attachment to the 
area.  Forest campgrounds, boat houses, scenic byways, historic districts and summer residences are 
within the roaded recreation settings, and people have a strong attachment to these facilities and 
settings.  Often, people have a strong attachment to the road itself, especially mountain pass roads 
such as Cumberland, Cottonwood, Kebler, Divide, Dave Wood, Lands End, and others. 

Upgrading certain roads on the GMUG has resulted in much community input, discussion, and often 
dissention.  This is due, in part, in the potential to change the recreation setting, impact other 
resources, and increase visitation.  For some, it may adversely affect their sense of place and 
attachment to the area when a road is upgraded.  Examples of roads within this category include 
Cottonwood Pass, Kebler Pass, Dave Wood, Houser, and Old Highway 90.  See response to GT(2). 

Many roads have historic significance and thereby increase the attachment people have to the road and 
adjacent area.. 

RR(6):  How does the road system affect the Scenic Integrity.  How is developing new roads, 
decommissioning of existing roads, or changing the maintenance of existing roads into 
unroaded areas affecting the Scenic Integrity? 

Many of the Level 3-5 roads on the Forest originated from the early mining and ranching era and 
therefore, have become part of the landscape.  These roads typically do not degrade the public’s 
perception of the scenic integrity. 

Rarely are Level 3-5 roads that serve as arterial and collector routes on the GMUG decommissioned.  
However, on the GMUG some higher-level roads have been constructed for timber and mineral 
extraction, with site-specific NEPA environmental analysis being completed on these projects.  Often 
people have high concern for forest projects that involves new road construction or upgrading of 
existing roads. In particular, people want to know specifically about the future management of those 
roads. 

One major impact of roads is caused by their linear configuration within the natural non-linear 
landscape.  Limited gradients, constant road widths, traveling surfaces, and vegetation removal, which 
contrast in texture and color from the adjacent landscape, cause further visual impacts (U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, National Forest Landscape Management, vol. 2, Chapter 4, 
Roads, pg2).  While the road system may cause visual impacts to scenery, it also may provide scenic 
opportunities which otherwise might not exist, such as when new vistas are created. 
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With regards to road closures, consideration must be given to how road rehabilitation is accomplished 
and viewed from other roads, trails, and viewpoints. Gates generally do not fit the landscape character 
due to contrasts in form, line, color and texture. 

Different locations on landforms are visually vulnerable to varying degrees.  In general, at higher 
elevations, impacts are more obvious than at lower ones.  Edges, such as skylines, water edges, and 
terrain ridges or lines – are also places to look for significant levels of impact display because they are 
an inherent source of marked visual contrast or distinction. 

Visual Quality Objectives (VQOs) are described for each current forest plan prescription.  It is 
imperative that a scenery management specialist be involved in decisions affecting the transportation 
system to ensure that VQO’s are being met. 

RR(7)  How does road management affect wilderness attributes, including natural integrity, 
natural appearance, opportunities for solitude, and opportunities for primitive recreation? 

Road management can greatly influence wilderness attributes.  The ease of access into an area is one 
factor in determining the amount of use the area receives. 

New road cuts and road prisms visible from within wilderness areas may also adversely affect the 
opportunities for a primitive recreation experience.  Roads that parallel, cherry stem or are near 
wilderness boundaries can affect a wilderness experience due to noise and visibility of the motorized 
activity.  These roads tend to lead to places where motorized or mechanized violations into wilderness 
areas occur. While Forest Service policy is not to create buffers around wilderness areas, opportunities 
may be analyzed to reduce the impacts within the view sheds from the wilderness areas. 

Some wilderness areas on the GMUG have private land inholdings.  Within the past decade some of 
these private inholdings have been acquired, but some remain.  Future development of these private 
lands within the wilderness boundary, or adjacent to the wilderness boundary may pose the greatest 
threat to wilderness with regards to new road construction and management. 

Wilderness managers have developed wilderness plans and Wilderness Implementation Schedules for 
individual wilderness areas on the GMUG.  Road access and trailhead development are included in 
these plans in relation to the wilderness, maintaining its values and managing the wilderness visits.  
When projects, including road upgrading, are being proposed near wilderness, or on roads that access 
wilderness, wilderness values should be inclusive in that analysis and decision process. 

SOCIAL ISSUES (SI) 
SI(1):  Who are the direct users of the road system and of the surrounding areas?  What 
activities are they directly participating in on the forest?  Where are these activities taking place 
on forest? 

Who 

The direct users of roads on the Forest encompass a full range of the public.  Recreationists and 
visitors to the Forest are more than likely the largest group of users on National Forest System Roads.  
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People use roads to access residences and communities throughout the forest.   Commercial users such 
as ranchers, outfitter and guides, timber harvesters, mineral companies, and water holders use Forest 
roads.  Researchers, scientists, government agency personnel and students also use roads. 

In many cases, unlicensed vehicles are used to travel forest roads by groups of people such as dirt-
bikers, hikers, hunters, ATV riders, horseback riders, and bicycle riders. 

The 2003 National Visitor Use Monitoring (NVUM) survey reports that nearly half of recreational 
visits to the forest originate from communities within or adjacent to the forest.   Less than one percent 
of forest visitors were from another country.  In addition, 70 percent of the visitors were male.  The 
location of the NVUM survey points targeted the recreation users, and not necessarily the total driving 
public; however, this data helps in determining the direct users of roads.  The survey also reported that 
on average, each vehicle carried 2.7 people. 

What activities 

Recreation activities that involve or are dependent upon Forest roads include:  driving for pleasure, 
jeeping, all-terrain vehicle riding, motorcycling, bicycling, cross-country skiing, snowmobiling, 
horseback riding, dogsledding, and pack animal hiking. 

National Forest System Roads provide access for a variety of activities including: picnicking, birding, 
collecting, camping, hunting, fishing, sight-seeing, photography, rafting, kayaking, downhill skiing, 
boating, visiting historic sites, etc. 

Administrative activities include: 

1. construction and maintenance of forest facilities  
2. management of forest land including fire management 
3. habitat improvement 
4. watershed and fisheries management 
5. scientific study 
6. land ownership allocations 
7. law enforcement  
8. contract administration including special uses, outfitter-guides, mineral extraction, timber 

harvest and grazing. 

All of these activities require access to the forest.  Most people use the arterial and collector system to 
access the GMUG. 

Where on the Forest 

Recreation visits on the GMUG are increasing.  The 2003 NVUM survey found that the GMUG 
ranked 13th for visitor use nationwide, and 4th in Region Two (The Rocky Mountain Region) behind 
the White River, Arapaho, and Pike- San Isabel National Forests. 

Downhill skiing was reported having the greatest number of visits as the main activity.  Downhill ski 
destinations on the GMUG include Telluride Ski Area, Crested Butte Mountain Resort, and 
Powderhorn Resort.  These three resorts are primarily accessed by State Highways. 
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Six scenic by-ways are located on the Forest, and driving for pleasure and viewing natural features 
ranks high as a popular outdoor activity nationally, regionally and locally.  In addition, the NVUM 
survey reported that there is a large number of people who enjoy the National Forest scenery from 
non-Forest Service managed roads. 

SI(2):  Why do people value their specific access to the GMUG, and what opportunities does 
access provide? 

Access is predominantly a social issue; it means more than a road or a trail. 

“Almost all of the varied types of pubic recreational uses of National Forests depend in one way or 
another on roads for access. Whether, when, and where various recreational uses occur depend on the 
availability of access to – and the extent and location of – the road system.  Altering this system is 
likely to have widespread and differing effects across different types of uses.”  Forest Roads:  A 
Synthesis of Scientific Information, USDA Forest Service, pp. 60. 

Many of the communities in and adjacent to the GMUG are dependent of the NFS lands for their 
livelihoods and personal income, as well as jobs.  Timber harvest, although showing a decline in past 
decades, provides jobs in local communities. Mineral and natural gas extraction is prevalent on the 
Forest, especially in the North Fork Geographic Area, and road access and management is critical.  
Ranchers need access to allotments and water developments both for irrigation and stock watering.  
Data from the 2003 SCORP reports that in the Southwest Region (not including Mesa and Saguache 
Counties) tourism is the second largest source of local employment, with agriculture being next.  
Tourism, agriculture and mining play a smaller role in Mesa County, but remain important to the local 
economy (and especially in the smaller communities on the Grand Mesa). 

The availability of and access to vast areas of public lands in scenic mountain landscapes is a major 
factor in many people’s decision to vacation and relocate to Colorado.  National surveys rated the 
availability and access to public lands as a major factor in retirement relocation.  Forest roads play a 
critical role in the public’s ability to access the National Forests. 

For many recreationists, the road becomes not only access, but part of their recreational experience.  
This is true for the six scenic byways located on the Forest, but even more so for the jeep roads and 
trails over high mountain passes.  Traveling the road IS the recreation experience and the destination.  
Like the scenic byways, many of the passenger car roads on the Forest provide a high degree of 
scenery, history and enjoyment, and people hold great value to the route traveled. 

Forest roads also provide access to homes, subdivisions and communities.  Population growth in many 
communities in the area has outpaced national and State growth rates during the last ten years.  With 
that has come an increase of homes being constructed on private inholdings within the Forest 
boundaries.  Large parcels of land, once ranches, are being developed into smaller 35-acre tract 
subdivisions.  Access is required for these developments, yet, upgrading forest access roads, and 
turning a seasonal road into an all weather road can have adverse impacts to other resources adjacent 
to, or on, that road corridor. See response to GT(2). 

Understanding why people value and desire more or less access to an area will help decision-makers 
understand how road management changes may impact people’s current and future uses on the 
GMUG. 
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SI(3):  What are the broader social and economic benefits and costs of the current forest road 
system and its management?  

Many communities and individuals have social and economic dependencies on forest roads and the 
access they provide to NFS land resources.  Changes to a road system or to road management may 
affect (positively or negatively) local commuting patterns, lifestyles, forest resource-related 
businesses, the collection of special forest products, and livestock grazing operations.  Changing a 
road system can also affect school bus routes, firefighting access, both in the backcountry and in the 
wildland-urban interface, and access to municipal water supplies, power lines, and other public service 
infrastructure.  Some communities are more outspoken and vocal than others on the topic of road 
management and use because of their dependency on NFS lands in the local economy. 

Road management is part of forest management.  Commodity users rely on the existing road system, 
and, in many cases, upgrade the roads as part of their contract.  For many smaller communities, the 
forest road system is the backbone of commerce, allowing the movement of products and people to 
other markets and communities. 

The benefits provided to communities around forests extend beyond those who directly access or use 
forest resources. People owning or working in businesses in “gateway” communities often benefit 
from tourism associated with people visiting the nearby National Forest.  Local businesses also benefit 
through the potential economic activity generated by resource activities like timber harvest, grazing, 
road development and maintenance, water project, and other special uses. 

Economic benefits have been addressed in the previous question, and road maintenance costs to the 
Forest are addressed in Chapter 2.  However, a broad economic benefit of the road system and road 
maintenance relates to funding to counties for road maintenance. 

Maintenance of Level 3-5 roads has a significant economic impact to the budgets of the eight counties 
who help maintain the National Forest Road System.  Counties derive funding from Highway User 
Tax Funds (HUTF) which are funds comprised of motor fuel tax revenues, vehicle registrations and 
driver’s license fees.  Many of the Level 3-5 roads are maintained by the counties under Schedule A 
agreements, and a portion of HUTF to individual counties is based upon miles of Forest Service roads 
maintained.  To illustrate the importance of HUTF to counties on the Forest, Hinsdale County is used 
as example. 

In 2002, Hinsdale County received approximately $611,000 from HUTF, which is 65 percent of the 
Hinsdale County Road & Bridge budget.  There are 250 miles of road in Hinsdale County that the 
County maintains.  Many of these roads are NFS roads (both GMUG and Rio Grande).  The Hinsdale 
County Road and Bridge Department employs 10 full-time employees in this sparsely populated 
county of less than 500 full-time residents. 

Maintenance of forest roads provides an economic benefit to Hinsdale County, and to a large extent, 
to most of the eight counties comprising the GMUG. 

The following table displays the HUTF (2001) to counties for all road maintenance (not just to 
maintain Forest Service roads). 
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Table 4-17  2001 HUTF Funds to Counties 
County HUTF received 
Delta $2,000,000 
Gunnison $2,053,653 
Hinsdale $596,706 
Mesa $6,005,912 
Montrose $3,477,821 
Ouray $567,694 
Saguache $2,050,000 
San Miguel $1,475,000 

SI(4):  How does the road system and road management contribute to or affect people’s sense of 
place? 

Sense of place embodies both the physical character of a location and the values that people attach to a 
piece of land due to direct experiences with it.  Sense of place includes factors such as the biophysical 
setting, psychological influences (memory, choice, perception, imagination and emotion), and socio-
cultural influences.  The built environment, including roads, influences the visitor experience.  The 
identity of the Forest Service as a high-quality provider of outdoor recreation, and impressions about 
the Forest Service’s ability to fulfill its mission of stewardship influence sense of place to the public.  
Changes in road management can, and often do, directly affect a sense of place, or in other words, 
affect how these special places are experienced.  Road management decisions may influence both the 
physical and psychological factors that contribute to the experience of a sense of place. 

People’s sense of place is directly tied to the often intangible and inexpressible characteristics of an 
area.  This may include a road corridor that invokes a special feeling or attachment to the landscape. 
Factors influence this feeling could be the areas’ vegetation, fish and wildlife resources, amount of 
sunlight available, views, solitude, opportunities that make it a destination, and the overall familiarity 
to an individual or group.  The road itself facilitates a person’s enjoyment of the area by providing for 
driving comfort, the amount and type of use, and any number of aesthetic attributes visible alongside 
the road.  These attributes are directly related to road management.  Any changes in this management 
will likely change people’s sense of place and impact current use. 

Forest-wide Characteristics 

Any location on the GMUG that is accessed by people is likely to have some degree of sense of place 
associated with it.  The Forest used a place-based model of public involvement in the forest plan 
revision process.  To date, 44 meetings have been held in communities across the forest, and in many 
cases, people discussed the values and special places they hold for the GMUG.  Information from 
these meetings and other one-on-one conversations helps formulate the desired conditions for the 
Forest, and set management themes for all areas on the GMUG. 

Places on the GMUG hold characteristics that people value, not only in a physical sense, but also in 
how that area is used.  All project-level work and travel management decisions need to involve the 
public, including tribal communities, and interdisciplinary resource management specialists to ensure 
that people’s values are recognized and preserved, as appropriate. 
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SI(5):  What are the current conflicts between users, uses, and values (if any) associated with the 
road system and road management?  Are these conflicts likely to change in the future with 
changes in local population, community growth, recreational use, resource developments, etc.? 

Current Conflicts 

They way people travel, or travel management, on the GMUG has been, and continues to be a 
contentious issue.  Some people have described travel management as one of the most difficult public 
lands issues to address.  This conflict exists for the same reason that many public land issues are 
controversial – because the way people feel about the issue is often tied to their core values and 
beliefs.  Because core values and beliefs are so strongly held, people can become polarized when they 
encounter others with different points of views. 

Route-by-route travel plans are completed for the Grand Mesa and Uncompahgre National Forests.  
However, even with the plans completed, conflicts and issues continue to arise, often when 
components of those plans are being implemented.  Both travel plans included route-by-route trail 
decisions, but decisions were also made including road decommissioning.  Often conflict is two-fold 
upon implementation.  People who have used the road(s) are often angry when roads are closed, and 
conversely when implementation is not timely and the road remains open, there is conflict with people 
who want them closed and decommissioned. 

The Gunnison National Forest is currently under an interim travel decision that prohibits off-route 
travel by motorized and mechanized means of travel, and only allows travel on established routes.  
Because individual route-by-route decisions have not been made on many of the trails, there is 
increasing conflict between trail users.  Conflict regarding Level 3-5 roads exists due to increase of 
use on roads through residential areas, increase of perceived undesirable modes of travel (primarily 
motorcycles) through residential areas, conflicts due to mix of traffic on roads (primarily ATV and 
mountain bike use on higher level roads) and concern about mineral and gas extraction related road 
development primarily in the North Fork Valley Geographic Area. 

In addition, conflicting values exist relating to upgrading certain roads on the GMUG.  Specifically, 
there are conflicting views on the upgrading and paving of the Cottonwood Pass Road (County Road 
209) above Taylor Park.  In the Uncompahgre Plateau GA, there are varying opinions about the 
expressed desires by Montrose County to upgrade, including paving and snowplowing, a route across 
the Uncompahgre Plateau that would connect Montrose to Nucla. 

Conflict exists in some areas of the forest regarding road jurisdiction and road ownership.  Some 
Forest Service jurisdiction roads are being reviewed by counties as having potential county ownership 
under RS.2477. 

Future Conflicts 

The majority of the counties within the Forest have a projected population increase of over 10 percent 
for the next 10 years.   Mesa County projects an increase of 22 percent.  The NVUM survey reported 
that the majority of the recreational visits on the forest originated locally.  Typically more use equates 
to the need for more regulation, and increases potential for conflict over forest use issues. 
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Factors that will affect forest management and future road management include an increase of 
population at a rate above the national average, a higher rate of local recreation use, an increase of 
development of inholdings and parcels of land adjacent to the forest on forest access roads, the 
subsequent pressures to upgrade and plow forest roads, and an increase of protection management 
measures to protect wildlife and fish habitat. 

CULTURAL HERITAGE 
CH(1) How does the road system affect access to paleontological, archaeological, and historical 
sites and the values people hold for these sites? 

Access to paleontological, archaeological, and historic sites provides opportunities for studying, 
learning about, and enjoying natural history and cultural heritage.  However, vandalism (both 
intentional and unintentional) to cultural sites is directly related to how close they are to roads, 
especially higher use comfort roads such as Level 3-5 roads and high use jeep roads.  Typically, the 
greater the access is to a cultural site, the greater the need for site-specific regulation.  Vandalism is 
increased by access, but at the same time, roads provide access to the site for enjoyment by the visitor. 

Because of its rich history, many historic and archeological sites are scattered across the GMUG.  The 
Forest is renowned for its abundance of ghost towns, high mountain pass roads and other mining and 
ranching historical sites.  The Forest Service archeological staff works closely with historians and 
tribal communities in inventorying and assessing archeological and historical sites. When a project is 
proposed for road construction, relocation, or decommissioning, archeological assessment and 
clearance by the Forest archeological staff is mandatory. 

CH(2) How does the road system affect cultural and traditional uses (such as plant gathering, 
and access to traditional and cultural sites), and American Indian treaty rights? 

There are no known ceded lands, nor American Indian Treaty Rights on the GMUG (although the 
entire GMUG was the ancestral home of the Utes prior to the federal government relocating them). 

The road system neither prohibits nor encourages plant gathering by indigenous peoples or access to 
traditional sites. There are no specially designated areas that allow for or prohibit American Indian 
use; however, the road system does provide access for gathering basketry, medicinal plants, and lodge 
poles by Native Americans.  The Ute tribes should be consulted on a regular basis for projects, both 
site specific and programmatic. 

CH(3) How does road use and road management affect historic roads? 

Many of the roads on the GMUG originated from the mining boom in the late 1800’s and early 
1900’s.  Other roads originated as wagon and mule train routes, access to mines, railroads, toll roads 
and roads to cut logs and timbers for developing towns.  Thus, many of the roads on the GMUG have 
historical significance. 

Some roads constitute historic sites under the National Historic Preservation Act (1966).  Management 
opportunities being developed for these roads must address compliance with this act. The Forest 
Service archeological staff maintains a catalog of these roads and conducts a historical assessment 
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when changes in the road system are proposed, to comply with the Act.  It is not only the routes 
themselves that possess historic significance, but the condition and how well they represent the 
historical appearance and use.  Over the years, these roads often have been altered in such a way the 
original roadbed is no longer present.  For example, a wagon route has more meaning historically if it 
is kept as a two-rail line, rather than made into a modern passenger car road that people can now 
travel. 

Many of the historic mining roads are currently Level 2 roads that provide a rugged four-wheel drive 
experience over mountain passes.  Many other Level 2 roads are historic routes in good historical 
condition (having good “integrity”). When these roads are planned for upgrading, the road 
engineering staff should work closely with the GMUG Forest Service archeologist since upgrading or 
gravelling a road may have an adverse effect to the “sense of place” that a road holds for people, and 
may adversely affect the historical setting, feeling, association, workmanship and other elements as 
well as impacting associated features such as box culverts, bridges, cabins, or masonry catch-basins 
and drainage features. 

The following is a list of examples of roads on the GMUG that have historic significance with 
potential associated features.  This list shows examples, but is not all-inclusive. 

• Alpine Tunnel Road NFSR #7839 (this is included within the Alpine Tunnel Historic 
District) 

• Cumberland Pass County Road #765 (built by CCC) 
• Old Monarch Pass Road NFSR #7237 (first road built for automobiles over 

Continental Divide in Colorado) 
• Kebler Pass County Road #12 (railroad grade from Crested Butte to Irwin junction) 
• Marshall Pass Road NFSR #7243 (railroad grade) 
• Dave Wood Road NFSR #510 (built by Dave Wood in 1882 as a freight road 

connecting Montrose to mining camps in Telluride area) 
• Divide Road NFSR#402 (segments built by CCC) 
• Corral Gulch NFSR#719 (built by CCC) 
• Trestle Road NFSR # 626 (railroad grade of the Rio Grande Southern)  

The six National Scenic and Historic byways on the GMUG hold historic significance, and funds have 
been available to provide interpretation both in wayside exhibits and literature for each byway. 

CIVIL RIGHTS AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE (CR) 
CR(1):  Is the road system used or valued differently by minority, low-income, or disabled 
populations than by the general population?  Would potential changes to the road system or its 
management have disproportionate negative impacts on minority low-income or disabled 
populations? 

The road system is used by all groups of people.  Changes in road management, including closing or 
decommissioning of any of the roads would have the same effect on all groups of people, including 
minorities and different cultures. 
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Chapter 5 DESCRIBING OPPORTUNITIES, 
SETTING PRIORITIES AND KEY FINDINGS 

PROBLEMS AND RISKS POSED BY THE CURRENT 
ROAD SYSTEM 
INTRODUCTION 
To focus more clearly on where opportunities exist to improve the transportation system, Forest 
system roads were analyzed based on risk/value criteria.  For this analysis, the ID team analyzed Level 
3, 4 and 5 roads; however, those roads generally less than .5 mile that are considered spur roads or 
recreation facility roads (campgrounds roads, parking lots, overlooks, trailhead parking areas) were 
not considered in this Risk/Value Analysis.  The ID Team believed that management of these roads is 
more appropriately addressed by the management goals for the entire recreation facility, and not 
necessarily by values or benefits analyzed for the transportation corridors. 

Each Level 3, 4 and 5 road was evaluated for their values to the transportation system as a whole and 
in providing access for fire/fuels and wildland urban interface (WUI) management, mineral resource 
management, recreation opportunities, to meet social or private land access needs, special use 
facilities, and access to suitable timber. 

Likewise, each road was evaluated for the degree of risk or impact it potentially posed to the 
hydrologic resource (watersheds) and wildlife. 

Each road was also evaluated relative to its associated costs related to replacement, levels of deferred 
maintenance and the amount of documented use (traffic counts). 

ROAD VALUES 

Fire/Fuels/WUI Values 

Roads that provide access to fuel treatment areas and that provide ingress and egress to populated 
areas in the WUI are valuable to fire management and suppression. 

Available data used during the evaluation of this category included: 

• All known Maintenance Level 3-5 roads, excluding roads less than .5 miles. 
• GMUG WUI map 
• IDT and District knowledge of the area and local population. 
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Evaluation Criteria 
High Value – The road provides direct access to high-density urban interface areas for fire 
suppression, or high risk stands of timber, or fuel treatment areas close to urban areas. 
Medium Value –The road provides access to low density communities, or fuel treatment areas 
adjacent to low density communities. 
Low Value – The road does not provide access to identified WUI areas, fuel treatment areas, or 
high risk stands. 

Table 5-1 Summary of results for Fire/Fuels/WUI values 
Fire/Fuels/WUI 

Values 
Number of 

Roads 
Approximate Total 

Road Miles 
High 39 330 

Medium 47 310 
Low 46 230 

Road-by-road rankings are provided in Appendix A-1Values Calculation 

Energy and Mineral Resources Management Values 

Roads are crucial in providing access to energy and mineral resources on the Forest.  Roads that serve 
as direct access points to coal mines, active gas wells, mineral material sources, mining claims, 
abandoned mine land (AML) projects, existing lease areas, and areas that have moderate and high 
potential for energy mineral occurrence would be considered to have value under this category. 

Available data used during the evaluation of this category included: 

• All known Maintenance Level 3-5 roads, excluding roads less than .5 miles. 
• Mineral activity maps 
• IDT and minerals specialist knowledge of the areas 

Evaluation criteria 
High Value:  Road provides access to existing oil and gas leased areas, or the area accessed by 
the road has moderate to high potential for oil and gas.  If a road passes through or falls within an 
area under an existing federal coal lease or coal exploration license, or provides accesses to 
existing gas well fields.  Road provides direct access to other mineral material (i.e., gravel, 
landscaping stone), or AML sites. 
Medium Value:  Road provides access to areas with a moderate to high potential for oil and gas, 
with no current leases.  Road provides some level of access to areas under permit for coal mining 
or with future development of mineral leasing, or for AML sites. 
Low Value:  Road primarily exists within or provides access to areas with a low potential for oil 
and gas, and does not provide access to coal leases or exploration drilling, or other active mineral 
sources. 
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Table 5-2 Summary of results for Mineral Resource Management values 
Mineral Resources 

Management Values
Number of 

Roads 
Approximate Total 

Road Miles 
High 14 100 

Medium 46 319 
Low 73 452 

Road-by-road rankings are provided in Appendix A-1Values Calculation 

Recreation Values  

Roads that serve developed recreation sites or provide access to desirable dispersed recreation sites or 
areas of recreational opportunities, or that provide opportunities to view scenic areas or access to 
scenic vistas are important to the recreation value. 

Available data used during the evaluation of this category included: 

• All known Maintenance Level 3-5 roads, excluding roads less than .5 miles. 
• IDT and District knowledge of the area and local population. 
• GMUG Visitor Maps 

Evaluation Criteria 
High Value – The road accesses high-use, developed recreation sites, or areas of concentrated 
dispersed recreation use.  The road represents a key recreation access to a wide variety of high 
use, dispersed recreation opportunities, such as hunting areas, ATV use, and hiking.  The road 
serves as a scenic byway or tour route for visitors engaged in landscape and wildlife viewing. 
Medium Value – The road affords access to dispersed recreation areas that experience a steady 
year-round or high seasonal demand, such as hunting or other seasonal sports.  Thru-roads with 
limited amenities that provide primary access to areas with limited recreation amenities. 
Low Value – Access provided by the road is limited to minor dispersed recreation sites that 
experience occasional or infrequent use. The road is a local direct access to an isolated specific 
location, site, or resource that may be accessed by other routes in a high-density, roaded area. 

Table 5-3  Summary of Results for Recreation Values 
Recreation Value Number of 

Roads 
Approximate Total 

Road Miles 
High 51 466 

Medium 53 285 
Low 29 120 

Road-by-road rankings are provided in Appendix  A-1 Values Calculation. 
 

Social Values 

Roads may have specific social value to the local community.  Certain roads may be used as 
traditional links between communities, as school bus routes, and routes for public safety.  
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Available data used during the evaluation of this category included: 

• All known Maintenance Level 3-5 roads, excluding roads less than .5 miles. 
• IDT and District knowledge of the area and local population. 

Evaluation Criteria 
High Value– The road is a main arterial serving as a high-volume transportation link between 
local communities, or population clusters. The road serves as a primary transportation access for 
service providers to area local residents, such as school bus routes or public safety vehicle 
access. 
Medium Value – The road experiences moderate levels of vehicle use, primarily by local users.  
There are private residential clusters for which the road serves as a collector link to major arterial 
routes. The road provides access to private inholdings requiring access over NFS lands, or 
conversely, access to NFS land across private inholdings. 
Low Value – The road supports only low traffic volumes, and provides only local access to a 
specific site location (single purpose), or to a resource that has a limited, seasonal or specialized 
use. 

Table 5-4  Summary of Results for Social, or Community Values   
Social Value Number of 

Roads 
Approximate Total 

Road Miles 
High 31 339 

Medium 47 265 
Low 55 267 

Road-by-road ranking are provided in Appendix A-1 Values Calculation. 

Special-Use Values 

Roads that provide access to special-use activities or facilities are important to permittees and the 
operators and users of those special-use facilities or activities.  There is a wide variety of special uses 
permitted on the Forest, and include, but is not limited to; communication sites, water developments, 
range allotments, outdoor events, and other facilities.  Recreation type of special uses such as outfitter 
and guide operations, are not included here. 

Evaluation Criteria 
High Value – The road provides direct access to a number of special use permits such as water 
structures, communication sites, range allotments and facilities (multipurpose use). 
Medium Value - The road provides direct access to several special use facilities or activities such 
as; water structures, communication sites, range allotments and facilities, or an easement is held 
on the NFS road. 
Low Value- Road does not provide direct access to special-use facility or activities.  

Available data used during the evaluation of this category included: 

• All known Maintenance Level 3-5 roads, excluding roads less than .5 miles. 
• IDT and District knowledge of the area and location of special uses. 
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Table 5-5 Summary of Results for Special Uses Management Values 
Special Uses 

Management Value 
Number of 

Roads 
Approximate Total 

Road Miles 
High 49 300 

Medium 42 348 
Low 42 223 

Road-by-road rankings are provided in Appendix A-1 Values Calculation 

Timber Related Values 

Roads that provide access to the identified suitable timber base on NFS lands are important for timber 
management and to the timber products industry. 

Available data used during the evaluation of this category included: 

• All known Maintenance Level 3-5 roads, excluding roads less than .5 miles. 
• 1991 Suitable Timber map 
• IDT and District knowledge of the area  

Evaluation Criteria 
High Value – The road provides direct access to suitable timber base, or is a critical haul-road. 
Medium Value – The road provides secondary or links to suitable timber base, but still needed 
for access and timber product hauling. 
Low Value– The road provides no access to suitable timber base or high use personal-use timber 
product areas (fire wood, poles, etc). 

Table 5-6  Summary of Results for Timber Resource Management Values 
Timber 

Management Value 
Number of 

Roads 
Approximate Total 

Road Miles 
High 50 501 

Medium 27 187 
Low 56 183 

Road-by-road rankings are provided in Appendix  A-1 Values Calculation. 

Summary of Values 

The Forest Service analyzed the GMUG Level 3-5 roads system to determine cumulative economic 
and social values for each main road.  The roads that would have the greatest value and therefore a 
high priority in the transportation system management were determined using the cumulative value-
by-value rating for the various resource or social values addressed above.  Those roads that have the 
greatest number of high value ratings are considered to be those roads with the highest priority in the 
Forest transportation system in terms of economic and social good. 

In general, most of the “backbone” road system has been developed over time and serves multiple 
resource needs.  The RAP ID team suggested that it is the support of multiple resources that makes 
these “backbone” roads highly valuable.  Using a bell curve ranking, those roads with an overall rating 
value of 14 or greater should be considered to exhibit an overall high priority in the GMUG road 
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system.  Those roads having the highest overall value may be roads that warrant annual maintenance, 
more capital improvements, or possibly an increase in the operational level or annual maintenance. 

The higher the cumulative value rating for a road demonstrates a greater need to provide for more 
capital and maintenance investment.  This could mean that the roads should be maintained more 
frequently, deferred maintenance is reduced, or the operation level is upgraded.  Conversely, the lower 
the cumulative value rating may be justification for the Forest Service to reduce maintenance, and 
allow the operation level to decline or even decommission roads. 

Appendix A, The Road Matrix, displays the entire cumulative value ratings along with environmental 
and environment risk ratings.  Table 5-7 displays the roads with the highest cumulative value rating by 
total points (14-18). 
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Table 5-7  Roads with the Highest Overall Value Rankings 
Road 

ID 
Name Geographic 

Area 
Length Maintenance 

Level 
Value 
Rating 

121 Trickle Park Grand Mesa 16.19 4,5 18 
610 Dolores to Norwood Uncompahgre 1.08 4 18 
265 Buzzard Divide Grand Mesa 15.22 4 17 
530 Sanborn Park Uncompahgre 12.13 4 17 
701 Stevens Gulch North Fork 21.84 4 17 
265 Buzzard Divide North Fork 14.07 4 16 
402 Divide Uncompahgre 72.67 4 16 
510 Dave Wood Uncompahgre 7.15 4 16 
7742 Taylor River Gunnison Basin 20.38 3,4 16 
7765 Cumberland Pass Gunnison Basin 26.51 3,4 16 
503 Delta-Nucla Uncompahgre 26.1 4 15 
540 Old Highway 90 Uncompahgre 8.27 4 15 
611 Beaver Park San Juans 3.68 3 15 
615 West Beaver San Juans 2.16 3 15 
623 Sunshine Mesa San Juans 2.28 3 15 
630 Ophir Pass San Juans .67 3 15 
7317 Schofield Pass Gunnison Basin 5.27 3 15 
7587 Pass Creek Br Gunnison Basin .82 3 15 
7788 Los-Pinos-Cebolla Gunnison Basin 33.19 3 15 
100 Lands End Grand Mesa 22.93 4 14 
116 Island Lake Grand Mesa 2.09 4 14 
123 Old Grand Mesa 

Road 
Grand Mesa 5.22 3,4 14 

125 Surface Creek Grand Mesa 3.99 3 14 
126 Weir & Johnson Grand Mesa 2.88 4 14 
128 Leroux Creek North Fork 4.74 3 14 
257 Cottonwood Lakes Grand Mesa 5.1 3 14 
400 Fruita Division Uncompahgre 3.6 3 14 
625 South Fork San Juans 2.16 4 14 
626 Trestle San Juans 3.27 3 14 
636 Bridal Veil San Juans .99 3 14 
705 Overland Reservoir North Fork 4.61 3 14 
7744 Spring Creek Gunnison Basin 16.31 3,4 14 
7888 Tomichi Creek Gunnison Basin 1.21 3 14 
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Table 5-8 displays the roads with the lowest cumulative value rating total points (8 and lower).  An 
overall value of Low was given to a road with value lower than 10, and this table only shows 8 and 
lower. The overall value ranking of each road is displayed in Appendix 4-1 Value Calculation. 

Table 5-8  Roads with the Lowest Overall Value Rankings 

Road Name Geographic Length Maintenance Overall Value 
603 Houser  Uncompahgre 3.66 3 6 
7738 Brush Creek Gunnison Basin .54 3 7 
7724.2A Rainbow Lake 

Spur 
Gunnison Basin .36 3 7 

501 Cabin Bench Uncompahgre 9.34 3 7 
406 Smith Point Uncompahgre .46 3 7 
12.5A Pretty Place North Fork .76 3 7 
7880 Dark Gulch Gunnison Basin 3.31 3 8 
7874.1A Deadman West Gunnison Basin 3.47 3 8 
7874 Samora Creek Gunnison Basin 6.49 3 8 
7827 Perfecto Ridge Gunnison Basin .73 3 8 
7794 Cochetopa Creek Gunnison Basin 13.69 3 8 

7578 Milk Creek Gunnison Basin 3.99 3 8 
720 Curecanti Cr North Fork 4.85 3 8 
628 Priest Lake San Juans 1.23 3 8 
621 Woods Lake San Juans 1.41 3 8 
559.1A Raspberry Site Uncompahgre .61 3 8 
513 Craig Point Uncompahgre 10.44 3 8 
253 Aspen Cove Grand Mesa 1.84 3 8 

 

ROAD RELATED RISKS AND IMPACTS 

Watershed Risks 

Roads can affect watershed function and can accelerate erosional processes in a variety of ways (See 
Chapter 4 AQ-1, AQ-2, AQ-3, AQ-4, and AQ-6).  The natural physical properties of a watershed 
combined with the climatic influences determine, to a great extent, the ability of a watershed to 
properly function in terms of hydrologic processes (runoff, groundwater recharge, streamflow, and 
vegetative growth) and to provide suitable aquatic habitats.  For the GMUG, ratings of natural 
watershed sensitivity have been determined by evaluating several physical features and climatic 
factors.  Variables that were used to evaluate sensitivity included an index for rainfall intensity, stream 
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density, erodible soils, depth of soils, and sediment transport capability.  Those watersheds where the 
combined influence of these variables were determined to be high or limiting in the proper function of 
the watershed, the watersheds were considered to be sensitive.  As sensitive watersheds the impacts of 
anthropogenic actions could cause greater risk of degradation or loss of aquatic habitat than in 
watersheds with less sensitive natural conditions. 

Roads within sensitive watersheds have a greater potential to adversely impact aquatic resources and 
to alter watershed function.  On the GMUG there are 223 watersheds (6th Level HUC) where NFS 
lands comprise all or some portion of the watershed.  For the purposes of this analysis of risk, the only 
areas evaluated were those portions of the watershed where there are NFS lands.  The Forest Service 
has determined, based on an evaluation of several physical features or factors (described above), that 
59 of the 223 watersheds (26 %) can be characterized as sensitive. 

The sensitive watersheds with the most total miles of level 3-5 roads within the National Forest 
portion of the watershed area are: 

 Watershed   District Miles   Area  
 Willow Creek   Gunnison 31.3 miles   40,620 acres  
 South Fork San Miguel Ouray  23 miles  37,144 acres 
 Marshall Creek  Gunnison 21.7 miles  36,632 acres 
 Anthracite Creek  Paonia  20.8 miles  80,009 acres 
 Upper Quartz Creek  Gunnison 20.1 miles  25,919 acres 

Of the approximately 950 miles of Level 3-5 roads on NFS lands within the GMUG, about 325 miles 
(34%) of road cross sensitive watersheds.  Those roads (Level 3-5) where 90 percent or more of the 
road length on NFS lands are within a sensitive watershed were considered to have the greatest 
cumulative effect on watershed impacts and are depicted in Table 5-9.  While this analysis focuses on 
the cumulative effects of roads on sensitive watersheds, it does not evaluate the actual location of the 
roads within the watershed.  Road location within a watershed is a critical factor in determining risks 
to watershed function and aquatic habitat.  Roads can be located within a sensitive watershed but are 
physically located in areas of greater stability or away from sensitive areas such as riparian zones, 
erodible soils or unstable geologic features. 

Table 5-9  Roads within Sensitive Watersheds 
Road 
Number 

Road Name Miles of 
Road 

Watershed 

706.1 Lost Lake Road 2.33 Anthracite Creek 
C.R. 12 Kebler Pass Road 24.48 Anthracite Creek and Slate River 
864 Little Cimarron Road 7.47 Big Blue Creek and Little Cimarron 

Creek 
272 Brush Creek Road 3.01 Brush Creek 
7759 Italian Creek Road 6.43 Cement Creek and Upper Taylor 

River 
7740 Cement Creek Road 4.54 Cement Creek 
709 Coal Creek Road 8.9 Coal Creek 
720 Curecanti Creek Road 4.26 Curecanti Creek 
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Road 
Number 

Road Name Miles of 
Road 

Watershed 

639 Deep Creek Road 0.89 Deep Creek 
851.1 East Dallas Road 2.0 East Fork Dallas Creek 
7771 Gold Creek Road 1.43 Gold Creek 
C.R. 76 Gunnison County Road 

76 
9.0 Lower Quartz Creek and Gold Creek 

7752 Union Park Road 4.9 Lottis Creek and Willow Creek 
7765 Cumberland Pass Road 26.5 Lower Quartz Creek and Willow 

Creek 
7243 Homestake Road 5.86 Marshall Creek 
7578 Milk Creek Road 4.1 Marshall Creek 
7243 Marshall Pass Road 11.75 Marshall Creek 
7727 Mill Creek Road 0.93 Mill Creek 
7734 Slate River Road 4.85 Slate River 
7811 Washington Gulch 

Road 
2.14 Slate River 

7732 AMAX Road 1.1 Slate River 
712 Needle Rock Road 3.22 Smith Fork  
7721 Soap Creek Road 5.57 Soap Creek 
623 Sunshine Mesa Road 2.3 S. Fork San Miguel  
632 Alta Lakes Road 3.62 S. Fork San Miguel 
625 South Fork Road 2.04 S. Fork San Miguel 
626 Trestle Road 3.28 S. Fork San Miguel 
628 Priest Lake Road 1.23 S. Fork San Miguel 
630 Ophir Pass Road 0.67 S. Fork San Miguel 
7317 Schofield Pass Road 5.25 Upper East River 
7839 Alpine Tunnel Road 10.39 Upper Quartz Creek 
7874 Deadman West Road 3.29 Upper Razor Creek 
636 Bridal Veil Road 1.78 Upper San Miguel 
7237 Old Monarch Pass Road 9.36 Upper Tomichi Creek 
7888 Tomichi Creek Road 1.21 Upper Tomichi Creek 
 US Hwy 550 15.9 Upper Uncompahgre River 
7267 Mirror Lake Road 3.14 Willow Creek 
7587 Pass Creek Bridge Road 0.82 Willow Creek 
 

For these reasons, each Level 3-5 road corridor (greater than 0.5 mile in length) was evaluated to 
determine whether the road is built on or crosses sensitive features within all of the watersheds.  The 
variables mapped that were evaluated relative to a specific road’s effect on the watershed are: 

• rainfall intensity 
• riparian and stream crossings 
• highly erodible soils 
• areas of active geologic instability 
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An evaluation of the Level 3-5 roads with the greatest potential to affect watershed function or aquatic 
habitat was made by comparing the miles of road located within or across a sensitive feature to the 
total miles of road on NFS lands within the Forest.  The miles of a specific road crossing the mapped 
sensitive areas or features that can affect watershed function were compared to the total length of each 
road to create a ratio.  The higher the ratio of road miles affecting sensitive features in the watershed to 
the total road length, the greater the risk for potential adverse effect on watershed and aquatic 
conditions.  The complete road-by-road ranking results are contained in Appendix A.  In an effort to 
separate the Level 3-5 roads into categories of potential risk, the list of roads and their related 
watershed risk indices (ratio of road miles crossing sensitive watershed features to total miles of road) 
are divided using a statistical methodology (natural breaks) into high, medium and low watershed risk 
categories.  Those roads with the watershed risk factor ratios (index) in the high category are shown in 
Table 5-10.  Based on this road-by-road assessment, there are 23 of the Level 3-5 roads 
(approximately 15 percent) on NFS lands that could potentially be a greater risk (high risk factor 
index) to watershed function.  Conversely, there are 86 Level 3-5 roads (approximately 56 percent) 
that are characterized as having a low risk factor index as it relates to watershed function and 
condition. 

Table 5-10  Roads with the Greatest Risk for Potential Adverse Affect on Watershed 
Conditions 

Road 
Number 

Road Name Road 
Length 

Ratio Risk 
Factor 
Index 

108 Carson Lake Road 1.72 2.5 High 
7317 Schofield Pass Road 5.25 1.7 High 
7734 Slate River Road 4.85 1.44 High 
7888 Tomichi Creek Road 1.22 1.41 High 
7839 Alpine Tunnel Road 10.39 1.34 High 
253 Aspen Cove Road 1.85 1.27 High 
128 Leroux Creek Road 5.13 1.25 High 
257 Cottonwood Lakes Road 5.18 1.2 High 
618 Fall Creek Road 2.33 1.16 High 
128.1b Bailey Road 1.32 1.11 High 
126 Wier & Johnson Road 2.89 1.08 High 
7237 Old Monarch Pass Road 9.36 1.08 High 
105 Anderson Reservoirs Road 1.66 1.07 High 
125 Surface Creek Road 4.0 1.06 High 
116 Island Lake Road 2.1 1.03 High 
121.4A Big Creek Campground Road 0.71 1.00 High 
121 Trickle Park Road 12.33 0.94 High 
129 Hay Park Road 3.5 0.93 High 
7243 Marshall Pass Road 11.75 0.93 High 
7267 Mirror Lake Road 3.14 0.87 High 
SH 65 State Hwy 65 18.85 0.86 High 
623 Sunshine Mesa Road 2.3 0.85 High 
7592 Bonholder Road 1.01 0.85 High 
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Summary of Watershed Risk 

In this evaluation the Forest Service has looked at potential risk both from a watershed level 
perspective (cumulative effects) and on a road-by-road basis.  By using two evaluation methods the 
Forest Service has developed both a coarse and fine-filter analysis.  In the coarse filter analysis (based 
on roads within sensitive watersheds) there are more Level 3-5 roads that may contribute to the 
anthropogenic impacts to watershed function and water quality on a cumulative basis than miles of 
road where the sensitive watershed features are directly affected by a Level 3-5 road.  Quantitatively, 
out of the 950 miles of Level 3-5 road on NFS lands, there are 325 miles within sensitive watershed 
areas while on a road-by-road analysis there are about 113 miles of road that can be characterized as 
crossing or being affected by a sensitive watershed feature or condition (denoted as having a high risk 
factor index).  There are several roads that show up in both the coarse (sensitive watersheds) and fine 
filter (risk factor index) analysis as having the greatest potential to impact watershed function or water 
quality.  Roads where 90 percent or more of the road length is within a sensitive watershed and that 
have a risk factor index of moderate or high are considered to be the roads with the greatest potential 
for risk to watershed function and condition.  Those roads are shown in Table 5-11 below and would 
essentially constitute roads of concern with respect to watershed impact and watershed protection 
needs. 

Table 5-11  Roads with the Greatest Concern for Watershed Impacts 
Road 
Number 

Road Name Road 
Length

Risk Factor 
Ratio 

Sensitive Watershed 
Name 

7317 Schofield Pass Road 5.25 1.76 (high) Upper East River 
7734 Slate River Road 4.85 1.44 (high) Slate River 
7888 Tomichi Creek Road 1.21 1.41 (high) Upper Tomichi Creek 
7839 Alpine Tunnel 10.39 1.34 (high) Upper Quartz Creek 
7237 Old Monarch Pass Road 9.36 1.08 (high) Upper Tomichi Creek 
7243 Marshall Pass Road 11.75 0.93 (high) Marshall Creek 
7267 Mirror Lake Road 3.14 0.93 (high) Willow Creek 
7771 Gold Creek Road 1.43 0.77 (mod.) Gold Creek 
864  Little Cimarron Road 7.47 0.73 (mod.) Little Cimarron River 
709 Coal Creek Road 9.04 0.69 (mod.) Coal Creek 
7765 Cumberland Pass Road 26.5 0.63 (mod.) Quartz Creek 
7243.2A Homestake Road 5.86 0.62 (mod.) Marshall Creek 
US 550 US Hwy 550 15.9 0.62 (mod.) Upper Uncompahgre Rvr. 
720 Curecanti Creek Road 4.26 0.55 (mod.) Curecanti Creek 
639 Deep Creek Road 0.89 0.52 (mod.) Deep Creek 
7759 Italian Creek Road 6.84 0.42 (mod.) Cement Creek 
7752 Union Park Road 4.90 0.35 (mod.) Willow Creek 
630 Ophir Pass Road 0.67 0.32 (mod.) S. Fk. San Miguel Rvr. 
7740 Cement Creek Road 4.54 0.31 (mod.) Cement Creek 

 

There are 134.25 miles of road out of the 950 miles of Level 3-5 road within the GMUG that can be 
characterized has having the greatest potential risk to watershed condition and water quality.  Thirteen 
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of these19 roads are within the Gunnison Ranger District and comprise over 71 percent of the road 
miles in that category of risk. 

Impacts to Wildlife 

Many scientific studies have documented impacts of roads on wildlife, including direct mortality, 
habitat loss and/or reduced available habitat due to road avoidance, habitat fragmentation, edge 
effects, increased competition and predation from edge-associated species, population isolation, 
nesting and rearing disturbances, and reduced habitat effectiveness.  All of these impacts can 
adversely affect the viability and sustainability of wildlife populations. 

To address the myriad of wildlife species and habitats and the potential to be impacted by the Forest 
road system, Forest Service wildlife biologists comprehensively evaluated each Level 3-5 road on the 
GMUG.  They identified the species that were most impacted by the Level 3-5 road system based on 
professional knowledge and available wildlife monitoring and habitat data for the entire forest. 

The species and/or their habitats identified for the impact analysis were: 

• Gunnison Sage Grouse 
• Goshawk 
• Black Bear – acorn and berry habitat 
• Migration Routes for Elk, Mule deer and Bighorn sheep 
• Lynx 
• Winter range 
• Elk calving/Bighorn sheep lambing and other special habitats. 
• Colorado Cutthroat Trout 
• Snow compaction (relating to lynx) 

To quantify wildlife impacts or risks to wildlife, High, Medium, and Low rankings were developed 
using criteria developed for each of the wildlife species or habitat categories listed above.  The 
rankings were assigned numerical ratings with High = 3, Medium = 2 and Low = 1.  The cumulative 
wildlife risk factor was determined by taking the sum of the nine category ratings.  Overall wildlife 
risk ratings were: High = greater than 12, Medium = 12 to 8 and Low = 7 to 0.  A higher, or weighted, 
ranking was given when the individual road was rated High in any one of these three categories 
related to the Endangered or Threatened (T& E) species:  Gunnison Sage Grouse, Lynx habitat, and 
migration routes.  If the road ranked High in any of the three weighted T& E categories, that 
individual road was elevated to the next rating category. 

Gunnison Sage Grouse (Production areas, winter range) 

In 2000, the US Fish and Wildlife Service identified the Gunnison Sage Grouse (a distinct sub-species 
of the Sage Grouse in Western Colorado and Utah) as a Candidate Species for Threatened and 
Endangered Species.  

If a road was determined to have a High Risk to Gunnison Sage Grouse, it was given a “weighted 
preference”. 
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Evaluation Criteria 
High Risk – The road traverses habitat area. 
Medium Risk – The road is directly adjacent to habitat area. 
Low Risk – The road is within ½ mile of habitat area. 

No Risk – The road does not meet above criteria. 

Northern Goshawk (nesting) 

The Northern Goshawk is listed as a Sensitive Species by the Rocky Mountain Region, R-2.  Sensitive 
Species are those identified by the Forest Service Regional Forester as "those...for which population 
viability is a concern, as evidenced by...significant current or predicted downward trends in population 
numbers or density..." or "significant current or predicted downward trends in habitat capability that 
would reduce a species' existing distribution." (Forest Service Manual 2670.5). 

Evaluation Criteria 
High Risk – The road traverses known territory. 
Medium Risk – The road is directly adjacent to known territory. 
Low Risk – The road is within ½ mile of known territory. 

No Risk – The road does not meet the above criteria. 

Black Bear – Acorn and Berries (fall and summer concentration areas) 

The black bear was chosen as a wildlife risk species because of the importance of the GMUG to 
provide essential habitat for this species.  Black bear studies on the Uncompahgre Plateau have 
determined that areas on the GMUG have some of the highest population densities in North America.  
Land management activities have a significant effect on the species.  Acorn and berry production 
areas are key habitat components for the black bear.  Roads through this habitat directly affect black 
bear numbers (hunting and poaching) and bear nutrition and survival. 

Evaluation Criteria 
High Risk – The road traverses summer or fall concentration areas. 
Medium Risk – The road is adjacent to summer or fall concentration areas. 
Low Risk – The road is within 1 mile of summer or fall concentration areas. 

No Risk – The road does not meet above criteria. 

Migration Routes - (elk, Mule deer, Rocky Mountain Bighorn sheep, Canada 
lynx) 

Migration routes are key areas used by big game and other wildlife to get from summer to winter 
ranges and back.  Roads in these areas are in direct conflict with wildlife movement activities. 

Evaluation Criteria 
High Risk – The road traverses migration area(s). 
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Medium Risk – The road is directly adjacent to migration area(s). 
Low Risk – The road is within ½ mile of migration area(s). 

No Risk – The road does not meet above criteria. 

Canada Lynx (denning and winter foraging) 

Lynx denning habitat consists of high elevation spruce, fir and lodgepole pine forests with down logs.  
The lynx was chosen as a wildlife risk species because these forest components are where lynx den 
and have their young.  Winter foraging habitat is coniferous forests where prey species such as 
snowshoe hare is plentiful.  Lynx are well adapted for deep snow and roads into their habitat allow 
other predators to move into their habitat and compete with the lynx for food. 

Evaluation Criteria 
High Risk – The road traverses through occupied or a substantial amount (greater than 20% of 
length) of potential lynx denning and/or winter foraging areas.  
Medium Risk – The road traverses through a small amount (20% or less of entire road length) of 
denning and/or winter foraging areas. 
Low Risk – The road traverses other lynx habitat. 

No Risk – The road does not meet above criteria. 

Winter Range  (elk, Mule deer, Rocky Mountain Bighorn sheep concentration 
areas) 

Winter range for big game is critical to deer, elk, bighorn sheep and other species to survive the 
winter.  Roads into this habitat cause disturbance and displacement, which results in animals 
expending excessive energy.  These energy reserves are critical to survive the winter.  Roads also 
destroy critical winter range habitat. 

Evaluation Criteria 
High Risk – The road is open for travel in winter, and is within winter range. 
Medium Risk – The road is within 1 mile of winter range. 
Low Risk – The road is within 1 to 2 miles of winter range. 

No Risk – The road does not meet above criteria. 

Special Habitats (elk calving, bighorn sheep lambing, and other special habitats 
identified in comments) 

Special habitats are critical to the survival of a number of big game species.  Lambing and calving 
grounds need to be avoided by roads and the disturbances associated with them.  Special habitats can 
include all calving, bighorn lambing, wallows, mineral licks, watering areas, prime foraging areas and 
other important wildlife areas. 
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Evaluation Criteria 
High Risk – The road traverses special habitat(s). 
Medium Risk – The road is within 1 mile of special habitat(s).  
Low Risk – The road is within 1 to 2 miles of special habitat(s). 

No Risk – The road does not meet above criteria. 

Colorado Cutthroat Trout 

Colorado River cutthroat trout was chosen as a Wildlife Risk species due to its limited distribution on 
the GMUG.  The species has been petitioned for Federal listing under the Endangered Species Act, 
due primarily to its negative response to the presence of other non-native trout.  However, land 
management activities can also influence the quality and quantity of habitat for this species.  Due to 
the species’ limited distribution, the presence of Level 3-5 roads adjacent to occupied habitat can pose 
a high risk for habitat modification that can affect the distribution and abundance of the species, as 
well as the quality of habitat. 

The Wildlife Risk analysis uses the distribution of “Conservation Population” defined in the 
Conservation Agreement and Strategy for Colorado River cutthroat trout in the states of Colorado, 
Utah, and Wyoming (April 2001) and the proximity of Forest Service 3-5 roads to determine a risk for 
each Colorado River cutthroat trout population. 

Evaluation Criteria 
High Risk – The road crosses or is adjacent to occupied habitat for “Conservation Populations” 
of Colorado River cutthroat trout. 
Medium Risk – The road traverses the watershed upstream of occupied habitat for “Conservation 
Populations” of Colorado River cutthroat trout. 
Low Risk – The road does not exist in the watershed. 

No Risk – “Conservation Populations” of Colorado River cutthroat trout do not exist within the 
watershed. 

Snow Compaction 

Roads that access high elevation lynx habitat can be especially detrimental to the Canada lynx, a 
threatened species protected by the Endangered Species Act.  Roads that are plowed or compacted by 
snowmobiles or other vehicles allow competing species like the coyote, bobcat, and mountain lion to 
enter the lynx’s winter feeding sites.  This results in direct competition for food and direct mortality to 
lynx by the larger predators. 

Evaluation Criteria 
High Risk – The road traverses lynx habitat and accesses a winter recreation high use area. 
Medium Risk – The road traverses lynx habitat and accesses a winter recreation moderate use 
area. 
Low Risk – The road traverses lynx habitat and accesses a winter recreation low use area. 

No Risk – The road does not meet above criteria. 
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Summary 

In an effort to separate the Level 3-5 roads into categories of potential wildlife risk, the list of roads 
and their related wildlife categories are divided using a statistical methodology (natural breaks) into 
high, medium and low wildlife risk.  Table 5-12 displays the number of roads and approximate miles 
of roads by Overall Wildlife Risk rating. 

Table 5-12  Summary of Results for Wildlife Risk 
Wildlife Risk Number of 

Roads 
Approximate Total 

Road Miles 
High 81 632 

Medium 32 164 
Low 20 74 

 

Appendix A, The Road Matrix, displays the overall wildlife risk as well as the category assignments.  
Road-by-road ratings are provided in Appendix A-3, Wildlife Risk Calculation. 

Overall Composite Score 

Outlined above in the previous sections are rankings of values and risks that can aid management 
decisions to more effectively allocate the limited road maintenance funds received on the GMUG.  If 
taken individually, many different possible priorities can be justified.  A road can have a high social or 
economic value yet also create adverse risks to wildlife or other resource values. 

The ID team developed a methodology to integrate all of the evaluated risk and value rankings into an 
overall or composite score for each major Level 3, 4, and 5 road on the GMUG.  This methodology 
seeks to define a road composite score.  In developing this composite scoring methodology, it was 
understood that few, if any, Level 3-5 roads would be eliminated (decommissioned) from the current 
transportation system as a result of this roads analysis.  This assumption recognizes that two of the 
three forests (Grand Mesa and Uncompahgre) have completed route-by-route travel management 
plans that have already defined the “base” system on the forests and already identified roads for 
decommissioning.  Additionally, since the analysis focused only on Level 3-5 roads (comprising only 
23 percent of the entire road system on NFS lands) and  are the “backbone” arterial road network on 
the Forests there would be few roads with low social or economic value (see Table 5-8). 

The final assumption focused on the concept that this roads analysis would provide greater benefit as a 
tool to prioritize maintenance and support changes in operational level objectives.  Such changes have 
the potential to save money when it can be shown reductions in maintenance levels would not conflict 
with values or increase risks.  Conversely, the roads analysis can be used to determine where 
additional road maintenance or improvement funding can reduce resource damage or potentially 
reduce water quality protection costs.  It is important to note that the roads analysis is not intended to 
drive the GMUG program of work for roads and resource management, but it is intended to serve as a 
tool to assist managers in decisions related to where and how to allocate road maintenance and 
improvement funds. 
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With these assumptions, the ID team wanted the analysis to depict the extremes.  The overall 
summation of the analysis needed to show what Level 3-5 roads have the highest composite rankings 
of value, highest watershed risk and greatest wildlife risk; and conversely, those roads that have the 
lowest composite rankings related to values, watershed risks and wildlife risks. 

Roads that rank highest for wildlife risks may not benefit from increased maintenance expenditures 
whereas watershed concerns may be best alleviated through more intensive road maintenance and 
construction practices.  For these reasons the ID team was careful in its integration of wildlife risk 
ratings into the composite rating.  If high value ratings were simply added together this would lump 
roads with high social and economic values, high watershed risk ratings, and high wildlife risk ratings 
at the top.  But such a top rating would not necessarily represent the highest priority of road 
maintenance and improvement expenditures since improving the roads may further exacerbate the 
wildlife impacts or not ease the road’s impact to wildlife and wildlife habitat. 

In fact, improving or upgrading the road could have a greater risk to wildlife by possibly increasing 
traffic speeds and widening the road corridor.  In many cases, lowering the maintenance level, 
reducing traffic speeds, and eliminating winter access could achieve the best results in reducing the 
wildlife risk. 

In order to reflect this dichotomy of results when making decisions about road maintenance priorities 
the ID team determined that there was merit in combining the overall social and economic value with 
the overall watershed risk ratings, then taking that sum and dividing it by the overall wildlife 
risk/impact. In this way, the greater the overall wildlife risk, the lower the composite score, thereby 
there would be less emphasis for upgrading or enhancing the operational level of the that road. 

Composite Score = (Overall value) + (Watershed risk factor) 
  Overall Wildlife Impact 

By applying this analysis formula to each road, the result would be a value to risk composite score. 

Composite scores range from zero to six.  Generally, the higher the composite score (ratio), the higher 
the priority or need for road management expenditures without the potential for adversely affecting 
wildlife. 

 
5 
 
4                More $$ and road improvements = benefit to values and watershed enhancement 
 
3 
 
2                 Borderline- $$ may improve watershed conditions, but generally increase wildlife risk 
 
1 
                  Less $$ for road improvement and upgrading would benefit wildlife risk 
0 
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Composite Score 

Managers should use this composite rating when evaluating deferred and annual maintenance costs in 
order to determine annual budget allocations and work planning.  This analysis can also be used when 
reviewing Road Management Objectives.  The values/risk analysis of each Level 3-5 road should 
assist managers with future road management decisions whether relating to road funding expenditures 
or new road construction. 

Table 5-13 depicts those roads where the composite score is high and sets a priority for these roads 
with respect to allocations for road maintenance needs. 

Road Management Priorities 
 

Table 5-13  Roads with Highest Composite Score 

Road 
ID Name 

Geographic 
Area Length 
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105 
Anderson 
Reservoir Grand Mesa 1.66 MV HR L  $249,000  5.00 

7267 Mirror Lake Gunnison  3.14 MV HR L  $471,000  5.00 
7734 Slate River Gunnison  4.84 MV HR L  $726,000  5.00 
128.1B Bailey North Fork 1.32 LV HR L  $198,000  4.00 
400 Fruita Division Uncompahgre 3.6 HV LR L  $ 540,000  4.00 
121 Trickle Park Grand Mesa 16.19 HV HR M  $5,423,650  3.00 
126 Weir & Johnson Grand Mesa 2.88 HV HR M  $ 653,760  3.00 
719 Corral Gulch North Fork 3.31 MV LR L  $496,500  3.00 
720 Curecanti Cr North Fork 4.85 LV MR L  $727,500  3.00 
7317 Schofield Pass Gunnison  5.27 HV HR M  $790,500  3.00 
7671 Upper Illinois Gunnison  3.72 MV LR L  $558,000  3.00 
7721 Soap Creek Gunnison  11.5 MV LR L  $1,725,000  3.00 
7737 Carbon Creek Gunnison  1.27 LV MR L  $190,500  3.00 
7888 Tomichi Creek Gunnison  1.21 HV HR M  $181,500  3.00 

 
For an example of applicability of a high composite score, review the Slate River Road NFSR 
#734.  This road has a composite score of 5.  Its highest value is in fire and social values, low in 
timber value and medium in mineral, recreation and special uses.  It has high watershed risk and 
is within a sensitive watershed.  This road has an overall low wildlife risk, including a medium 
risk for lynx and a high rating in snow compaction. 
 
Using the composite score and associated rating as a tool, the road manager could determine that 
by properly maintaining this road, it should benefit the risk to watershed, and have a positive 
effect on fire access and social values, without having a detriment to the defined wildlife species 
identified in the RAP. 
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Table 5-14  GMUG Roads with the lowest Composite Score 

Road ID Name Geographic Area Length O
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12.5A Pretty Place North Fork 0.76 LV LR H  $114,000 0.67 
266 Porter Flat Grand Mesa 2.81 LV LR H  $421,500 0.67 
268 Owens Creek Grand Mesa 2.57 LV LR H  $385,500 0.67 
275 Kimball Grand Mesa 1.63 LV LR H  $244,500 0.67 

279.1A 
Sheep Flats 
Spur A Grand Mesa 0.83 LV LR H  $124,500 0.67 

512 Hanks Valley Uncompahgre 10.6 LV LR H  $1,590,000 0.67 
513 Craig Point Uncompahgre 10.44 LV LR H  $1,566,000 0.67 
516 Goodenough Uncompahgre 3.5 LV LR H  $525,000 0.67 
603 Houser Uncompahgre 3.66 LV LR H  $549,000 0.67 
621 Woods Lake San Juans 1.41 LV LR H  $211,500 0.67 
628 Priest Lake San Juans 1.23 LV LR H  $184,500 0.67 
716 Old Mesa North Fork 10.61 LV LR H  $1,591,500 0.67 
7578 Milk Creek Gunnison  3.99 LV LR H  $598,500 0.67 
7729 Gardner Ridge Gunnison  2.72 LV LR H  $408,000 0.67 
7743 Lost Canyon Gunnison  3.01 LV LR H  $451,500 0.67 
7785 Lujan Gunnison  2.18 LV LR H  $327,000 0.67 
7787 Saguache Park Gunnison  4.4 LV LR H  $660,000 0.67 
7790 Big Meadows Gunnison  20.34 LV LR H  $3,051,000 0.67 

7794 
Cochetopa 
Creek Gunnison  13.69 LV LR H  $2,053,500 0.67 

7874 Samora Creek Gunnison  6.49 LV LR H  $973,500 0.67 
7874.1A Deadman West Gunnison  3.47 LV LR H  $520,500 0.67 

 
For an example of applicability of the low composite score, review the Porter Flat Road NFSR 
#266.  This road has a composite score of .67.  None of the identified values were rated high.  It 
ranked medium for mineral, recreation, social and special uses values.  It had a low value for fire 
and timber.  This road poses a low risk to watershed, but a high risk for wildlife.  The Porter Flat 
Road rated high in black bear acorn, berries, migration routes and elk calving bighorn sheep 
lambing and special habitats. 
 
Using the composite score and associated rating as a tool, the road manager could determine that 
that improving the road or increasing the operation level could have an adverse effect to wildlife, 
and would more than likely not be a high priority for the identified values.  It may not be prudent 
or necessary to spend limited road dollars beyond the maintenance needed to maintain this road 
at a low operational level. 
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Replacement Value  

Replacement costs were included in the value and risk analysis and are displayed in Appendix A-4, 
Engineering Value Calculation. 

Replacement cost considers the overall fiscal value of the road in terms of the expense to replace the 
road.  On average, the replacement costs by Maintenance Level are: 

Level 3 – Average of $150,000/mile 
Level 4 – Average of $277,000/mile 
Level 5 – Average of $335,000/mile 

This road’s analysis can help to identify ways to more effectively spend the limited road maintenance 
funds allocated to each Forest.  In using a road’s analysis to determine values and risks for each Forest 
road, the Forest Service can allocate maintenance funds to high priority roads based on values and 
risk.  A road’s analysis can be used to prioritize where the Forest can reduce funding on those roads 
with low social or economic values or that have a high potential for adverse resource consequences.  
Conversely, the analysis can identify those roads with a high composite index where increased 
funding can provide greater benefit to the public or natural resource management.  An outcome of the 
value ranking of roads on the GMUG helps to determine which roads on the Forest do not provide a 
high level of economic or social good.  In this analysis, roads with a total value rating of 6-10 are 
considered low and therefore it could be a reasonable management decision to reduce the maintenance 
and operational level of these roads from Level 3 to Level 2.  Reducing maintenance on a road from a 
Level 3 to a Level 2 saves two-thirds of annual maintenance costs while allowing the road to remain 
open to use. (Figure 2-3). 

The risk analysis can also provide managers with rankings that would identify those roads that would 
benefit or where adverse resource impacts could be reduced with greater expenditures on maintenance 
or capital improvements.  Often when enhanced maintenance practices are implemented, or drainage 
facilities are improved on roads with high watershed risk rankings, erosion and sediment can be 
reduced.  The road’s analysis can provide direction to managers as to which roads or roads in specific 
watersheds may warrant increased road maintenance or improvement expenditures.  Risk factors can 
also provide managers with rankings that may help to determine at what point a road creates too great 
a risk to resource values, such as critical wildlife habitat, and it may be necessary to consider 
decommissioning roads or reduce the operational level of a road to protect or enhance resource values. 

 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADDRESSING PROBLEMS AND 
RISKS 
The following sections outline management opportunities and recommendations that have been 
identified by the IDT based on the analysis presented in Chapters 2-4 of this document.  To provide 
overall context and organization, recommendations are generally arranged by the categories defined 
by the issues presented that were used to organize major issues found in Chapter 3. 
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GENERAL OPPORTUNITIES 

Opportunities for addressing other road-related problems and risks 
1. Utilize the GMUG Roads Analysis for sub-forest scale roads assessments. 
2. Update and change the Values Matrix as needed to maintain a current and relevant 

document.  
3. Tier from the Roads Analysis a strategy to review and update Road Management 

Objectives (RMOs).  Utilize the RMO for road project review. 

Jurisdiction and Ownership 

Roads are tracked in a data base known as INFRA. Forest engineers and lands specialists are 
continually involved with questions and cases related to road jurisdiction and ownership.  Some roads 
crossing NFS lands may have overlapping jurisdiction claims by state and local governments, as well 
as jurisdictional issues related to Forest System Roads crossing private land inholdings.  Overlapping 
jurisdiction claims become problematic when commercial users are required to obtain permits and pay 
fees to both the Forest Service and local government for use of a road.  In some cases it may be 
advantageous for the local governments to have jurisdiction of some Forest roads because of 
maintenance requirements and access to private land inholdings.  

Opportunities to address jurisdiction concerns: 

1. Pursue resolution of jurisdictional claims and formalize right-of-way agreements, 
easements, or other legal instruments related to road jurisdiction. 

2. Inform road users of the type of travel permitted on GMUG roads through appropriate 
signing and education, especially when roads involve multiple jurisdictions. 

3. Engage lands specialists, legal counsel, and engineering personnel into project planning 
early-on to help resolve questions and issues related to road jurisdiction and ownership. 

4. Continue to update the Forest right-of-way atlas. 
5. Keep existing road maintenance agreements updated. (Schedule A Agreements). 
6. Pursue new rights-of-ways where forest access is not adequate for management needs. 
7. Encourage counties to assume jurisdiction on portions of roads on NFS lands, where it is 

deemed appropriate and advantageous to both entities, i.e. #7740 Cement Creek. 
8. Continue to update the forest INFRA road database with jurisdictional changes, once 

easements are acquired or rights-of-way are granted. 

Water Resources 

This roads analysis process identified highly sensitive watersheds, and the roads within them.  The 
process used watershed sensitivity assessments as the indicator of risk potential related to road use and 
road development.  Future sub forest scale roads analysis should reference this table for watershed risk 
ratings and watershed information. 

Opportunities to address Water Resource Impacts for both existing roads and with new road 
construction: 
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Existing Roads 
1. Evaluate and eliminate diversion potential at stream crossings. 
2. Continue to identify culvert and drainage structure condition surveys. 
3. Focus maintenance efforts on drainage improvements for those roads considered to have 

high potential for hydrologic impact and high risk to aquatic communities. 
4. Relocate roads currently located on unstable soils. 
5. Relocate drainage structures so that the outlets are on less sensitive areas which may 

include flatter slopes and locations with better-drained soils. 
6. Realign crossings that are not consistent with the stream channel pattern. 
7. Add cross-drains near road-stream crossings to reduce the connected disturbed area. 
8. Relocate roads out of riparian areas. 
9. Restore the hydrology in riparian areas that have been dewatered by the road system. 

New Roads 
1. Design roads to minimize interception, concentration, and diversion potential. 
2. Use outsloping and drainage structures to disconnect road ditches from stream channels 

rather than delivering water in road ditches directly to stream channels. 
3. Design measures to reintroduce intercepted water back into slow subsurface pathways. 
4. Design crossings to pass all potential products including sediment and woody debris, not 

just water. 
5. Increase the number and effectiveness of drainage structures. 
6. Change the type of crossing to better fit the situation; for example, consider bridges or 

hardened crossings on streams with floodplains, and consider bottomless arch culverts in 
place of round pipe culverts. 

7. Set road-stream crossing bottoms at natural levels of wet meadow surfaces. 
8. Reduce the number of road-stream crossings to minimize the potential for adverse 

effects. 

Biotic Condition 
1. Provide funding to construct proper stream crossing to reduce the risk for the 5 roads 

identified as having a high risk potential to Colorado cutthroat trout. 
2. Utilize resource specialists with professional expertise regarding watershed and aquatic 

habitat function and protect to aid in deferred maintenance surveys to help ensure that 
identified future maintenance needs do not impact aquatic species or habitats. 

Environmental Impacts (Other than Water) 
1. Review and evaluation of the values, risk analysis and baseline data contained in the 

Roads Analysis can provide valuable background information relative to project-level 
planning that effects roads or the need for road improvement and construction. 

2. Roads causing adverse impacts should be prioritized for evaluation at the sub-forest scale 
and future analysis. 
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Opportunities to Address Specific Resources Management: 
1. Assess those roads that were considered valuable to mineral resource operations and of 

high replacement and deferred cost to the Forest.  Determine if additional maintenance 
cost-sharing agreements are required. 

2. Monitor road closure, rehabilitation, or removal efforts by oil and gas, coal and other 
resource extractions operators for compliance with lease agreement. 

3. Ensure that road maintenance level objectives are implemented when resource 
management activities are completed. 

Opportunities to Address Risks to Wildlife/Sensitive Species: 
1. Consider certain roads for seasonal closures to reduce the effects of motorized vehicles in 

important or critical wildlife areas or areas of concern. 
2. When roads with high risk to wildlife cannot be decommissioned, plan maintenance 

outside of key habitat use periods (i.e.: nesting periods, ungulate winter range). 
3. When roads with high risk to wildlife cannot be decommissioned or closed to use, reroute 

those portions of the roads that impact key or critical wildlife habitats such as leks, nests, 
or lambing areas away from those more sensitive areas. 

4. When roads with high risk to wildlife cannot be decommissioned or closed, limit road use 
in key areas.  Allow access by special permit only. 

5. Integrate wildlife concerns and protection strategies into the decision process before 
upgrading operational levels on existing roads. 

Opportunities to address noxious weed risks 
1. Restrict travel through areas with active noxious weed infestations until they can be 

treated. 
2. Monitor those areas with high road density and/or high road use for invasive species 

establishment and spread. 
3. Monitor and evaluate noxious weed treatments along Level 3-5 roads. 
4. Implement Best Management Practices found within USDA Forest Service Report 

Backcountry Road Maintenance and Weed Management, July 2003. 

Historic Significance 

Opportunities to address cultural heritage resources: 
1. Initiate surveys or research to determine which roads on the GMUG have cultural or 

historic significance. 
2. Manage roads deemed as historically significant in such a manner as not to obliterate or 

destroy the historic features or attributes. 
3. Develop management plans to maintain the historical nature of those roads deemed to be 

historically significant and keep maintenance levels consistent with the nature of an 
historic road. 

4. Provide for interpretive or educational opportunities along roads with historical 
significance to better inform the public about the cultural values associated with the 
roadway. 
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Road Management Funding 

The Forest Service has determined that to maintain all existing Level 3-5 roads to the desired 
operational levels on the GMUG it would cost approximately $6 million.  In recent years the GMUG 
has received about $1.7 million annually for road construction and management. 

Recent data collected has shown that Level 3 roads are the most costly to maintain annually, while the 
Level 5 roads (paved) are less costly to maintain due to their surface .  While not part of this Roads 
Analysis, the Level 2 roads (high clearance) are the least costly to maintain and they account for about 
62 percent of the road miles on the GMUG. 

Several factors have affected road management on the GMUG.  Specifically, the decrease of 
commodity use (logging) has reduced contributory funding associated with road-use agreements 
coupled with more recreational use and inholding residential development has increased road use and 
maintenance demands.  These increased demands have come without new or additional revenues to 
meet the new demands.  Such factors make it necessary to prioritize where the existing funding is 
allocated and are instrumental in why deferred maintenance costs continue to increase. 

Opportunities to address funding issues: 
1. Prioritize funding to address critical safety needs. 
2. Ensure road maintenance levels are appropriate to meet the expected traffic on the road 

for the management needs as described in the RMOs. 
3. Retain and promote existing road maintenance agreements and update when appropriate.  
4. Continue to explore opportunities with counties on road maintenance. 
5. Reduce the maintenance level on low-value roads (single purpose).  Consider this option 

during sub-forest scale roads analyses. 
6. Implement seasonal travel restrictions on roads susceptible to damage during wet or 

thawing conditions. 
7. Collect road maintenance and surface rock replacement deposits, as appropriate, on all 

commercial road- use permits and special- use permits involving Forest road use. 
8. Pursue new cooperative agreements with other jurisdictions, and re-instate County/Forest 

agreements that are no longer active. 

County/Forest Relationship 

County governments are key in Forest road maintenance.  The GMUG partners with eight counties on 
road maintenance agreements.  Maintaining good working relationships with these local governments 
on road maintenance will help to keep road maintenance levels consistent with demand and need 
while helping to alleviate the need for increased Forest Service expenditures. 

Opportunities to address County/Forest Relationship issues: 
1. The GMUG should work closely with the counties, involving an interdisciplinary team of 

resource specialists to ensure that resource objectives are identified and met. 
2. Ensure that counties are maintaining NFS roads that are under forest/county agreements 

representative to their annual HUT funding, (i.e., HUTF mileage claimed equates to 
mileage maintained). 
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3. Ensure uniformity and consistency across all eight counties in regards to cooperative 
agreements, RMOs, and interpretation of HUT funding. 

4. Continue to maintain and foster a good working relationship with CDOT. 
5. Continue to maintain and foster a good working relationship with all eight counties. 
6. Develop plans for gravels sources (borrow pits).  Ensure that existing gravel pits are 

utilized to their fullest extent before other new sources are mined. 

Population Growth Impacts 

Opportunities for addressing population growth impacts: 
1. Provide risk and values information and maintenance data on Forest system roads to 

county planners and Commissioners when they are faced with new subdivision permits 
for inholdings or lands adjacent to NFS lands that require use of those lands to provide 
access.  Encourage local governments to factor in the road maintenance and jurisdiction 
issues into the decision process and approvals for new subdivisions. 

2. Re-evaluate over-snow activities, such as snowmobiling, that can compact snow cover in 
areas that would become more accessible when additional snowplowing (more roads kept 
open to wheeled vehicles during the winter) is contemplated on Forest roads.  Areas of 
greatest concern are open wet meadow and riparian areas where species that can be most 
vulnerable to snow compaction impacts are most likely to inhabit during winter. 

3. Consider completing project-level Roads Analysis on specific Forest system roads where 
there is a high probability of development of inholding property or on private lands 
adjacent to the GMUG.  Such analysis could address more specifically resource risks, 
values, and road jurisdiction issues and helps to define desired operational levels for 
roads that may be affected by such future development. 

Safety 

The number one issue dealing with safety revolves around the introduction of OHV use on passenger 
car roads.  Forest travel plans have been completed for the Uncompahgre and Grand Mesa National 
Forests, and routes were identified within those plans allowing OHV travel on certain Level 3-5 roads. 

The Gunnison National Forest does not have a current route-by-route travel plan, but the District has 
worked with the counties and others to identify certain county and forest roads where OHV travel is 
permitted.  Gunnison and San Miguel Counties have identified those county roads where OHV traffic 
is expressly prohibited. 

Opportunities to address safety related issues include: 
1. Ensure that there are adequate warning signs on travel routes where mixing of vehicle 

and ATV traffic is allowed. 
2. Inform users of type of travel permitted on Forest roads through appropriate signing and 

education.  This is especially critical when the road crosses different agency jurisdictions. 
3. Consider constructing specific OHV trails, rather than allowing OHV’s to travel on 

higher operational level roads where the mixing of vehicle types is a safety problem. 
4. Consider eliminating OHV use on roads where mixing traffic is a safety concern. 
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5. Work closely with counties to ensure “seamless” travel restrictions on roads where there 
is a mix of county and forest jurisdiction. 

6. As set forth in MUTCD, establish and maintain proper signing on roads subject to the 
Highway Safety Act. 

Capital Improvement Guidelines 

The analysis within this document shows a need to correct deferred maintenance work items.  Funding 
limitations require prioritization for deferred maintenance backlog work.  The road value/risk analysis 
along with the composite rating system provides a starting point for setting priorities.  The following 
guidelines are to be used along with the analysis information and composite score when selecting, 
prioritizing, and implementing road projects. 

Road Easement Guidelines 

The Forest can potentially become more efficient with road funding, by giving easements and/or 
jurisdiction of roads to other agencies and cooperators.  This is not a new concept; in fact, some roads 
on the Forest currently have easements granted as well as cooperative maintenance agreements. 

Chapter 4 of this document, specifically questions and responses to GT(1) (2) and (3), and the 
Opportunity and Risks relating to this subject provides background on road easements. 

Generally, when the Forest Service conveys an easement (authorizing a right-of-use) to another entity, 
the Federal government still maintains ownership of the land and it can be continued to be managed 
by the Forest Service.  As defined in FSM 2700.2, the objectives of granting rights-of-way for roads 
are to: 

1. Provide rights-of-ways for the public road system, including the Federal-aid system, 
when such roads cross NFS lands or interests in lands. 

2. Accommodate the access needs for the protection, development and utilization of lands 
and resources owned by private interests or administered by public agencies when the 
planned forest development road system and public road system do not meet those needs 
adequately. 

3. Protect and enhance the quality of air, water, soil, and natural beauty of Forest Service 
administered lands in the granting of any right-of-way. 

4. Cooperate with intermingled and adjacent landowners in developing roads that serve the 
needs of both parties through the exchange of rights-of-way. 

5. Provide access across NFS land to private land that is adequate to secure the owners 
thereof of reasonable use and enjoyment of their land without unnecessarily reducing the 
management options of the Forest Service or damaging NFS lands or resources. 

FSM 2732 further defines National Forest Road and Trail Act Easements. 

1. Grant FRTA easement to qualified applicants who cooperate in the construction and 
maintenance of the road system needed to manage the NFS. 

 
Other easements defined in FSM 2730 include: 
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 2731 Department of Transportation Easements 
2732.1  Easement Grants in Road Right-of-way Construction and Use Agreement 

1. Cost Share Easements 
2. Non-Cost Share Easements 
3. Prior Grants to Cooperators 

2732.2  Easement grants Outside of Road Right-of-Way Construction and Use 
Agreement 

1. FRTA Forest Road Easements 
2. FRTA Private Road Easements 
3. Rights-of-way in wilderness in the contiguous 48 states 
4. Roads constructed on valid mining claims or mineral lese areas when 

the construction is authorized by an approved operating plan. 
2733- Federal Land Policy and Management Act Rights-of-way 
Grant all road rights-of-way under Title V of the Federal Land Policy and Management 
Act with the exception of: 

1. Federal -aid Highways (FSM 2731). 
2. Rights-of-way granted to cooperators and public road agencies under 

FRTA (FSM 2732). 

The following roads should be further analyzed for consideration of issuing FRTA easements to 
counties due to a variety of reasons including increasing development pressure adjacent to or beyond 
the Forest boundaries or because they are small segments of NFS roads interspersed between private 
lands under county jurisdiction. 

All or segments of: 
 
Cumberland Pass   NFSR #765 
Lost Canyon    NFSRS #743 
Soap Creek    NFSR # 721 
Tomichi Creek   NFSR #888 
Slate River    NFSR #734 
Cement Creek   NFSR #740 
Alpine Plateau   NFSR # 867 
Meridian Lake   NFSR # 811.A1 
Gothic     NFSR #317 
Green Lake NFSR   NFSR #826.1D 
Stevens Gulch   NFSR #701 
Dave Wood   NFSR # 510 
Fall Creek   NFSR # 618 
Last Dollar   NFSR #638 
Deep Creek   NFSR #639 
Campbird    NFSR #853 
Dexter Creek   NFSR #871 
Owl Creek-Cimarron   NFSR #858 
Sanborn Park    NFSR # 530 
Sunset Summer Homes NFSR #252.1C 
Trickle Park   NFSR # 121 
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(Upper) Taylor River  NFSR #742 
Washington Gulch  NFSR #811 
Cebolla Creek   NFSR # 788 
Brush Creek   NFSR #738 
Gardner Ridge   NFSR # 729 
Carbon Creek   NFSR #737 

Road Management Guidelines 

1.  If a road’s maintenance condition has decreased, consider the need for the road (values) and the 
historic use, as well as alternative roads in the area before permanently changing the maintenance 
level.  Use the Road Management Objectives (RMOs) to document any changes. 

2.  Reduce the maintenance level on identified Level 3, 4 and 5 roads where the road ranks low on the 
values matrix, or on those roads where the access needs would be adequately met by a maintenance 
Level 2, or even possibly, Level 1 road.  The cause for this change should be as a result of an IDT 
look at the RMO. This option should be considered during sub-forest scale roads analysis, as this can 
be a means to reduce the annual cost for maintaining roads. 

Reduced maintenance of these roads should not occur on roads that have a high watershed risk rating 
since proper maintenance is one of the primary means to mitigate adverse road effects on watershed 
function.  The desired outcome for situations where maintenance is reduced is for it only to result in 
reduced user comfort.  Often reduced user comfort results in less traffic on the roads by larger 
motorized vehicles, which does offer some benefit to watershed function and wildlife. 

3.  Consider prohibiting OHV use on NFS roads when one or more of the following conditions exist: 

• The road is maintained at Level 3, 4 or 5 and connects to a state, county, or other public 
agency road that is similarly regulated. 

• Traffic volumes exceed 100 vehicles per day (SADT) on single-lane roads. 
• Average traffic speed on the road exceeds 25 mph. 
• Consider constructing a parallel trail to accommodate non-licensed vehicles, as an 

alternative to upgrading a road or widening the shoulders to accommodate such use. 

4.  Reduce annual maintenance costs or increase funding sources for road maintenance by considering 
the following: 

• Implement seasonal travel restrictions on roads susceptible to damage during wet or 
thawing conditions so as to lessen maintenance costs the following field season. 

• Collect road maintenance and surface rock replacement fees or accept in-kind 
maintenance work, as appropriate, on all road- use permits and special- use permits that 
require use of Forest system roads. 
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General Guidelines 

The following are general road-related guidelines: 
• Require authorized, permitted operations utilizing NFS roads to pay a fair share of road 

maintenance costs. 
• Consider road decommissioning when planning projects that involve the construction and 

use of short-term, single-resource roads; for example, roads planned for mineral projects 
that undergo exploration, development and abandonment phases.  Incorporating decisions 
to decommission single-resource roads during the initial stages of project planning helps 
with initial design criteria and helps to maintain the Forest’s base road system rather than 
allowing for continued incremental creep of the Forest road system.  Project plans will 
document planned road decommissioning and project level monitoring would help to 
ensure that those decommissioning will take place on the ground. 

• Develop an annual maintenance plan to prevent deferred maintenance costs from 
accruing on roads with a high composite score ranking. 

• Annually update the road system databases and keep them current. 
• Use an interdisciplinary process to develop, update, and implement road management 

objectives for all system roads.  Ensure that information in the transportation atlas and 
inventory conforms to approved road management objectives. 

• At appropriate intervals, update the data contained in the Road Matrix and appendices.  
Analyze the changes to determine new opportunities that may have developed as new 
information is collected. 

• Ensure that all NFS roads under Schedule A agreements with counties have current up-
to-date Road Management Objectives.  Meet at least annually with County personnel to 
review RMOs. 

ASSESSMENT OF BUILDING ROADS IN A CURRENTLY 
UNROADED AREA 
An inventory of areas essentially roadless and undeveloped in character has been completed.  These 
areas are natural in appearance and often closer to pristine in their ecological processes. 

Roading of these currently unroaded areas could cause adverse impacts to ecological processes, rare 
plants, wildlife, and recreation experiences.  A brief assessment of potential road impacts on currently 
unroaded areas is provided in EF(1) and potential effects to the human environment is discussed in 
SI(4). 

KEY FINDINGS 
The ID team discussed and noted some key findings from the roads analysis that were broader in scale 
than the opportunities or guidelines, and were derived from compilation of chapters two through five 
within the RAP. 
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1. The GMUG Level 3-5 road system is adequate to provide access to the Forest.  This 
analysis did not determine a need for more arterial or collector routes for Forest access or 
programmatic resource needs.  Conversely, the GMUG should consider reducing 
maintenance levels of low value roads, and discourage upgrading existing Level 2 roads 
to Level 3, 4 or 5 roads. 

2. The GMUG may not be fully utilizing or leveraging outside road funding, such as county 
maintenance agreements, funds available for Forest Designated Highways, and 
cooperation with other agencies. 

3. Projects that involve decisions regarding Level 3-5 roads will still need to analyze many 
of the resource risk factors and values contained in this Roads Analysis, but further 
analysis needs to be done at a smaller scale. 

4. Concerns, issues, and decisions relating to road management on the GMUG will be a 
major component of forest management in the future.  Roads and travel will continue to 
weave themselves into most, if not all, resource management and project decisions on the 
GMUG.  It is anticipated that the Forest Service will become more involved in road 
issues, particularly related to all-weather access, as more development occurs on or 
adjacent to the GMUG.  Roads and motorized travel are critical elements of the Forest 
Plan management theme direction (Forest Plan revision) and road management decisions 
have a direct effect on the Forest Service’s ability to meet desired conditions for most 
Forest Plan management themes.  Since roads and travel play such a critical role in Forest 
planning, there will be increased scrutiny of all road management decisions and actions 
on the GMUG. 

5. The GMUG may need to further restrict the use of the current road system, by 
considering later early-season road openings, earlier late-season road closures, and 
restricting or eliminating winter use.  These restrictions may be necessary to consider the 
impacts that roads and road use have to wildlife and watershed, in light of increasing 
human populations and increasing concern for wildlife and water issues.  Restricting road 
use will also protect the road investment, as road maintenance needs increase with level 
or reduced road appropriations. 

 

NEPA ANALYSIS NEEDS 
National Environmental Policy Act compliance is not required for this roads analysis because the 
Forest Service is not making any decisions related to specific resource or land altering activities nor 
does it authorize the expenditures of federal funds.  The Roads Analysis provides information, 
opportunities, and possible strategies for subforest-scale roads analyses.  Any decisions that change 
management of the road system resulting from subforest scale roads analyses or propose to implement 
a physical change to the GMUG road system will require the appropriate level of NEPA compliance 
and environmental impact analysis. 
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